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En our 100th Year

Capttres New York, Connecticut

Meeting With Officials Set

Primaries Give
Kennedy Life
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK Al'1
I Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy won a new lease on his
challenge for the White House with a
surprise landslide over President
Carter in New York and another upset
in Connecticut. But he still is campaigning against long odds.
Republican Ronald Reagan padded
his hefty Republican lead, winning big
in New York on Tuesday while losing to
George Bush in Connecticut.
Kennedy's first primary victories
outside his own Massachusetts came
just as the Carter camp was gaining
support for its less-than-subtle suggestions that the time had come for Kennedy to quit and help Democrats unite
behind the president.
The defeat he dealt Carter in New
York,59 percent to 41 erecent, virtually guaranteed that the senator from
Massachusetts will be competing all the
way to the Democratic National Convention.
But Carter gained nominating
delegates in defeat, and his national
count reached 45 percent of the majority it will take to win the Democratic
nomination.
Kennedy said Tuesday night that the
voters had sent a clear message to
Washington and to their party : They
can no longer afford an inflation rate of
18 percent and interest rates that match..."
"And I think were going to see that
repeated in states' all across this country," he sald.
Carter's campaign chairman, Robert
Strauss, said it Won't happen. He called
the twin losses "no more than a dip.. in
the road toward the nominatian." He
said Owe primaries in Wisconsin and
Kansas next Tuesday will put the president "back on the victory road."
Kennedy seemed to be conceding as
much. Aides said he did not plan to
campaign personally for those contests,
but would turn at once to Pennsylvania,
which holds the next of the big-state
Democratic primary. elections on April

n.
With victory in Connecticut, his
boyhood home, Republican Bush won a
chance to keep going. He was at work
today in Wisconsin.
But the odds are as bleak for him as
for Kennedy. Reagan, like Carter, has
built a commanding lead in nominating
delegates, and it will take a succession
of landslide defeats to stop him.
"There are a lot of primaries to go,
and I'm sure there' will be wins and
Imses, but I think .we're well on the
way," Reagan said.
These were Tuesday's Democratic
results:
New York
Kennedy 574,566 or 59 percent, for 164
delegates.
Carter 399,862 or 41 percent, for 118
delegates.
Connecticut
Kennedy 98,571 or 47 percent, for 29
delegates. Carter 87,108 or 41 percent, for 25
delegates.
Lyndon LaRouche 6,481 or 3 percent.
California Gov. Edmund G. Brown

Jr. 5,357 or 3 pircent.
Uncommitted 13,290 or6 percent.
Brown did not campaign. He's
waiting for Wisconsin. But the Kennedy
revival was a blow to his strategy,
which was based on the assumPtiOn
that he could emerge there as the only
alternative to Carter.
In the Connecticut Republican
primary,the numbers read: Bush 70,070 or 39 percent, for 15
delegates.
Reagan 61,333 or 34 percent, for 14
delegates.
Rep. John B. Anderson of Illinois
.40,481 or 22 percent,for 6 delegates.
Rep. Philip M. Crane of Illinois got 1
percent; the rest went to campaign
drop-outs, a minar eniry, or went Uncommitted.
New York Republicans didn't vote
directly for presidential candidates.
They chose among candidates for convention seats, electing 73 Reagan supporters and only 6 for Bush. The other
38 were uncommitted.
The delegates gained by Reagan and
by Carter were evidence of the problem
facing their challengers.
In his double defeat, Carter gained
143 delegates, In victory, Kennedy captured 193.
That brought Carter's national
delegate count to 746 of the 1,666 it will
take to win the nomination. Kennedy
has 385.
White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell said Kennedy would have to win
63 percent of all the delegates yet to be
chosen in order to catch Carter. That's
a tall order under a system that awards
delegates in proportion to the popular
vote, and so rewards losers along with
winners.
On the Republican side, Reagan
emerged with a national total of 293
delegates. It will take 998 to win the
nomination. The 87 delegates Reagan
won ip Connecticut and New York came
in states that virtually shut him out four
years ago, and the territory in which
the former California governor was
strongest then is still ahead of him.
Kennedy had been saying all along
that he would break through in states
like New York and Pennsylvania. He
put Illinois in that bracket, too, until he
lost it.

No Word Yet
If Gottfried Will
Stay Or Leave

RECONSIDERING - Murray State Head football Coach Mike Gottfried,
right, told a crowd of over 300 supporters, team members and fellow
coaches that he has decided to reconsider his decision to leave MSU for an
assistant coaching job at the Universi!,, of Arizona. Gottfried his holding
petitions signed by over 5,000 West K.ntuckians urging him to reconsider
his decision. The petitions were prest Med to Gottfried by District Judge
Sid Easley, a former president of the MSU alumni association.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

Peer

Is Inaugurated Tuesday Night
Tuesday night marked the inauguration of the Dr. Harry M. Sparks
Distinguished Lecture Series in educational administration at Murray State
University.
Sparks served as president of Murray
State from 1968 to 1973 and has long
been recognized as an active leader in
educational activities. He has taught at
several educational levels and served a
four-year term as superintendent of
public instruction for the commonwealth of Kentucky during the administration of Gov. Edward T."Ned
Breathitt.
The lecture series was established by
the Murray State board of regents 1:-.
honor of Sparks' 43 years of service t.
Kentucky education.
A special tribute to Sparks wa,
presented by Dr. Constantine W. Cu:ris, Murray State president, Dr. Ly-rm:-

iger, former Kentucky superintennt of public instruction, and Dr. S. M.
.latarazzo, MSU professor of educaI.Jrial . administration and faculty
.enresentative on the board of regents,
.ofore the speaker.
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, president of the
Foundation for the Enhance,
ment of Teaching and former U.S. commissioner of education, was the
featured speaker.
Boyer discussed the value of a formal
education with an emphasis on vocation. It seems quite clear to me that in
the years ahead, many of the students
who' will come to college will seek a
degree that pays off in economic
terms."
He stressed that throughout history
"education has been a unique blend of
inspiration and vocation because this is

and Training Act CETA
May:1.
be refunded, although revenue sharing
Melvin B. Henley on revenue sharir..
to states will not.
and city planner Steve Zea on the city's
-If revenue sharing is not refunded,
Community Development grant.
the city will be in trouble," Henley said,
Mrs. Vandegrift said that Murri,'.adding that Murray has never had an
had one of the lowest rate schedules ;lc
-inflation-indexed- tax. He said that if
Tennessee Valley Authority will
it is refunded, the city can probably
However, the city is facing a 10 percu.
operate another year without an inrate increase within the next month.
crease in taxes.
she said.
He noted that the city was operating
There are presently 26 people on the
with three fewer employees now than it
CETA program in the county, accewas five years ago and was providing
ding to bon Brown, county coordinate
no fewer services.
of the program. The program has a i)
"We're experiencing close to a 20 perpercent job placement into outidt'
cent cost increase per year, whereas
employment.
the homeowner has averaged probably
Henley said that after his recent at- -11 to 12 percent," Henley said.
tendance at a National League of Citirs
Zea said the city received the first
meeting in Washington, it appeared
Community Development money in Ochim that revenue sharing to cities
tober.-1979 to revitalize the Douglas
community. The two-year grant, totaling $996,000. will extendi through October 1981.
The planner said the city Will 'apply
for a three-year comprehensive grant
to complete the Douglas project following the completion of the present grant.

Jimmy Newman,
Band To Have
Show Friday

2,:tir,±1)
4

SERVICE AWARD-Mrs. Harry Lou Mason, director of Regents Hall at
Murray State University, has been presented a Service Award by the
Southeastern Association of Housing Officers (SAND). Making the presentation is Chuck Hulick, director'of housing at Murray State, who nominated
her for the recognition. She has been a residence hall director for 10 years
and bas virTilWirWith--abotit 340Cl_voung women during that time.SAtIO js
made up of almost 100 colleges and universities from 10 Southeastern
states. Service Awards,intended to recognize an individual's service to hall
residents and the university, were presented to 18 resident hall staff employees this year.

Reports that Murray State University
head football coach Mike Gottfried has
reconsidered his earlier decision to accept an assistant coaching job with the
University of Arizona, electing to remain at Murray State, could not be confirmed by press time today.
Sources close to the university administration. indicated that a meeting
has been scheduled for this afternoon
between Gottfried, MSU president Dr.
Constantine Curris, and vice-president
for university services Dr. Marshall
Gordon, but that source would not
reveal the expected topic of.discussion
or the anticipated outcome of the
meeting.
Gottfried was reported to be "leaning
toward" remaining at Murray but he,
too,could not be retched for comment.
A crowd of over 300 people turned out

Harry M. Sparks Lecture Series

Local Officials Answer Questions
On Government During Meeting
Several local officials answered questions on local government problems at
Tuesday night's meeting of the League
of Women Voters.
The meeting followed a two-year'
study of various aspects of local
government by league members. Cochairmen of the League's Committee
on Local Government are Ruth Howard
and Fugen Muscio.
Irma La Follette gave the report on
the transportation commission followed
by Sue Vandegrift's report on the Electric Plant Board. Ms. Muscia.reported
on the Comprehensive Employment

olume101 No 73

A Country Music Show featuring Jimmy C. Newman and his entire road
band, Cajun Country, will be held Fr:day, March 28, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County High School Gymnasium.
This special event is being sponsored
by the Calloway Chapter of,the Futun
Farmers of America, Tickets in advance are $3.50-4or adults and $2.50 for
children 6 to 12; but at the door will be
$4 for adults, $2.50 for children 6 to 12.
and free for children under six.
Newman has been a star of the Grand
Ole Opry, Nashville, Tenn., for 24
years. Members Of the Cajun band include Ray Kirkland, vocalist, guitarist
and banjo picker; Gary Kirkland, electric bass; Bessyl Duhon,French accordians, Rufus Thibodeaux, fiddle; Larry
Stewart, Steel guitar 'Bart liotf.t.W.k,'_
drums.
The public is urged to attend the concert in support of the Calloway FFA
Chapter,a spokesman said.

Murray City Council
Will Meet Thursday
To Consider Items

the nature of our existence."
In conclusion, Boyer stated, -I'm
convinced that for us to be well
prepared to live our vocation, students
must also develop the capacity to make
judgments and to form convictions and
to act boldly upon those values."

Calloway Board
Invites Public To
CCMS Open House
The Calloway County Board of
Education has invited the public to an
open house of its new middle school
from 1 p.m. to 4,Sunday,March 30.
The facility, located behind the high
school on College Farm Road, opened
in January to start the spring semester.
The school has 525 seventh and eighth
grade students.
No formal ceremonies will be held,
Dr. Jack Rose,superintendent,said. He
added that the board members; Walter
Byars, Ferrel Miller, Billy Joe Kingins,
Jerry Overbey and Lubie Parrish; also
will be on hand.
Refreshments will be served and
tours of the building will be available.

WKMS-FM Boosts
Power; System To
Be Dedicated Sunday
WKMS-FM,fine arts radio station of
Murray State University, has boosted
its power from 13,000 to 100,000 watts.
This new transmission system will be
dedicated on Sunday, March 30, in the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery an the
fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State.
The reception for the public begins at
5 p.m., followed by a live dedication
broadcast at 6 p.m.
Refreshments will be served and live
music will be provided by Joe Jackson
at the piano, Kentucky's Way Barbershop Quartet and Bluegrass and
Company.
Tours of the new facilities will be
given throughout the evening.

Discussion Of MHS
Personnel Will Head
City Board Agenda

A regular meeting of the Murray
Common Council will be held Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. at Murray City Hall.
A discussion of the Murray High
• Items listed on the agenda for the
School personnel will highlight the
meeting include:
Thursday, March 27, meeting of the
— Consideration of a proposal from
Murray Independent Board of EducaWest View Nursing Home concerning
tion. The meeting will be held at 7 p.m.
industrial revenue bonds.
at the board office building.
— The second reading of ordinances
Principal Roy Weatherly and assisrezoning property in Northwood Subtant principal John Hina will lead the
division and concerning flood damage
personnel discussion.
prevention.
Other items on the agenda include the
— Recommendations on the sale of
consideration of the special voted tax
a-excess equipment andiunk material," .sasia.7.1."!aditures for the summer of 1980,
qubtes on chemicals for the"Witer &
'the revision of the 1979-80 calendar, an
Sewer System, and a &port on
overview of the 'tentative projected
downtown parking, all from thii Public
budget for 1980-81, and personnel
works committee.
recommendations.
,

last night to greet Gottfried following
his return from Ohio, where he had
been to speaking engagements and had
visited with his mother.
Their reception told the story of just
how much the 35-year old coach has
meant to the community and how much
it wants him to stay here longer.
Gottfried, who had been through an
ordeal in making his decision to return
to the Arizona as the offensive coordinator, was subdued at first by the
crowd that had gathered to greet him.
He was presented with petitions signed
by over 5,000 supporters urging him to
reconsider his decision to leave Murray.
But after collecting his thoughts and
emotions, he stepped to the microphone
arid told the crowd what he had been
through and what it meant to him.
"The last thing I want to do is hurt the
university," Gottfried said. "The second thing is that I am.'embarassed the
people have done what they have done.
-Never did I see a- place that had
more pride. The thing this place has
over others is people.
"Saturday, I felt as bad as I have felt
in my entire life. People called and
showed they honestly cared.
"You can lose sight of the main things
such as honesty, love and friendship.
People wanted to express themselves. The best thing is the friendships.
"There is a belief in the community,
the area and in themselves. I wrestled
with the decision 10-to-12 days.I turned
it down once out there.
"I want you to understand why. All
week,I chose not to go,it was on and off
again.
"I felt the situation at the University
of Arizona was one where I could help
at this particular time.
"All I can say tonight is 'thank you.'
You have to do what you think is best.
-The only thing that could go through
my mind was the faces passing in front
of me. The coaching staff that came in
here gave a lot of themselves.
"Marshall Gordon fought like
everybody to get there. You have to
make decisions that are tough. I am going to reconsider.
"No man is indispensable. One thing
that can come from this is that Murray
and West Kentucky are unique. This
would not have happened at a lot of
other schools.
"I need to sit down with my wife
tonight, make a couple of calls and talk
to some people at Arizona.
Gottfried reportedly met with Curris
and Gordon following last night's reception at Stewart Stadium.

ltoday's index
Two Sections-26Pages
Aces
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Dr. Lamb
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

3-A
9-B, 10-B
9-B
9-B
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3-A
2-A, 3-A
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partly
cloudy.
Partly cloudy and continued
cool tonight. Lows in the upper
30s. Increasing cloudinesshreezy
and warmer Thursday with a
good chance of rain in the afternoon or evening. Highs in the upper 50s.
Extended Forecast
Chance of rain .Friday and
Saturday. Becoming partly
cloudy Sunday. Lows will be in
the upper 30s to low 40s Friday
cooling into the mid 30s by Sunday. Highs will be mostly in the
50s.
LAKE LEVELS
355.47
Lake Barkley
- • 355.55
Kentucky Lake

It
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Happenings In

•

Community

Frtday, March 21
Paducah Antiques Show and
Sale will beheld at Jaycee
Civic Cente, 2701 Park
Avenue, Paducah,from 5 to 9
p.m. Tickets may be purchased at the door and will be good
Free income tax preparafor today, Saturday from 12
tion and assistance will be proGreater Paducah Chapter of noon to 9 p.m., and Sunday
vided to the elderly, lower in- Parents Without Partners will from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
come persons, and students of have a discussion on •'Accepthe community in Rooms 205 tance Facing Reality" at 8
Club memership social is
and 228 of Stewart Stadium, p.m. at the home of Nell Lacy, scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray State University, Saxony Mobile Court, near Murray Country Club.
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Lone Oak. For information
call
1-554-5670.
Registration for the fall
Two Day conference on
term at Eastwood Christian
Science and Faith will be toMurray Senior Citizens will School, Highway 94 East, will
day and tomorrow in the
Blackburn Science Building, have activities from 10 a.m. to be held from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
753-1834
Murray State University. A 3 p.m. at the Ellis Community For information call
seminar will be at 3 p.m. and a Center with devotion at 10:05 or 759-4090.
general program for students a.m., monthly clean-up at
Forestry Enrichment Series
will be at 7:30 p.m. For infor- 10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
table
games
and
open at Camp Energy
own
hanwill
mation call 753-3531.
diwork at 12:30 p.m.
Group Camp, Land Between
Lakes and run through
Thursday,March 27
Disabled
American the
Murray Chapter No. 92 Veterans Chapter and Aux- Sunday.
Royal Arch Masons will meet iliary are scheduled to meet at
Concert
Community
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. 7 p.m. at the Legion Hall,
This will be the annual in- South Sixth and Maple Streets, Association will present the
•••• New Orleans Ragtime Orspection by the Grand Chapter Murray.
chestra at 8 p.m. at the Jaycee
officer and all Royal Arch
Paducah. AdMasons are urged to attend.
Zeta Department, Murray Civic Center,
will be by season
mission
Woman's Club, will meet at
The Murray High School 7:30 p.m. at the club house ticket.
Band is scheduled to present a with Joe Tom Erwin as
Hazel Senior Citizens will
concert at 7 p.m. in the Lovett speaker.
have activities from 10 a.m. to
Auditorium, •Murray State
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
University.
Workshop and lecture by lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Walter Hylick, ceramicist
Support Group meeting for from Berea Collge, will hold a
Meals for Nutrition ProSID, sudden death syndrome, workshop Nen 8:30 a.m. to 3
gram
for the Elderly will be
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the p.m. and a lecture at 7:30 p.m.
Health Center. Any person in Room 423, Fine Arts Center, served at 12 noon at the
who has lost a child through Murray State University. For Douglas Center.
SID, accident or illness is en- information call 762-3784.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
couraged to attend.
will- be held and call 753-0929
Murray State University by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopGolden Age Club will have a Racer baseball team will play ping
and by 11:30 a.m. for
potluck luncheon at 12 noon at the University of Akron at 1
afternoon shopping.
the social hall of the First p.m. and Brown University at
United Methodist Church. A , 3 p.m. at Reagan Field, MSU.
Second night of Interfilm from the Calloway Public
collegiate Rodeo, sponsored
Library will be shown.
Senior bassoon recital by by 'Murray State Rodeo Club,
Jane Harold, Paducah, is will start at 7:30 p.m. AdmisWranglers Riding Club is scheduled at 7 p.m. at the Far- sion will be $4 adults. $3 stuscheduled to Meet at 7 p.m. at rell Recital Hall, Fine Arts dent, and $2 children 6 to 12.
the Calloway County Court Center, Murray State UniverHouse.
sity.
Second production of "What
Intercollegiate rodeo, spon- is the Color of the Wide, Wide
Meals for the Nutrition Pro- sored, by MS Intercollegiate World?" will be at 8 p.m. at
gram for the Elderly will be Rodeo Club will open at 7:30 the Murray State University
served at 12 noon at the p.m. at the West Kentucky Theatre. Tickets are $3 adults,
$1.50 for children under 12, or
Douglas Center.
Livestock and Exposition
by season ticket.
Center. Admission is $3 adults,
$2 students, and $1, children 6
Murray State University
to 12.
Racer baseball team will play
"What is the Color of the Akron at 1 p.m. and Brown
Wide, Wide World?- Will be 'University at 3 p.m.at Reagan
presented at the Murray State Field, MSU.
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Murray State University
Admission will be $3 adults,
men's
tennis team will play
$1.50 children, or by season
the University of Illinois at
ticket.
2:45 p.m. at the University
An Amerman Dream
courts.
Becomes a Love Sim).
Exhibit
in
drawing
by
"‘I'ACEIti
Richard J. Mjos will open at
"MI Ili,.11
• •
Exhibition on works by
the Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
ECOpliffbieeft
Center, Murray State Univer- Mary H. Lawrie, Norwood,
[MUMMA
Pf;
sity, and will go through April Mass., and Richard S.
Abrahams, Glenview, Ill.,
9.
Students at Murray State
Recital by Lloyd Greenwell, University, will be on display
senior, string bass,is schedul- through April 9 at the Eagle
ed at 8:15 a.m. in Farrell (allery, Fine Arts Center,
Recital Hall, Murray State MSU.
University.
Refresher course is square
dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Legion of Mary will meet at Gleason Hall, North 12th and
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St. Payne Streets. For informaLeo's Catholic Church.
tion call 436-2577.

Wednesday, March 26
Murray State University
Racer baseball team will play
Akron at 2 p.m. at Reagan
Field, MSU

Thursday,March 27
Activates for the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Hazel Center with lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

Country Music Show featuring Jimmy Newman and Cajun Country,nominated as one
of top five country bands for
1980, will be held at the
-Calloway County High School
gym at 7:30 p.m. This is sponFriday,Mare11,28
National Association of sored by the Calloway FFA
Retired Federal Employees Chapter.
(NARFE) will meet at 11:30
a.m. at the • Colonial House
Smorgasbord. A represenHOSPITALPATIENT
tative from the University of
Kevin Vaughn of Murray
Kentucky will speak on
• has been dismissed from
"Nutrition." "
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Knights of Columbus Ladies
Night will be held at 6:30 p.m.
at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's.
Catholic-Church. Al and Sallie
Gay will be host and hostess.

Shape Up The Pleasurable Way!
With A

5

Lifetime 3
Membership
Plus $10.00

3-21-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Rollins, baby girl, ( Laurie),
901 Doran Road, Murray.
Hendricks, baby girl,
i Dorothy), 406 Smith Street,
Paris, Tenn.
Futrell, baby boy, ( Kary),
Rt. 2, Box 247, Murray.
Phares, baby boy, (Donna
Sue), Box 5, Kirksey.
Coe, baby girl, )Paula), 508
South 12th Street, Murray.
Delk, baby boy, (Debra I,
208 South Cherry Street, Murray.
Freezor, baby girl, (Faye),
Rt. 7, Box 131, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sheila K. Rowlett, Rt.
3, Box 195-A, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Anna Inell Sims, 701
Williams, Paris, Tenn.;
Daniel T. Dillon, Rt. 1, Dexter; Bobby J. Perry, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. May Elizabeth
Wiggins, Rt. 1, Wingo.
Mrs. Carolyn G. Marshall,
Rt. 3, Box 188, Murray; Ws..
Carolyn A. Brewer, Rt. 3, Benton; Jerry W. Dowdy, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Ruth M. Bazzell,
Rt. 7, Box 186, Mayfield; Mrs.'
Sheila J. Sutter, Rt. 5, Box
1086. Murray.
Jerry D. Carroll, Rt.6, Murray; Morris L. Rhea, Rt. 2,Hickory; James A. Burns, Rt.
2, Box 129A, Buchanan,Tenn:
Claude Darnell, 1627 Catalina
Drive, Murray; Mrs.

By A

We've
Redecorated
Come See Our New Look!

$10
(1° Month

United Figure Salon
Dixieland Center

A

753-6881

HOSPITAL PATIENT
William Outland of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Severe cheek pain
Lawrence L. Lam°.M.D.
11•••••••••

I'm a
DEAR DR. LAMB
44-year-old housewife We
came to this country 16 years
ago_ Before I came I developed a pain in my right cheek
The doctor called it an
inflammation and gave me an
injection to paralyze the
cheek for a while. It did
relieve the pain For a long
time I had no pain but then
sometime later if I'd get upset
the pain started all over
again.
I've never gone to a doctor
here for this problem but it's
now very painful and sometimes when I'm working, I
don't feel a thing and then
bang - the pain shoots right
-through the cheek, sometimes

bringing tears to my eyes I
tried vitamin B-1 but that
does not seem to do anything.
Do you have any suggestions
for me? I did not go to my
doctor here because it's hard
to explain and he'll probably
send me from one doctor to
another.
DEAR READER 7 There's
no way I can be certain from
your description what you
have. You could have trigeminal neuralgia, also called tic
douloureux. Your description
of-a sudden shooting pain suggests this possibility. It may
be that the doctor in Europe
injected the nerve to this part
of your face

Murray Woman's Club
Meeting Is Saturday

The Murray Woman's Club will hold its general business
meeting and election of officers on Saturday, March 29, at
9:30 a.m. at the club house, according to Bonnie Jones, president!
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Reports on activities of each of the ten departments will-be
Recently dismissed from
given by the chairmen who are Marjorie Major, Alpha; GinLourdes Hospital, Paducah,
as Charles Tolley of Murray. ,. nyeritifield, Creative Arts; Clarice Sparkman, Delta; Millie
Graves, Garden; Betty Boston, Home:,-Tonda West, Kappa;
Ann Uddberg, Music; Sue Spann:Sigma; Maxine Scott,
BENTON PATIENT
Theta; Rebecca Irvan and Barbara Erwin,Zeta.
Billy Mills of Hardin was
The Delta and Garden Departments will be hostesses for
dismissed March 7 from the
the coffee hour_taislart at 9:30 a.m. followed by the general
Marshall County Hospital,
meeting atTra.m.
Benton.
Mrs.-Jones urges all members to attend the meeting.

Ruined Mattress
Leaves Mom Steamed
DEAR ABBY: Here's the sit....ttion. Last weekend my 12
ould invite his 13-year-old
year-old son. Danny. asked jf
friend, Steve, to sleep over.
had just moved into the
onlv friend he. had. f said
neighborhopd and Danny was
yes.
beds the next morning I
When I went to make up
found that Steve had wet tilt. iiee I was really steamed
because the mattress was r_,ned.' —
I told .Danny about it. ase h said that Steve never told
him that he had a ht-d-wetting problem before he slept over,
hut the next morni;ig when he discovered he had had an
•*accident,-.he begged Danny not to tell me or his mother
about it.
•
What can I do Abby? Should I tell Steve's mother(whom I
haven't met)and hope she offers to buy me a new mattress?
STEAMED DOWN SOUTH
DEAR STEAMED: I wouldn't. The poor kid probably has suffered enough humiliation as it is. Boa do
tell Danny to tell Steve that since such an "accident"
can happen, if he plans to sleep over anywhere, he
should bring his. own bedding, plus a rubber sheet.
DEAR ABBY. What is this world coming to? Yesterday I
received
birth announcement. proudly announcing the
birth of a baby girl. The mother is 21, the father is 40. He is
married, but is separated from his wife of nearly 20 years!
This man's wife and legitimate. children live in the city and
,,re well-known.
To topit off, the proud parents signed themselves,"Gal:or
Guy" andooly
Woman"- some clan,sect or gang name.
We were really stunned. My question: Is a gift in order for an
illegitimate child?
TOO OLD TO COPE
DEAR T.O.T.C.: There are no "illegitimate children"--.just illegitimate parents. Don't penalize an
innocent child because of the circumstances of his
birth.

The Murray Affiliate of the National Hairdressers will
have a workshop on "New Career Cuts" by Sheri Coppage,
Hartford, representing the Bluegress Hair Fashion Committo 3 p.m.-at-the-Beautee, on Mada---,11/fy lea
ty Brix in. the Dixieland Shopping Center., Chestnut Street,
Murray.
-Paulette Wilferd, president of the Murray Affiliate, said
this workshop will be free to all members, but a fee of $5 will
be charged for non members.
All interested persons are invited to attend, Mrs. Wilferd
said.

Countv 1 1etts
Mert- At Schtmll
The Calloway County
YFAetts met Tuesday, March
11, at 7 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway, County Vocational
School.
. Plans were made for the
summer tour which will be
held in Murray July 18 and 19.
The group made flowers to be
used during the summer tour.
Judy Cunningham is president of the group.
Eight members were present.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, April 8, at 7
p.m.

In any case, you'll need to
see the doctor and tell him
basically the same thing you
told me He can tell rather
quickly if you have tic
douloureux or not. If you
don't, you'll have to be examined to see if you have a
problem with your teeth or
sinuses or some other cause
for facial pain.
You may be referred to a
neurologist, a specialist in diseases that involve the nerves,
and I don't mean being
nervous
If you happen to have tic
douloureux. there are several
things that can be-done to control the pain. Medicines are
useful in some cases and in
other instances, selective
damage of the nerves that
carry the pain sensation can
be accomplished Or in some
cases where nerve injury is
related to arteries pinching
the nerve, an operation can be
done to put a little synthetic
cushion around the nerve to
keep it from being injured
In any ,case. the first step is
to find out what you have _
before anyone can decide
what kind of treatment is indicated
DEAR DR. LAMB
Is
sleeping in the nude, or just
letting your body breathe that
way, good for your skin'
DEAR READER --- Unless you're wearing airtight sleeping garments that trap moisture and body odors. I can't _
see that it makes a particle of
-difference In the, middle of
the winter -yoif might be glad
to have some warm sleeping
togs if you tend to get cold in
the night
THE HEALTH LETTER
number 5-2. Understanding
Your Energy System. explains
how your energy system
works and how your body uses
calories- Re-ad,,s-whe-want- this IsSue can send 75 cents
with a,5 long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it
Address your request to Dr
Lamb. in care of this newspaper. P0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York. NY 10019

pre.EASTER
SALE

PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Norman Lee of Murray.

Selected Groups
/
1 3 OFF
1 Rack

IA T.
/
1 2 OFF

Sugar & Spice
Boutique
Dixieland Center

(In The Hall)

Are there questions you can't ask your patients? Get
Abby's new booklet: WHAT TEENAGERS OUGHT
TO KNOW. Drugs, sex and alcohol are plainly discussed. Senr$2 and a long, stamped (28 cents) selfaddressed envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Garhr Bread
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Hamburger &
Chopped Steak
Special!
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0salad -in Extra

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti & Salad
Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday Night
4 To 10 P.M.

/
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Will your wedding photography Include the,tomaricit of candle lights, the beauty pf stained
gloss, the allure of'iilhouettes and the wonder of•fantasies? It win if it's professionally and
uniquely created by Gene Boals staff of photographers. We urge you to use special care in
selecting your photograpliar. it will be worth your title to talk to us, then compare'price arid

(
.
sforr.nq A
Refills
Free
On Drinks
You Con P Ecti
This Good At tinrnn
For This Price

Gene Boaz Photography
Bliula
clhityRd,Paducah, Ky. 42001
502-554-2642
Mon.thru Fri. 8-5.Sal. 8-12.
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DEAR RIGHT: On occasion I've been offered a left
hand to shake and I shook it; I'm sure there were
times when I have offered my left hand,too. Why look
for some hidden meaning? It simply could indicate
that one's right hand is otherwise occupied, that the
left - hand is handier or the right hand is wearing a
large ring which invariably cuts into the flesh when
grasped too tightly. Or some reason other than a
putdown.

Special
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Sal. Frkes G..11 This Sahorday
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Guinn Jones of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital,Paducah.

Di-Mars
Bent
din.

•
by

DEAR ABBY. For quite some time I have wanted to ask
your opinion regarding the practice ofsome people who turn
their left hand backward in a so-called "friendly" handshake, rather than extend their right hand in the conventional manner.
I vaguely recall having read somewhere that this is a
"token- handshake which says, "I don't care for you, but
nevertheless here's my left hand to indicate to folks nearby
that we know each other.- des just a cut above a snub.)
I would prefer to be ignored rather than accept this fishy
left handshake. How do you feel about it?. "BRIGHT HAND, PLEASE

Italian Spaghetti

Each Month
You Attend

ri.
-7
4g
119113
."
4.)111
1,117

ail Van Burer

Student Special
No Lifetime
Membership
Required

-.Josephine, Darnell, 1627
Catalina Drive, Murray.
Mrs. Sue C. Chaney, Rt. 6,
Box 138, Murray; Steve L.
Randolph, 900 Coldwater
Road, Murray; James D.
Byriwn, Rt. 4, Box 206, Murray Mrs. Juanita M. Barrow,
Rt 5. Box 398, Murray; Walter
E Harrison, Rt. 5, Box 2322,
Si array.
Leslie D. Wright, Rt. 1, Dexwr; Mrs. Vennie L. Bishop,
Box 19, New Concord; Robert
J Pierce,39Shady Oaks, Murray Mrs. Gaynelle Herndon,
323 Irvin Avenue, Murray.
Mrs. Clara M. McCuiston,
Bt. 5, Box 2305, Murray; Mrs.
Louisa L. Cunningham, Rt. 1,
Box 118, Almo; Mrs. Beulah S.
Reaves (expired), Rt. 1,
Hazel

Murray Hairdressers.
Plans Workshop Here

each month you attend

MSU
Murray High
Calloway High

HEALTH

1'HOSPITAL NEWS

230N. 7th it.,kfayfitld. KY 42066
502-247-0300
Tors. thru Fri. 6-8. Sat.8-12. Closed Mon.
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PATIENT AT BEN TON
HOSPITAL PATIENT
the Henry County General
Dismissed March 7 from the
Perry Tyler of Murray has
Hospital, Paris,Tenn.
Marshall County Hospital, been dismissed from Lourdes
Benton, was Ora Russ of Har- Hospital,Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
din.
Clyde Doyle of Murray has
MAYFIELD PATIENT
been a patient at the Western
John T. Brandon of Murray
RECENT PATIENT
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Jewell Sills of Hardin was Route 6 was dismissed March
dismissed March 10 from the 19 from the Community
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Marshall County Hospital, Hospital, Mayfield.
Dismissed recently from the
Benton.
Western Baptist Hospital,
PARIS PATIENT
Arnetta Henry of Puryear, Paducah, was Mrs. Sally SherBENTON PATIENT
wood of Murray.
Dismissed March 12 from Tenn., has been a patient at
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Jim Myers of
Murray.
ACES1RA G CORN, JR
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Bobby Dean of Dexter
has been -dismissed.- from
NORTH
3-26-A
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
"A barking dog never
bites, but there IS always the
•4
chance he will stop
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
V9 8 7 3
Recently dismissed from barking." -- Richard
•A Q 8
Armour.
•K 9 5 4 3
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah;
WEST-EAST
was Mrs. Pearline Gordon of
•AKQ98
42
'Murray.
South seemed like a VA K 6 5
•Q J 1042
harmless barking dog when •J 9 6
•7 4 3
•.1 8 6 2
he made today's pre-emp- 410
tive bid. And, understandSOUTH
*J107653
bly. Ace Bob Hamman
(West) reached out to quash
•K 1052
him. Suddenly. there was a
•A Q 7
big
surprise
and
South
made
Mrs. Lowell Palmer opened
Vulnerable: None Dealer:
her home for the meeting of off with his doubled South The bidding:
contract.
the Wadesboro Homemakers
This aggravating band
Club held Wednesday, March
was played in the tie-bfeak- South west North East
19, at 1 p.m. with Mrs. Wayne ing
14
Pass
1V '
match after the 1979 Pass
2*
Dbl
All pass
Hardie,president, presiding.
Fall Reisinger championThe main lesson on "Citizen- ship to determine which of
Opening lead King of
ship" was presented by Mrs. the two tied (earns-- would hearts
Sue Miller who urged qualify for the 1981 Internaruffed. Another heart was
everyone to learn more about tional Team Playoffs.
the government of the land_
-Picture the scene. After ruffed by South and foland shoulder responsibilities three gruelling days of lowed by a club towards
in voting and speaking up to be tough match point team dummy's king. West could
bridge, a 12-board playoff ruff or not, but all he was
heard in public affairs.
destined to get were his five
Others present were Mrs. was required. starting in the
trumps
tricks.
Audra Futrell, Mrs. Clarence wee hours of the morning.
After this disastrous
Culver, Mrs. Baron Palmer, And Hamman ran into this start, it was
clear that it
Mrs. David Palmer, Mrs. hand on the first deal!
---_-.W.est:s_opening. club wa.5 was-hot to be an easy night
Oacus- RedWell:
n--The Ares The--- -12-board
Burchett, Mrs. Layton artificial and East's heart *playoff went 5''2 to 512 until
response
was
artificial and
Lawson and Mrs. Clinton Burnegative (Aces' Club) So the very last hand 'and forchett.
when South butted in with tunately on that hand Ace
Two visitors were Mrs. two
spades; it seemed like Bob Wolff scored one more
Lloyd Cunningham and Mrs. Christmas had
arrived trick than his counterpart at
Curd.
early. Holding five trump a spade partial. Finally, The
Refreshments were served tricks, surely it was safe to Aces had won the championship by the slimmest of
by Mrs.Palmer.
double.
The next meeting will be
Hamman led the heart margins -- one overtrick.
held Wednesday. April 16, at 1 king and South ruffed
Bid with Corn
p.m. at the -home of Mrs-. --Declarer -p)4
- yed-the-ace-and •
Wayne Hardie.
queen of clubs and West Smith holds :1-26-B

Wedding Vows To Be
Solemnized May 24
•
•

Weddings
Frames
Al%
Portraits
,--- -, ‘,/, •
Processin
One
Da‘
!,!
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1•
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South

ANSWER: ;Two clubs Too
strong for a single heart raise
and not strong enough for --a
jump to three hearts

118 SO.12th
'send bridge question, to The AI
I' I ) BO% 12363 'Dallas Texas 7S225
ss
addressed stamped en,elopy
tor rept,

753-0035

FOR THURS
— DAV,MARCH xi, 1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Morning hours best for
accomplishments re work and
money. Later, watch a
tendency to extravagance and
rash decisions re romance.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
You're sure of your feelings
in romance and can state your
case favorably now. Enjoy
domestic life. Invite others
over.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Watch mental doldrums. A
serious talk gets you on track
for a while, but you're
sensitive now and will strike
back if angered.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) g"•
1
Money that comes in could
easily go out. Avoid rash
decisions re purchases and
extravagant get-togethers.
Strengthen friendships.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 41244
A conservative approach
works in business. The p.m.
brings added confidence, but
also a tendency to be selfinsistent.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72) HP V
A
An anti-social mood will
pass. Strengthen ties with
those at a distance. Quell
restlessness with a definite
project.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-Plans with friends are
subject to change. Still, the
alternative could lead to a
romantic
introduction.
Inwardly, you're secure.

noar

Mrs. Palmer(/pens
Ilome For Nleeting
()f Wadeshoro Club

Artcraft Photography

Frames Drake

4Y1F%
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V 98 7 3
41 A Q8
•K 9 5 4 3

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Tarea June Routh
and Thomas Henn.Pritchett

Mr. and Mrs. Herman E. Roach of Hazel announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter,Tarea June,to Thomas Henry Pritchett,son of Mr.
and Mrs. David H.Pritchett of Madisonville.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Erly E. Youngblood of Coldwater and the late Mr. and
Mrs. E.E. Roach of Hazel.
A graduate of Calloway County High School, she attended
Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn., and Murray
State University. She is now employed as a secretary for R.
Gary Marquardt, M.D.,PSC,Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr.and Mrs. H.
A. Lowery of Leitchfield, and Mrs. Anna Pritchett and the
late Robert H. aitchett of Madisonville.
.
A graduate of McCallie High School, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
he:is now_a graduate stuftnt at Murray State University
where he receved his B. S. degree in chemistry and computer
science in 1978. He is currently serving as a Second Lt. in the
Kentucky Army National Guard,Madisonville.
The weddinewill take place on Saturday, May 24, at 1 p.m.
at the home of the bride-elect's parents, Hazel. A reception
will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You and a close one should
feel comfortable at a
gathering of old friends.
Career beginnings are subject
to unexpected changes.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 29
Check with superiors before
planning travel. Sociability
aids business dealings. Watch
tendency
a
towards
immoderate behavior.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to JAW. 19) 341
You may have mixed
feelings about an invitation,
esp if from an old romantic
interest. Some friends are
erratic. Extra energy in the
p.m.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
`'•
Help a loved one out with a
problem. Accept an invitation
to an unsual party. Advice
reliable about a domestic
matter.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 .to Mar.. 20)
' )4(C--A
-;(
It may be an up-and-down
day re health and routine
tasks. Enjoy a visit with an old
friend who understands your
point of view.
YOU BORN TODAY are
easy going, but still'you like to
have your own way. Drawn to
politics and public service,
your personality wins you
supporters.

".
•
...
.."1
V

Debi Johnson, formerly employed by Komelias
of Benton, Is polased to announce she is now
associated with HEAD QUARTERS of Murray.
Specialising in precision hair cuts for the entire
family. She may be contacted at 753-2266 for
an appointment.

Barnett-Nord Wedding
To Be Held Saturday
The wedding of Miss Beverly Lynn Barnett, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Barnett
of Murray, and Paul A. Nord,
son of Mrs. Carolyii W. Nord of
Frankfort and James E. Nord,
Sr., of Hollywood, Fla., will be
solemnized on Saturday.
March 29, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church. The
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White will officiate.
A reception will follow at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
Miss Allyson Holt of Murray
will be the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss
Kameit SiMmons and Miss
Becky Wilson, Murray, Mis

. Jean Shade, Henderson, Miss
Karol Siress, Hardin, Miss
Barbara Nord, Frankfort,
Mrs. Kathie
Dages,
Rochester, N. Y., and Mrs.
Judy O'Nan,Sturgis.

15 Off On

Larry V. Dages of Knoxville, Term., will be the best
man.Groomsmen will be John
R. Nord and James E. Nord,
Jr., Jeffersonville, Ind.., Brad
Barnett, Houston, Texas,
Steve Dages, Rochester, N.
Y., Chris Lynch, Lexington,
Brad Borton, Benton,and Guy
Ziegler, Frankfort.

Field's
"Better Breakfast"
Bonanza!

All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Have yourself a Field day.
...starting with
the hearty goodness of new vacuum-packed
Field Sliced Bacon...the down-home taste of Field
Country Sausage...the deep-smoked flavor of
Field "Rope Style'. Kentuckian Country
Sausage. Better breakfasts begin with Field
famous-for-quality—and here's a 15C coupon
to help you start your-day the Field way!

Michelson
Jewelers

Field

SLICED BACON

S.
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Bunny Business
From

The

Happiness Place
1104 Story Avenue

753-4567

Gift Selection
For All Occasions
„d
1P, 0
" /
,
t
f

Buying
1 OK,14K,18K
Gold
And Gold Scrap
Open Daily 10-6, Sat. 10-5

Field Sliced Bacon

Field Country
Sausage
riord n+

Field Kentuckian Smoked
Country Rope Style Sausage

Top Prices Paid
We will meet or beat am substantiated
bids based on current gold market.

.1.5

Field Country Sausage
Field Kentuckian Smoked
Country Rope Style Sausage

MICHELSON'S

r-Citirle

Sas

Bel-Airz-Shopping
Murro , Ky.

5600. )r00214
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Looking Back.
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Need Money?
Raise Taxes
program thaçhe does not intend
Of all the elements in Presiuntil 1981. If he
phase
to
n
dent Carter's new anti-inflatio
believes higher prices encourprQgram, the hardest to swalage conse'rvatiorf of fuel — and
low is his import fee of $4.62 a
they do — why doesn't he debarrel on foreign oil, to be
control prices immediately and
passed on to consumers as a 10them reflect the true value
let
cent-a-gallon tax on gasoline.
petroleum?
of
of
price
the
What does raising
Only a month ago the admingasoline have to do with fightistration was asked to estimate
ing inflation?
the effect on consumer prices
Not much, unless you're enwhen controls are finaly abanrolled in Professor Carter's
by October of 1981. The
doned
•
class in Advanced Logic. As he
About 10 cents a galestimate?
at
the blackboard,
explains it
lon on the price of gasoline.
higher prices mean Americans
- will buyJ less gas. That means
But President Carter wants
the oirsCompanies will have to
to put some money aside in
import less oil. That 'means
case something goes wrong
there will be less demand for oil
with his latest promise to balThat
the
world
market.
on
ance the budget. His "conservameans the OPEC producers will
tion tax" will raise $13 billion
be less likely to raise their
for that purpose. When you're
prices again, and if they don't,
in government and you want
that means we've struck a blow
more money, the logical thing
against inflation.
do is raise taxes. It's as
to
Well, maybe, but • simpler
as that.
simple
path.
logic leads down another
pricgas
in
The 10-cent increase
es will add seven-tenths of a
percentage point to the Consumer Price Index. So „this
_
-in--`÷conservation
if
as
rate
crease the inflation
OPEC had increased the price
of oil. Why should OPEC practice what it calls "restraint" in
its pricing policies if the American President thinks his people
should be paying more for gasoline? The OPEC countries are
now having "intense consultations" on that very question.
Further, Mr. Carter is adding
a tax to the price of gasoline
even while his administration is
keeping gasoline prices artificially low through a controls
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111EARTINE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother is 82 years
old. She is very healthy physically but
she is getting very absent minded and
very accident prone. A few months ago
She tripped over a rug in her home and
broke her arm. A month before that she
fell off a rickety step ladder trying to
get Something Oft a top --shelf -in the
kitchen.' Fortunately she just bruised
herself on that fall.
However,she fell down the basement
steps last week and broke her leg in two
places.
Now I do not want to paint an incorrect picture. My mother is very
sharp for her age. She's-not ready for a
home. She just doesn't notice little
things like she used to and she doesn't
think ahead enough 'to recOgnfte
potentially dangerous situations.
Can you give me any information on
accident prevention?
ANSWER: Accident prevention is
very important in any home. For older
Americans it is essential. The same
'

Washington Today

20 Years Ago

1:_-,it or a
en
falls that cause-1421
— Be sure all burners and applia noes
slightly painful grunt in younger people
are turned off after use — if you find
may cause broken bones or worse in
that you are forgetting, put a little sign
older people.
up over the stove.
It is wise to develop a list of safe
— Don't wear trailing sleeves or
practices. Inspect your home. Look for
sashes in the kitchen. You don't want to
Potential traps. Here's a few things to
lasso your pots and pans or dip into a
get you started.
flame.
— Scatter rugs — get rid of them or
— Close drawers and cabinet doors
anchor them.
to prevent bumps and bruises.
— No rugs at the foot of the steps
Now sit down and see how many other
unless tacked down.
safety tips you can fist.
— Don't dry over spilled milk — or
HEARTLINE: Since it is difficult to
grease — or water. Wipe it up before it qualify for Medicare coverage for tare
spills you. Don't wait till later, even if In a skilled nursing facility, do you
the phone rings. You might forget. Let recommend a nursing home policy
the phone wait.
from a private insurance company?
— Keep traffic lanes through all
ANSWER: Most nursing home inrooms--free—of---hazards- _you_ might aurancetsehqeseenwillnot cover you stumble over.
unless Medicare also does So when
— Always light the way ahead when
your Medicare is cut off, your
entering a room or going up and down protection under these policies ends.
stays.
Also, if you do not qualify for Medicare
. - The best way to use a ladder is to coverage in a skilled nursing facility
not use one. Have your shelves from the beginning, this type of policy
rearranged to put things you use often is worthless from the beginning. man;
on shelves you can reach
older Americans are paying a lot of
— Don'tsmoke in bed,or anywhere if money for these polides that may have
you are sleepy or drowsy.
no value at all.
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By NORMAN BLACK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —The question
is how Americans will communicate
with each other for decades to come.
The issues behind the question are so
complex a congressman recently
observed there aren't "eight people outside the telephone industry" who
understand them.
That problem has defied four years of
congressional work. The latest bill
drafted has, like its predecessors,
became mired in controversy.
The bill seeks to broaden and place in
law recent decisions by the Federal
Communications Commission allowing
other firms to compete with the world's
largest company, American Telephone
& Telegraph.
And AT&T, better known as the Bell
System, actually is worried about the
latest failure to produce legislation.
Why would AT&T want to support efforts to change'rules that have allowed
it to dominate a 450 billion-a-year industry?
"It's a matter of self-preservation,"
says a top FCC official, referring to a
Justice Department suit aimed at
breaking up the Bell System. "AT&T
wants to tell the judge that everything's
been taken care of by Congress."
AT&T officials deny harboring any
hope a bill will help them in their court
battle. One official, requesting
anonymity, agrees that Bell is lobbying, but only "for something we can live.
with."
Bell would -like to get into data proceSSing hut has been blocked by a conMirrrily Ledger & Times
HAPS301-700 ,
•
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sent decree that prohibits its entry into
unregulated markets.
Congress,in the name of competition;
would unshackle AT&T from the consent decree while still requiring it to offer basic telephone service at affordable-rates.
On the other side, specialized firms
wishing to provide long-distance service between particular cities could
compete directly with AT&T. They
would have guaranteed access to local
Bell exchanges with a modicum of FCC
regulation.
The manufacture and sale- of
telephone receivers and other equipment would be deregulated, and the
teleconununic.ations field would be
open to much freer entry by computer
companies such as IBM.
It would appear there's something for

Business Mirror
NEW YORK (AP) —'More than ha
of 172 bills passed last year by the 81111
Congress, which now seeks to slow the
pace of government spending, helped
worsen inflation, a panel of business
economists has concluded.
Most inflationary of all, said the
economists, was the $1.5 billion
Chrysler Corp. loan guarantee program, which they felt established anticompetitive precedents likely to show
up in future prices.
Four other non-appropriations bills
were included with the Chrysler
guarantees as "significantly" inflationary, while 90 more were deemed
"moderately" so. None was ratedsignificantly noninflationary.
"Most of the bills judged to be inflationary weren't by themselves very
significant," said George McKinney,
chairman of the nine-member
legislative panel of the National
Association of Business Economists.
But, he said, "taken together, these
bills, along with simile;measures passed in earlier Years, are a principal
01.4on'why inflation is now out of
hand." Still;)McKinney said he saw
some hope.
"Even this disappointing record," he
said, "represented some improvement
— ever 19781-when a-similar—study show-.
Congress passed five times as many inflationary as anti-inflationary bills."
McKinney, senior vice president and
economist of Irving Trust Co., said
committee members assessed each law

everyone. With its anti-trust case
scheduled for trial in September,
however, the Justice Department is
understandably concerned.
Belt is so large, some argue, it can
use its massive revenues to unfairly
subsidize areas where it's competing
with other firms.
The bill would allow AT&T to retainits existing corporate structure, but to
avoid crosssubsidization, it would require creation of new subsidiaries for
competitive services or products.
"There's a different mood toward
regulators now," notes the FCC official.
"Congress is trying to tie everything
down in law; regulation by legislation.
Congress couldn't have done by legislation what the FCC has done to spur
competition over the last 15 years, but
now they're trying to draw a final
blueprint for 1990."
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
and voted solely on the basis of its inflationary potential. No consideration was
given to other potentially harmful or
beneficial effects of legislation.
This is the second year the
economists have graded Congress and
its members who, McKinney says, may
condemn inflation but vote for it.
Along with the Chrysler legislation,
PL-185, the economists gave their worst
ratings to PL-127, continuing dairy product price supports; PL-88,creating the
Department of Education; PL128,raising disabled veterans' benefits; and
PL-125, authorizing $3.8 billion of
military construction.
The committee also offered opinions
on two budget resolutions.
The first resolution, in May 1979, approved fiscal 1960 budget outlays of $532
billion, revenues of $509 billion, and a
$23 billion deficit. The second raised
outlays $16 billion but revenues by only
$9 billion. Congress earned a poor grade
on both.
Now that Congress is talking about
cost-cutting and budget-balancing,
McKinney feels "there may be reason
to hope Congress is beginning to listen
to the millions of Americans crying for
an end to inflation."
The passage of bills, he and his
associatesobserve,iiatiallyleads to the
expenditure of money, either directly
by the government or in the form of
costs to taxpayers, and as such have an
inflationary tendency. Fewer bills, he
hopes, means less spending.

Marine PFC John L Jackson, son of
Mrs. Erma Jackson, is a member of the
2nd Battalion, 4th Regiment, 1st Marine
likigade, participating in "Exercise Blue
Star," a major amphibious exercise being
held in Southern Taiwan involving U. S.
Navy and Marine Corps personnel in conjunction with the Nationalist Chinese
forces.
Deaths reported Noah Danner, 75, and
Mrs. Elizabeth Parker Briggs.
The Rev. Ira G. Waters, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rich Waters, will be speaker at the
revival starting March 27 at the Memorial
Baptist Church. Rev. Waters is pastor of
the North Utah Street Baptist Church,Oklahoma C'ity, Okla.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Fandrich and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
JosephSberban.
Miss Janice Staples,
and Mrs. Miffon] Staples, Benton, was
married to Jerry Don Graham,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ryan Graham, Murray, on
March 19 at the New Zion Baptist Church.
Robert Lee, Jimmie Rose, George
Oakley, Steve Williams, Richard Hurt,
Danny Lamplcins and Donny Pride were
presented awards as basketball lettermen
at the Murray High School Basketball
Banquet held at the-Kentucky Colonel. Cal
Luther was the guest speaker.

3() Years Ago

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

Congress And Communication

High winds and rain pounded Calloway
County and Western Kentucky last night,
dumping .63 of an inch of rain on the county, according to John E. Scott, local
weather observer. Wind damage was
reported in some areas of the county this
morning.
Deaths reported inciude Everette Cunt
Orr,69.
Specialist Four David J. Searfos, son of
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Searfos, Murray, has
been awarded the Bronze Star Medal for
outstanding meritorious service in connection with military operations agauist a
hostile force in Vietnam.
Navy Petty Officer Second Class Bobby
Galloway, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billie N.
Zalloway, Ahno Route 1, has returned to
Norfolk, Va.,from a seven months deploymentin the Mediterranean Sea aboard the
combatsupport ship, USS Concord.
Alesia Gail Smith,Donna Jones, Marcia
Hayes, Paula Owen, Olivia Cook and Debbie Jones, all of Murray, have been installed as new . members of the Alpha
Sigma Alpha Social Sorority at Murray
State University.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is "Bob
and Carol and Ted and Alice" starring
Natalie Wood, Robert Culp, Elliott Gould
and Dyan Cannon.

•-•-•-••••
Another Wilson, A. J., kindly farmer living four miles southeast
of Murray, reported the disCovery of a coal vein on a farmplace
where he formerly lived in the C',xtreme southeasterly' section of the
county. He reported to this writer that the coal seam lies about
35 feet below the surface with a thickness of approximately seven
to eight feet. Andy said he used samples of the fuel, but did not
believe of sufficient BTU quality to warrant commercial devel)pment. Several years previously a similar vein had been discovered
near Almo where chemists rated the product as-"a low grade lignite."
Fortimafely for Calloway County that the low grade of Wilson's
coal flak)) did not justify exploitation for the method of strip_ mining
necessary would have laid waste many of Calloway's beautiful acres.
One of the-more pleasurable joys of living a life .An Calloway
County is the daily nourishment of Antrients found in the feast of•
sharp wits exchanged in coffee,_bouse banter between friends. No
other place can It be found with more abundance. For. 35 years
tidbits of hilarity were recorded in "Report to the People," by your
writers of this book. One uncovered in the files of 1951 yet stirs
pleasurable memories of yesterday that should be passed on down
the years to future generations. It reads:"Ed Griffin-just plain Homer to this department-is pretty sharp
when it comel to exchanges of banter with some of the town square
alecks, and it is with pleasure' that we can report that Homer
snapped off a pretty sharp one_,on Bob Miller the other afternoon.
Miller isn't what you might call tongue-tied, but if Homer didn't
tie his tongue down, it can't be tied! In fart, Homer did a- better
job of it than Owen (Billington) did in the state representative's
race. Who started the argument is not the purpose of this narrative,
but we are glad to report who stopped it. •Homer pointed with
disgust at Bob and unloosened: "Bob," he exclaimed, "you are Murxay's only complete failure." Mr. Miller demanded an explanation
and this is Homer's answer: "You came to town from Hazel to set
the woods on fire, but you found you were not the spark you once
were. You had to have a political drag to get you out of law school
and pass the state bar exam. You came home and jumped into th.•
state representative race and you got the tar heat out of you. Not
satisfied with all these reversals, you hung iround -the court house
until Judge Smith gave you a case. In ail of West Kentucky's
history you are the first lawyer to represent three clients at 9 o'clock
in the morning who ate dinner in Eddyville to spend the rest of
their natural lives in prison. With all of these miserable failures,"
Homer continued, "you chairmaned the March of Dimes and it's
falling, way down, and the latest reports from south of the border
indicates that-all of your sheep are dying."
Bob thought of ways to get even with Homer, but again the
Hazel Hope got his ears bobbed. Bob asked Homer (WNBS broadcaster). to announce midway the,basketball game that "The polio
drive was over the top 100 ptr cent and that his sheep' were well •
and having lambs." Homer drove back sharply: "Bob, I'll, be
P9li2
glad to announce...11AL the-warkga. di$1 4rive 0Yer
paign, howeVer I'm not ready to. give you credit for it. But on the
Bob grabbed Homer around the. neck and aid:,S
other hand. . .
word I'll punch your nose."
another
say
you
"If
To B. Continued

Pat Dale Orr, 10th grade studffit at
Lynn Grove High School, was awarded the
prize this week in the Safety Slogan Contest, sponsored by the Calloway County
Council of the Parent-Teacher Association. His slogan was "In A School Zee*
Drive Slow For Children Are Always On
The Go."
Duane Buxton has been named cub
master of the Murray Cub Scout Pack.
A series of meetings in Western Kentucky in the interest of the Green Pastures
Program has been scheduled. The
meeting for Calloway County is planned
for March 31.
William N. Nunn, Joe Wilson, Howard
Hickock, Gene Cathey, William McKee!,
John Philhps, Robert N. Johnson and
James Mason Churchill are new members
of Murray Camp 592 -Woodmen of the
Word.
The z2od annual spring conference of
the First District Parent-Teacher Association will be held March 28 at Murray State
College. W. B. Moser of Murray is vice
president.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "The
Great Lover" starring Bob Hope and
Rhonda Fleming,-

_
Bible Thought

Moreover leremiah said unto all the
people, .
Hear the work of the .
lord,. .. Jeremiah 44:24
II letetniah were ali%,e today. he
would .4111 he telling u% to hear the
word of the I ri We ran do this only
bv reading. Hi'. Word, and by going
ro Cod in pravyr

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March 26, the
86th day of 1980. There are 280 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 26, 1953, Dr. Jonas Salk announced discovery of a new'vaccine for
polio.
On this date:
In 1913, more than 1,400 people died in
floods in Ohio,Indiana and Texas.
Ten years ago, American air attache
Donald Crowley was released in the
Dominican Republic two days after he
was kidnapped.
Five years ago, Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger warned of a great
danger in the Middle East because of
his failure to achieve an Egyptian'
Israeli peace agreement.
Last year, Egyptian President Anwar
.Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin signed the first Middle East peace treaty in modern history
in Washington.
Today's birthdays: Playwright Tennessee Williams is 66. Author Erica
• Jottg-is-38.-Journolist-Bob Woodwaretie
37. Actor Alan Arkin is 46.
Thought' for today: Love's like
measles — all the worse when it comes
late in life. — Douglas Jerrold (18031857)
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Sports

Moore Carries Banner
Of State's Final Sixteen

Men Now 10-0

Tennis Teams
Take Matches
3,5-7,6-4; Mats Ljungman def.
Bill Metzler 6-0, 6-3; Roger
Berthiaume def. Mike Doering
6-0, 6-3; Finn Swatting def.
Ken Drescher 6-3, 6-3; Mike
Costigan def. Nick Kekos 6-1,
6-0; Steve Willie def. Will
Davis 6-3,6-3.
Doubles Results —
Ljungman-Swarting lost to
Niernice-Doering 6-7, 6-2;6-1;
Berthiaume-Costigan def.
Metzler-Drescher 6-1, 6-2;
Persson-Willie def. RiemanDavis 6-4,6-0.
Murray State 8,SE Missouri
Singles Results — Mary
McNicholas def. Teresa
Scaggs 6-4, 6-4; Sherry! Rouse
clef: Liz Hahn 6-4, 5-7, 6-2;
Yvonne Utley def. Linda
Thomure 6-1,6-3; Becky Jones
def. Diane Matejcec 6-1, 6-2;
Lena Loftman def. Carol
Vanderventer 6-0, 6-0; Cheryl
Lancaster def. Andi Bollinger
6-0,6-3.
Doubles Results —
cNicholas-Rouse lost to
Hahn-Matejcec 6-4, 6-3; UtleyJOnes def. VanderventerMurray State 8, Bradley 1
Scaggs 6-0, 6-0; Loftman: Singles Resllits — Ter* Lancaster def. Thom urePersson def. Mike Niemice 6- Bollinger 6-2,6-1.

The Murray Statemen's and
women's teruus teams each
scored wins on the home
courts yesterday by defeating
Bradley
and Southeast
Missouri by identical 8-1
scores.
Both teams won all their
singles matches before dropping one of the three doubles
matches.
The • men kept their
unbeaten string intact while
winning their 10th match of
the season while the women
evened their slate at 1-1. The
men will host Illinois in their
next match at home Friday.
Bradley coach Tom Coker
was especially impressed with
the Murray men's team, saying that Murray coach Bennie
Purcell had one of the best
teams around in the area.
Coker, who has been
coaching college tennis for 24
years, said he remembered
splitting with Murray in t
past and being glad to
away with that much.

TERJE PERSSON dips for a backhand return in his singles
victory yesterday.

B
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Buffet

99c
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NCAA Title
Another 1st

held our poise down the stretIf form holds, Moore will
ch."
slip by Oldham County on
Oldham County will need all Thursday, face No. 3
the poise it can muster when it Owensboro on Friday and No.
tangles with Moore and its 5 Covington Holmes in SaturAllState center, Manuel For- day morning's semifinals. The
rest.
• upper bracket favorite, again
The 6-foot-6 Forrest carries - based strictly on rankings,
a 25.4 scoring average into the would appear to be No. 4
"Sweet 16," but he is far from Franklin County.
the only threat in the Mustang
The opening game Wednesarsenal. Handling the duties
day afternoon features
outside are 5-11 Ronnie Wilson
Franklin-Simpson, 20-10,
(24.4 ppg) and 5-10 Niles
against Louisville Doss, 22-8.
Dockery (19.2).
Bell County, 28-4, tangles with
Moore has blistered the nets
Taylor County, 20-8, in the
for 93.6 points a game in tour-other afternoon game.
nament competiition. -That
night's
Wednesday
shows we're at the top of our
features
game," says Coach Tommy doubleheader
Franklin County, 29-4, against
Finnegan."
-This-tournament has never Knott Central, 16-13, and No.
smiled on top-ranked teams, 12 Lincoln County, 27-3,
and Moore is far from a shoo- against Union County,26-4.
The Moore-Oldham County
in this time around. The
Mustangs, in fact, faces the match opens- Thursday afterpossibility of three con- noon play, with Bourbon Counsecutive rugged outings in ty, 20-10, facing Owensboro,
reaching Saturday night's 30-2, in the second game.
First-round play will be
finals.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
▪ the top-ranked team in the
state, Louisville Moore will
carry the banner of favorite
when play begins today in the
Kentucky Boys High School
basketball tournament.
But the Mustangs had better
be ready to battle from the
opening tip of the opening
game.
Waiting for Moore, 31-3, is
No. 6 Oldham County, 31-2, a
pairing that figures to be the
premier game of the two-day,
eight-game opening round at
Louisville's 16,000-seat
Freedom Hall.
*.We came along perfectly,"
said Oldham County Coach
Dave Hart., "We've won 17
games in a row. We've beaten
both Louisville teams ( Moore
and Doss) in the state tournament.
Over the last six or seven
weeks, our play has been excellent," he added. We won
some close games because we

completed Thursday nigh(
when Betsy Layne,24-6, meet:.
Ashland,_ 21-10, and Paducat
Tilghman, 27-3, squares oft
against Covington Holmes, 312.

amendment to provide a funding avenue for an arena.
-Goverr_i_o_L I am tired of.
rt
studies, I want action,
said.
He said his amendm nt will
tax
place a one-fourth per
on restaurant meals in
Louisville and a 10 percent
surcharge on athletic tickets.
Part of the controversy over
a U of L arena stems over
legislative support in helping
build_23,000,seat..Rupp_Arena.
in Lexington for the University of Kentucky.
Another aspect of the
rivalry between U of Land UK
also spilled over into Tuesday's activities • when the
Senate approved an amendment to require the. two
schools to schedule each other
in basketball by 1982 or face a
cutoff of state funds.
The amended bill was then
delayed by a parliantentary
move as the Louisville basketball team filed into the
chamber at the end of the
debate.
Sen. Michael Moloney, DLexington, said he thought a
game between the two state
schools would be healthy, but
was not something the
Legislature should get involved in.
"We have enough to do
without acting as schedule
rhakers for basketball
teams," said Moloney, who
represents UK's home area.
However, most of the afternoon was one of honors and
cheers for the Louisville
basketball players.
Brown made each player
and Crum aKentucky Colonel,
presented Crum the .Governor's Distinguished Service
Medal, only the 34th awarded
in the . past 23 years, and proclaimed the week of March 25April 1 U of L Cardinal Week
in Kentucky.
Brown also presented a Kentucky Colonel to Griffith for
his friend, Jerry Stringer, to
whom Griffith dedicated the
championship. Springer, a
lifetime friend of Griffith's, is
battling cancer.
"After last night and Saturday you have made a Big Red
fan out of your governor,"
said Brown. a UK-graduate.
"As I watched you play, it was
evident you have done the
things that are necessary to be
champions- — hard work, unity,intensity."
The House adopted a citation honoring the Cardinals

Two other All-Staters, both
guards, will join Forrest as
featured performers in this
year's tournament. Lightningquick Dennis Johnson;--a 67-2
cousin of forrper Kentucky
star Larry jOhnson, has
averaged 18 points and an incredible 15 rebounds for Union
County, while 6.0 Dickie Beal
carries a mighty 25.6 scoring-average for Covington
Holmes,_

Johnny *Mack Brown, a
longtime fadorite in cowboy
movies, got his c'hance in films
after starring for Alabama in
20-19
victory
a
over
Washington in the 1926 Rose
Bowl.

Seyfral legislators were
decked out in U of L's red colors, waved red hankerchiefs
or wore --red -hats_ -ihylhr*
George Brown, wife of the governor, was on hand in a
bright red dress, while Mrs.
Collins wore a red suit.
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Standard ign.tIon Subtract $e for Electronic ignition

• Check charging and starting syst•ms • IntIAL I new
rotor, spark plugs, points, and condenser • Set dwell and
tuning • Clyne, lubricate. end adjust choke as needed •
Adjust carburetor • Additional Parts and services extrii
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Any time within one year of your tune-up, bring
your invoice and 'Free Engine Analysis' certificate back to the Goodyear Service Store that
performed the original work They'll give your
car an electronic check-up. and of any parts re.
placement or adjustment is needed,end was part
of the original lune-up. Goodyear will fix it free
of charge Up to three free analyses. -
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Staubach Will Announce
His Retirement In Week
trounce Staubach's retirement
at a press conference next
Monday.

Senate
Several hundred people
"Ttus was my most fun year gathered in the -rotunda and
of coaching," said Crum. looked on from balconies on
these are The kiii-dTri itiu-ig--the—Sittritridthini-floors--of men you can all be proud of, the marble columned Capitol,
We love the state of Kentucky while numerous others watchand this has been a fantastic- ed and cheered from the
year for us in so many ways."
House and Senate galleries.

and adjourned Tuesday in
their honor.
They have not only set an
example all of us can be proud
oL.they showed character and
a great deal of class," said U.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
the presidening officer_ of the
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t
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Second-round play will bc
conducted in afternoon and
evening doubleheaders on Friday, with semifinals scheduled for 10:05 a.m. and 11:50
a.m. Saturday. The two survivors square off Saturday
night at 8 p.m. to decide a successor for 1979 champion Lexington Lafayette.

Griffith Shows He Might Want To Go Into Politics

By HERBERTSPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Darrell Griffith might want to
go into politics after his •
basketball playing days are
over.
Griffith, whose popularity in
Louisville at the moment
would probably get him
elected to office,showed Tuesday he knows his way around
political courts as well as.
basketballeourts.
"We appreciate your support and for inviting us up
here," Griffith, Louisville's
All American guard who led
the Cardinals to their first
NCAA basketball championship Monday night, told a wildly cheering House of
Representatives.
"But won't you please give
us a new arena?" said. Griffith, who repeated his plea in a
later appearance before the
state Senate.
Griffith and other members
of the University of
Louisville's newly crowned
NCAA kings were honored
Tuesday by the Kentucky
General Assembly and showed they had a knack for lobbying.
"I certainly appreciate your
YVONNA UTLEY reaches for an overhead return in her
support," head coach Denny
two set win.
Crum told Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. during ceremonies in the
Capitol rotunda. "All we need
now is a new arena...and_
everything will be all right."
Senior Tony Branch, a
substitute guard who won
Louisville's first game in the
tournament with an overtime
Louisville players from shot against Kansas State,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP( —
Carter's home state of told the House "I know you are
University of Louisville
Georgia — were notified.
basketball Coach Denny Crum
doing the best you can to get
Smith, who—bad stripped us an arena."
thought President Carter was
down for a shower, quickly
disconnected when he called
The issue of a new basketrummaged through his duffel ball home for U of L has been a
with congratulations on the
bag for clothes and shouldered controversial one in Kentucky
Cardinals' NCAA basketball
his way toward the phone.
championship.
for several years.
But whoever was on the"Gotta get me some
Cruth has complained about
telephone after Louisville's
peanuts," he said.
having to play in 16,000-seat
victory over UCLA in the
-But-when the Georgians ar- Freedom Hall at the State
rived, Crum was standing, Fairgrounds. He contends
NCAA final Monday night, the
receiver in hand, looking Louisville gets a limited
White House said Tuesday it
was not the president.
bewildered.
number of practice days at the
There had been a disconnect facility and few choice home
Crum was called from a
from the rumored president. dates. Louisville had only two
news conference followity U
Of L's 59-54 victory to tAke a "A shame," said assistant Saturday night home games in
coach Bill Olsen. "Wiley its 33-3 championship season.
call frgm the chief executive.
wanted to ask him for a new
Sosomeene said.
Brown noted that a feasibiliarena."
That caused a stir.
ty study of a U of L arena is
White House spokesman, currently underway and he
Crum went to a trainer's
asked to check on the matter hopes to have its results in a
room to take the call.
Tuesday,said there was no at- couple of months.
Derek Smith, Wiley Brown
and Daryl Cleveland — tempt by the White House to
However, Sen. Gene Stuart,
reach Crum Monday night.
a Republican from suburban
•
•
•
••***********
- Jefferson County and a U of L
•
•
graduate told Brown on the
t
•
Senate floor he will .offer an
•
•
•
•
MISSION, Kan. 1AP) —
•
• When Louisville captured the
• NCAA title with a
59-54 victory
•
• over UCLA Monday night, it
Feed a Friend for
• wasn't the only first for the
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
• Kentucky school.
Dana Cowboys' quarterback
•
• Louisville also earned the Roger Staubach will announce
• hampiOnships,
according to his retirement at a press conwith your breakfast, •
S Jim Van Yalkenberg, NCAA ference next week, it was
•
at tust $1.99.
'reported Tuesday night.
• statistician.
•
Ted Dawson, sportscaster
• MONDAY-FRIantifkiin-• LS 1948. Louisville defeated
•
for KABC Television in Los
• Indiana State 62-70 to win the
•
• NAIA
•
itournament. Eight Angeles, -reported that a
•
•
kDE
years later, in 1956, Louisville "close source inside the
•
•
•
• Bel-Air Center
• beat Dayton 93-80 to claim the Dallas organization" told him
•
that the Cowboys will an••••••••••
••••••
• top spot in the NIT

Call From Carter
Never Did Come

Wray Ledger & Times

Sale Ends
April 51

SALE
PRICE
F78-14
078-1t
H78-14

078
:15
H78-15

178-15

$33.00
$38.00
$2.23
$39.00
$238
$260
$41.00
$30.00
$246
$41.00
$266
$44.00 _ $2.98

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
Aunionizt •

• WE DO •110FESSIONAL WORK • WI DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
WE HONOR
OUR AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY NATIONWIDE • WE RETURN WORN OUT PARTS

LIMITED WARRANTY. All Goodyear
service is warranted for at least 90
days or 3,000 mites, whichever
comes first — many services, much
longer If warranty service is ever
required go to the Goodyear Ser-

vice Store where the original work
was performed, and well fix it. free.
If, however, you are more than 50
miles from the original store, gg to
any Of Goodyear's 1400 Service
Stores nationwide.

Goodyear Service Store
r Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 ..m. Mon.-Sat.

Store Monger,
Norman Hagedorn
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Owners Guardedly Optimistic, Player Reps
Pessimistic

Negotiations To Avoid Strike Reopen Today
By CHUCK MELV EN
AP Sports Writer
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Major league executives
met_ Tuesday with their chief
SCOTTSDA1E, Ariz. (AP) negotiator, Ray Grebey, who
— Negotiations iin a basic said no modifications were
agreement between major made in the owners' latest ofleague baseball owners and fer.
players were to reopen here •-• -No
votes were taken or
today, with owners guardedly` policy
-decisions made today,"
optimistic and players' Grebey
said following a 90representatives
flatly minute meeting with.
the
pessimistic about avoiding a owners'
negotiating commitstrike at the start of the tee.
The committee is composseason.
ed of Grebey,the presidents of

the American and National made no policy moves Tues- there's hope
of avoiding a
not hammered out by then.
leagues, and six team ex- day.
strike," Grebey said.
"We see ne) reason for the
ecutives: Daniel Galbreath of
"Since the Players AssociaNegotiating talks were plan- strike talk," Grebey said.
Pittsburgh, Bob Howsam of tion
finds that the owners' ned daily through Friday,
and "Major league baseball's obCincinnati, John McHale of
demands are unacceptable Miller is also
scheduled to jective is the same as it has
Montreal, Joseph Burke of
and the owners apparently are meet with players from
seven
Kansas City, Ed Fitzgerald of
been — to attempt a
unwilling to change their posi- more teams this
week to
Milwaukee and Clark Griffith
negotiated settlement."
tion," Miller said he could see discuss the negotiati
ons and
II of Minnesota.
no reason for any of the op- the possibility of a strike.
The success of the talks apparently hinges on several key
The executive director of timism expressed by the
Players from 19 teams have issues left unresolved at
the Players' Association, Mar- owners.
the
already authorized.
akrike On Last session on March 18, invin Miller, was dismayed by
"As long as we have or after April 1 if
a new cluding particularly an
the news that the owners bargaining sessions left,
fouryear basic agreement is owners' proposal to have
a
,•'4,

Knicks Take Edge 317
In Race For Playoff

Ity The Associated Press
Spurs 126, Rockets 107
Coach Red Holzman of the
George Gervin scored 24
New York Knicks isn't glib or
loquacious or particularly points and Mike Gale led a key
quotable or the king of one- second-quarter outburst that
liners or given to exaggera- helped San Antonio defeat
tion. He is, rather, a master of Houston. It was the Spurs'
seventh victory in nine games
understatement.
, —Item: The Knicks ended a and left them 1 te games ahead
three-game skid and_ snapped of the Knicks in the race for
Cleveland's eight-game winn- the fourth Eastern Conference
ing streak Tuesday night with playoff spot. The score was
an impressive 128-115 victory tied at 29 after one period but
that boosted their playoff Gale came off the bench to
score eight points and hand off
hopes
and eliminated
six assists ,as the Spurs
Cavaliers,
Holzman: "We played well outscored Houston 37-22 in the
second quarter. They led by as
and we shot well."
—Item: Mike Glenn came many as 24 in the third period.
off the bench and scored 19
Celtics 96,Bullets 95
points in 19 minutes on 8-for-8
The Pistol outshot the
shooting from the floor — including a three-point basket — Bullets. Pistol Pete Maravich
scored all his 19 points in the
and 2-for-2 from the line.
final
period,including a threeHolzman:'Mike.Glenn had
pointer with 51 seconds rean incredible night."
Elsewhere, the San Antonio maining, to give Boston the
_Spurs whipped the__Hottston triumph. The Celtics' triumph
Rockets 126-107, the BUston --put-them-24t,ganalairk
Celtics nipped the Washington secondplace Philadelphia in
Bullets 96-95, the Milwaukee the Atlantic Division with just
Bucks ripped the Chicago three to play.
Bulls 122-1.11, the Seattle
SuperSonics yipped the
----Bucks 122, Bulls 111
Phoenix Suns l04-95,---the
Milwaukee needed lastPortland Trail Blazers clipped quarter heroics by Marques
the Kansas City Kings 106-102 Johnson, who came off the
and the Utah Jazz beat the bench after the Bucks had
Denver Nuggets..109-9L.
nearly squandered a 24-point
Ray Williams scored 27 lead and scored 10 .of his 18
points to pace a balanced New points. The Bucks were also
York- attack. The Knicks helped by the steady play of
broke on top early and, with Brian Winters, who had 21
Williams scoring 13 points, the points, and Quinn Buckner as
Knicks held a 38-29 first- they took a twogame lead over
quarter,lead Williams had 24 Kansas City in the Midwest
at the half and the Knicks led Division. Junior Bridgeman
66-62.
led the Bucks with 22 points.

words say: "Louisville is
Number One." Forward Wiley
Brown, the so-called "Bionic
Thumb," had earned the right
to shout it from the rooftops
after Louisville's 59-54 win
„psier-UCLA in the championship game of the NCAA

Miller planned to meet in
Phoenix with members of the
San Francisco Giants and
Cleveland Indians before this
afternoon's negotiations?

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
MILAN, Italy / AP - Topseeded John
MeEnroe posted a 61,6-4 victory over Hie Nastase of Romania in the first
round
of a 6200,000 World championship
Tennis
tournament

in othet matches, Rhodesia's Andrew
Pathaon upset Hans Gilderneister of
Chile 3-6, 6-4, 6-2; Eddie Dibbs beat West
Germany's Cinch Pinner 74, 74; Peter
Fleming beat Mike Grant 62, 6-4, and
Guillermo Vdas of Argentina topped
South African Cliff Drysdale 6-7,6-3,6-4

NBA Standings
By The Asochted Press
Eastern Canfereoce
Atlantic Division
W L
Pet.
y -Boston
39 20
.747
y-Ptula
56 72
718
New York
39 41
468
Washulgtcri
37 42
468
New Jersey
33 46
418
Chant DWision
x-Atlanta
0 29
628
San Artunio
40 39
sos
Hou5ton
18 41
481
Cleveland
35 44
443
Indiana
25 44
443
Detroit
16 63
.203
Western Canfestace
Midwest Des
yhtilasukee
47 32
.595
Y-Kansas Clty
45 34
.570
Denver
30 50
.375
Chicago
28 51
.354
Llah
34 55
304
Pad& Division
x-Ins Angeles
57 72
722
S-Seattle
54 25
.664
y-Phoenur
52 27
.656
Portland
37 42
.4E8
San Diego
35 44
.443
Gaiden State
23 46_, .252)
xcluiched division title
yabryted playoff berth
Tuesday's Games
Boston 96, Wireangton 68
New York 128, Cleveland 115
San Antonio 136, Houston 107
Nhlwaultee 122, Chicago III

COLD WEATHER COACH Murray State tennis coach
Bennie Purcell was ready for the IOW temperature,
yesterday as he watched his team run its record
to 10-li
with an 8-1 win over Bradley.

GB
2LI
2601
22
26
942

11'.:
ley
144
37"o

2
174
19
23
3
5
20
22
34

Utah 108, Denver 91
Seattle 104, Phoerux 95
Portland 106, Kansas (Sty 102
Wednesday's Games
New York at Boston
Atlanta at Philadelpha
Indiana at Detroit
San Antonio at Houston
Chicago at Denver
Seattle at Maus
Kansas Qty at Golden State
Thirsday's Gimes
New Jersey at Athnta
Washington at Cleveland
Denver at Milwaiewe
Philadelphia at New York
Los Angeles at Utah
Portland at San Diego

DAYTON, Ohio / AP - George Hardie upset Erik van Dillen 4-6, 74, 6-4 an
the first round of the Dayton Pro Tennis
Classic
In other matches. Bernie Milton of
South Africa scored a 7.6. 4-6.6.1 victory
over Russell Simpson. Sasha Menon
India eliminated Australian John James
6-4, 3-6, 6-3; Ray Moore of South Africa
defeated Alvaro Filial of Chile 3-6, 7-6. 63; Tim Willuson stopped Francisco Gonzales of Puerto Rico 74. 7-3. and John
Whalinger upended Fritz Buehrwig 6-3.
14,6-3.
CARLSBAD, Calif
AP - Stacy
Margolin upset top-seeded Regina Marsikova of Czechoslovakia 6-4, 6-3 in the
second round of a 850,000 women's tennis
tournament.

In other set-and-round action, filthseeded Pam Shnver downed Kay Daniel
6-2. 6-1. and sixth-seeded Renee
Richards beat Diane Desfor 6-4,6-7, 7-3
FOOTBALL
Las ANGELES / AP / - The'Oakland
Raiders filed a $160[nation antitrust suit
against the National Football League
and several other teams, charging they'
schemed to prevent the Raiders' move
from Oakland to IAIS Angeles
The Raiders suit was filed in U.S
District Court here . where the Los
Angeles County COliseum Commission
already has a similar suit pending
against the NFL
Ins separate action, an Oakland judge
ordered the Raiders to stop their ticket
reservations operation in Los Angeles

Transactions

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX-Placed Bill
Campbell, pitcher, on the 60-day disabled list. Placed Tom Poguette, outfielder,
on the 21-day disabled list. Sent Mike
Howard atnd Steve Schneck, pitchers,
and Julio Valdez, shortstop, to their
By The Associated Press .
minor league camp for reassignment.
Tuesday's Games
OAKLAND A'S-Na med Mickey
New York A)8,I
Kansas City 7
Mwobito traveling secretary and public
Boston 7, Chicago t A 5
..tions director.
Minnesota 8,Houston 3
National League
Texas 7, Atlanta 2
NEW YORK METS-Sent Jesse
Philadelphia 6, Baltimore 3
Orme°, Ed Lynch, and Tim Leary, pitToronto6,Pittsburgh 4
chers: and Wally Backman, Brian Giles.
_New York IN 4, Montreal 3
and Hubie Brooks, infielders, to their
Cinannifil, Lai Angeles 12--- - - ---Ntonor -league- baste-for-reassignrne
nt:
.-Cleveland 8, California 3
Named Jay Horwitz public relations
Oakland 8,Seattle 3
director.
San Francisco 8, Milwaukee?
BASKETBALL
Chicago IN/ 10,San Diego
-5
National Basketball Association
California"B"4,Cleveland"B"2
NEW YORK KNICKS-Activated Sly
Detroit 3,St.Louis2
Williams,forward. Placed Geoff Huston,

Exhibition Baseball

guard. on the injured reserve lat.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
LOS ANGELES RAMS-Named
Hewritt Dixon offensive backfield coach.
Canadian Football League
SASKATCHEW A,N
ROUGHRIDERS-- Signed Frank Henry
and Gerry Fenner, wide receiver;
Cleveland Vann, linebacker; and Lyle
Bauer,offensive guard. TORONTO ARGONAUTS-Signed
Dave Newman, wide receiver; Derrick
Martin, cornerback. and Harrell Oliver,
defensive end.
COLLEGE-FRESNO STATE-Named Gene
"Red"Esteshead track coach.
—IOWA -STATENamed -Johnny- Oa- -head basketball coach.
SEATTLE PACIFIC-Fired Keith
Swagerty, head basketball coach.
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE-Announced the resignation of Tim Autry,
head basketball coach.

Sa
ve
45
.9
5
on
OTASCO
21"Supreme with catcher

basketball tournament.

town, and everybody says the
first time is always the best.
Louisville's victory providIn many ways, Wiley Brown
ed a spectacular climax to a typifies
the unusual makeup of
33-3 season that will unthis cast of characters. A 6doubtedly become the makfoot-8 block of granite from
ings of local legend. After all,
it is the first title ever for this Sylvester, Ga., the sophomore
center lost part of his right
thumb at age 2 in an accident
with a knife.
Brown taught himself to
play basketball lefthanded.
This year, he was•fitted with
an artificial thumb that earnWorries
ed him the nickname -Bionic
Thumb."
Brown rushed off to a team
meeting Monday without the
Proudly Introduces
thumb. A frenzied student
manager was forced to search
through bags of garbage to
retrieve it.
On the court, Brown comDo you suffer from the agonizing pain from *ARmunicates in pig-Latin with
THRITIS 'LUMBAGO 'BURSITIS *RHEUMATISM or
teammate Derek Smith. The
two use the code language to
MUSCLE DISTDMFORT due to excessive work or exerset up plays without, tipping
cise? If so...experience fast, long lasting relief
their hand to the opposition.
without relying on internal or external medications,
Consider some of these
heating pod discomforts, or smelly ointrficrts. Simply
other heroes in Red and
insert your Miracle Relief Board under your mattress
Black:
(as illustrated in photo), go to sleep as usual, but
—Rodney McCray, the only
woke up without . the pain you're accustomed to
player signed in last year's
within thirty (30) days. There's no mess to cfeon,
lean recruiting campaign, was
and no batteries or filters to -change. Just place the
forced into the breech when
Miracle Relief Board in place and forget about any
his older brother,Scooter, was
hostles or worries. lost for the season with a lenee
injury. Rodney,6-7, responded
ARTHRITIS - inflomation of a joint or joints. LUMBAGO - pain in the region of the bock
by leading the team in rebounbetween the chest cavity and the pelvis. BURSITIS - severely painful condition resulting
ding.
from intimation of a Bruso, the most commonly affected areas being the shoulders,
"We wouldn't be here
elbows, and joints. RHEUMATISM - any of several diseases characterized by inflamation,
without him," Coach Denny
swelling and stiffness of the muscles and joints. ,MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - The efCrum said.
fectiveness of this device is so amazing, it is -offered on the most binding guarantee
—Tony Branch, a little-used
imaginable. If you don't feel a difference, or you aren't delighted with the results in just
senior guard who sprang off
30 days, return the M.R.B. to us and we'll promptly refund your Money in full without
the bench to save Louisville*,
question. Minus $10.00 for shipping and handling. Proven effective results. In keeping
the NCAA opener. His offwith the laws of state and federal bureaus we make no claims of curative, health or
balance shot beat Kansas
State 67-66 in overtime. When
medical values.
he's not playing, which is
often, he's providing music,
WORLD ELECTRIC DESIGNS
which is always loud.
Just Send To,
Naos
P.O. Res 102
Crum tried to loosen up his
Murray, Ky. 42071
Address
troops before Saturday's 80-72
Yes. .1 wish to become port of the World Electric Designs family
City
semifinal win over Iowa with
and purchase the M.R.11
State
Zip
his version of a disco step. The
I wish to pay by
players got loose, all right.
Please Send No Cash
Check
They roared.
Agreement if within 30 days
Money Order
you do not feel the NRA does
—Poncho Wright, a 6-5 InMiracle Relief Boards at everything thot lion been cloened, you
• I would like to purchase
dianapol
is native, gave
tan return the board for a full rffund
the suggested tetoil price of S125.(1 Orrice
Louisville a slogan. The finals
(MMus 51000 shaving and hon.
and handling.)
row `f•T
-altos 4,
.were. played. in. Wria's
6 weelry- *te- 4
I would like MOM information on this product, so that I del/very.
hometown, which he calls
may better make up my mind. Total Enclosed S
"Naptown." Chanted Wraght
throughout the playoffs: 'The

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
"00eyville-lay is-yay UmberNay Un-way" is the proud
boast of a guy who leaves his
thumb on the dinner table.
Translated into English, the

one-year contracts any player
with four years service or less,
and another that would force
an arbitrator to give extra
weight to a player's time in
service, rather_ than performance, when ruling on a
salary dispute.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Brown Says Louisville No. 1 In Pig Latin
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer

player, rather than an
amateur draft choice, as compensation in certain cases
when a team loses a player to
free agency,_,—
Players'argue that such a
rule iiould kill the free agent
system, since few teams
would be willing to part with a
player from their roster in
order to-sign a free agent.
_ Other important issues yet
to be settled include an
owners' proposal to restrict to

ARTHRITIS and
BACKACHE
World Electric Designs

'199
EVEN LESS
WITH TRADE-IN

ASSEMBLED
AND READY
TO MOW

The Miracle Relief Board

'Ville to Naptown I"

Potting Soil

Reg. 244.95

Supreme 21 mower with
side catcher assembly.
Solid state ignition. 2speed engine fingertip
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5 position wheel height
adjustments
folding
chrome handle
21 Self-Propelled LawnBoy With Catcher 5319
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.44

.09

Ea

Rae. .59. 4-qt

bag Weed
free pre-mixed. and odorless: Non-burning organic

compost

Crappie, pan fish lure-

1,••

20 lb. Bag

1.39
,

Leaf Bags

Rod & Reel

1.27
- Reg. 1.49. 7 bushel heavy
duty plastic bags
Of 27.
,

Pitchfork. 4 tines

Johnson spin cast set with
5 rod and cisco reel with
line

6.88
4A''4

Save 20.02 on this Flying
6 Leg
Giant Gym Set

99.97

Wtfoon
Glove

(11

11.76

Si 0

Fielder's glove. Your
choice right or left hand
Cowhide leather palm

all LEG,
STILII.L.,

63-265.9 278 7

USE OTASCO CREDIT!
•fq

1,74t

Friendly Folks-;• 753-8391
Friendly Service
Sol-Air Shopping Center

1

Reg. 119.99. Backyard playground has 114" tog
bar, tire swing. non-tilt swing. sky skooter. 4'6"
color-clad slide bed giant footsteps on slide ladder
lawn glider
''."
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74.99
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After Weeks OtDeleat,
Kennedy Becomes Big
Winner, Camelot Heir
By DAV ESPO
At the White House, press
Assoc
ess Writer
secretary Jody Powell said
NEW
' AP) — Final- Kennedy still would have
to
ly, it was the way it was sup- win 63 percent of
all the
posed to be all along for the delegates yet to be chosen
in
heir to Camelot.
order to catch Carter.
After weeks of'defeat,
Even in defeat Tuesday
something other Kennedys night, the president picked
up
almost never knew in politics, 143 delegates, running
his
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy was total to 746 — or roughly
45
a big winner.
percent of the delegate votes
The Kennedy family was needed for nomination.
Kenthere.
nedy increased his delegate
The Kennedy smile was total to 385.
there.
Kennedy aides said the vicThe Kennedy crowds were tories would provide a big
there — as they were all week psychological boost and
mean
during a grueling week of more money for
their
campaigning as he drove cashshort campaign.
toward his upsets.
But at the same time, they
"I love New York. And Con- virtirlly conceded the
presinecticut.too," Kennedy laugh- dent would win two
primaries
ed Tuesday night after scoring next week in Wiscons
in and
upset primary wins in the two Kansas, while Kenned
y emstates that could revive his phasizes the Pennsyl
faltering bid for the White primary on April 22., , vania
House. ,
Kennedy has dropped plans
We haven't had too many to campaign in Wisconsin,
and
of these evenings," said the has no'personal campaigning
man who had already lost 19 of scheduled in Kansas,either.
21 contests to the president.
Instead, he probably will
"But I tell you, we're going to begin his drive in
Pennhave a lot more."
sylvania on Friday. Aides said
Asked what his victories his campaign there will be virmeant for Carter's chance for tually a carbon copy of the
one
renomination, he smiled his he ran successfully in
New
big smile and laughed again.
York.
-I think we've got another
OVC BASEBALL
candidate that's going to get
Murray
The
State
the nomination," he said.
And now,claiming that Ken- University Racers baseball
nedy is back on track, the team will play Eastern
Massachusetts senator's inner Kentucky in an OVC
circle says it's the president doubleheader game beginning
who has to turn his campaign at 1 p.m. at the Murray State
Reagan Field. The games will
around.
Kennedy himself said his be held on March 29.
The
Murray
State
win showed the voters "were
sending _a_ _very__ _clear and_ University Racers baseball
powerful message...that they - learn will play Morehead State
no longer can afford an infla- University in an OVC
tion rate of 18.percent and in- doubleheader on March 30
beginning at 1 p.m. on the
terest rates that match."
"His aides .said the double Murray State University
triumphs showed the Reagan Field.
American public finally losing
GOLF
patience with the president,
The
Murray
State
and that the concern about University Racer golf
team
Chappaquiddick had been will be in Evansvil
le, Ind.,
. eclipsed by concerns about competing in the Evansvil
le
such things as economics and Invitational tournam
ent on
foreign policy.
March 28 and 29.

Will be on display

Wednesday, March 26th
Thru Saturday, March 29th

Sterling Silver or Gold Filled

NOTHEll - RON
Up To 7 Stones
Sterling of
Gold F,Hod

Storey's
IFC1C3E3
GIANT
USDA
Choice
Boneless

Fresh
Pork

CHUCK
a
m
ROA
ST o
i:
r
is Mg
GrOund

Chuck
Swiss Steak
Stew Meat
ChGps

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

'1" Bologna

USDA Choice Boneless

1

WE PAY CASH • WE PAY CASH • WE PAY CASH • WE PAY CASH • WE
PAY CASH

WE WILL PAY THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE
PRICE THE MARKET WILL ALLOW!

Prices
Good
Wed. Mar. 26th
Thru
Tues. April I

Al- MOO(

Si" Hot Do s

GROUND
BEEF

n%
"If
to
oft

SILVER
SILVER BARS,

•

SILVER FLATWARE
& SERVING PIECES.
INDIAN JEWELRY.
BRACELETS. CHAINS.
MEDALS. CHARMS. PINS.

amily
Peck

OR ANYTHING MARKED
"STERLING", 925 Or 999.
•

MARKED 10KT, 14KT,
18KT or 22KT
CLASS RINGS, CHAINS,
POCKET WATCHES, TIE
TACKS. WRIST WATCHES.
BRACELETS, EARRINGS,
WEDDING BANDS. CHARM BRACELETS,
PINS
ALSO DENTAL GOLD (UNMARKED) AND GOLD
COINS
WAR NICKLES
1942, 43,

U.S.

SILVER
COINS

Red
White
Yellow

THRU
1964

I

SCRAP GOLD AND SILVER WILL BE BOUGHT REGARDL
ESS
OF CONDITION. COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD"
CONDITION. PRICES DUE TO CHANGE WITH THE
DAILY
MARKET PRICE.

Four Days Only

VOSe
0

Se

39
!

\----,

Lemons

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Mon.
27th-29th, 31st

•

_

,tv

r.b .

10/994

Vernon's
Western More
Olvrnoic Plaza Murray,Ky.42071

COUPON
1 Per Family
Chiffon
Soft-Stick

Limit

Margarine

•

"Boots and Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun"

753-7113

--

Grapefruit 5/$1 00

All Merchandise Will Be Paid For In Cash

For Private Appointment Call

za_

Celery
394
‘41.
Green Onions
Juice Oranges 1 2/99'
Red or White

•

LIS TRADE
DOLLARS
ALSO BUYING CANADIAN DIMES,
QUARTERS & HALVES THRU 1966
MANY OTHER FOREIGN COINS PURCHASED

'

1 94

Seed Potatoes
Cobbler
Pontiac
Kennebeec

PiZO_50e
-Da
t(
,cLi

le 79'
lb 69'
lb 59'

•

411V,
BUYING
DIAMONDS r"Vtiet,*
10 POINTS
& OVEP
"
111111.
1
)

44' 45

ONION SETS

HSV) AVd

GOLD WHITE OR YELLOW it=ka

Security Provided
No Appointment Necessary
Prices Subject To Change

WE PAY CASH • WE PAY CASH • WE PAY CASH P WE PAY CASH • WE
PAY CASH •

.

1 Lb. Qtrs.

COUPON
COUPON..s.
limit 1 Per Family

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family
Pillsbury

Limit 1 Per Family
Matol•

Streusel'
Swirls

Bisquick
40 oz.

Corn Oil
320i,

78„
, .,

2/s_ 119
$
toil oi,-At-skiiiri. -9
$10

$1 49

1 19

Only AI Stcrey'i
Exp 4 1.80

—

Exp. 4-1-80

Goa 0.11 USW:
Exp. 4-1-80

6ctil Only Al Slcrty's
Exp . 4-1-80
____

i

-

I III. %It hit

me
ed
rated
ore
irs

•
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Anyone who hos not yet
received their gift from our
promotion
save -o-tope
should bring their receipt to
our office

Play new

111. to

0 p.m
ryday

Be An
instant

DS

Limit One Per Family
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

winner!

r. 26th
pril

Food Giant
Whole

resh
'ork

EAK

imily

Nick

Si 19

a

Compare Our Everyday Low Shelf Prices

Cr isco
Shortening

S1 39

$1 99

Formula

S1 19

4/99'

Beans
Peanut Butler
Singles

69'

13 c.,z

Tide Laundry

$1 59

Campbell's
10. oz

'
13

49 oz

$1 29

18 oz

Kraft Wrapped American

Tomato Soup
$189

Corn Meal

J if

EnJamil Baby

lb

Showboat Pork Et

3 lb

51 09

DetergentBounty
Paper Towels

$1 41
12 oz.

Jumbo Roll

85`

•

hole
eked

SCORN OIL

1MS

49

32 oz.

(WIDE COUPON BELOW)

DELICATESSEN BAK,FR/
Steak Sandwich
with lettuce, tomato and mayo.

Baked Ham

lb

Pimento Cheese

lb

White Bread

Loaf

89'
$279
89'
69'

Storey's Super Inflation Fighterc
,
*Bel Air
Center
Limit
Rights
Reserved

Country Time
Lemonade

Hi-Dry
Paper Towels

2/99c
Reg. 58'

We
Accept
U.S.
Gov't
Food
Stomps

Mix
31 Oz.

Heifetz
Polish
Dills

894

32 oz.
Reg. $1.19

Golden Grain
Mac. &
Cheese

1 2 01.
7/

3/99C

$1 49

Rag. 40'

Reg. $1.79

$189

894

Reg. $2.04

Reg. $1.15

Planter's
Potato
Chips

Kleenex
Paper
Towels

Scot Lad
Corn
303 size

3189C

Dove
Dishwashing Liq.
22 oz.

10 Lb.
Bag

e
I
6 r0ITissu

$219
,,,S2...76
,
Reg.

PRE PRICED 89'

Kingsford
Charcoal

Cottonelle
Bathroom

Jumbo Roll

Reg 33'

58'

Reg. 85'

A:,

Twin Pack
894
Reg. $1.18

Brownies
1--Frozen 81 Dairy Specials—'j

Applessauce
Date Cakes

Van De Comp

Fish Fillets
Scot Lad Orange

Juice
COUPON

COUPON

OCSI,4

COUPON..,,,,—

COUPON,—

Limn I Per Family
Imperial Soft Spread

Limit 1 Per Family
Betty Crocker

Limit 1 Per Family
Betty Crocker

Margarine

Tuna Helper
101.

Limit 1 Per Family
Total

Potato Buds

Cereal

2-80zTub

2/$1

2/$119
GoulDeltAtittet's,
Exp. 4-1-80

.
,

29

2501.

$1 39

GA Only At Slcrel's
!G144,9r1i1 ALSIGRY:/• - --.
--, Exp. 4-4 -SO
Exp. 4-.1‘80

8.f.

694

Scod Only At Slcret's
E)ip 4-1-80

12oz

87'

Hyde Park "French Vanilla $1.59)

Ice Cream
Scot Lad

1 Lb Qtrs.

Margarine
Ore Ida

Golden.Crinkles

THIS WEEK
WIN

$329
24 Oz

1 2 Gal

$149

2/99'
32 oz 99'

OT

Last Week's

Name

Mary Etheridge
Could Not Contact

- •111--

Wednesday.
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U.S., Church Officials Say
Exile Might Be Assassin

8-Year-Old Girl Gets
Doll Back After Long
California Court Battle
ordered the girl's doll returnBy DAN TEDR1CK
ed, but both women said they
Associated Press Writer
SAN DIEGO, Calif. API - planned appeals.
An appeal was filed by Mrs.
After 10 months, 8-year-old
last Friday. That's
Dressin
got
finally
Dressin
e
Stephani
her doll back - with the aid of why Mrs. Russell was surprised when Deputy Marshal
an anonymous donor in Ohio.
Robert Collins showed up with
er
The girl's former babysitt
had refused to return the doll her money.
-I'm just shocked by the
until Stephanie's mother,
Michele Dressin, paid a day- whole thing," said Stephanie's
mother. She telephoned the
care bill.
.The $52. to pay Sharon new day-care center
her
Russell came in the mail from Stephanie attends and told
,
Ohio. Municipal Judge Ronald daughter. She said, however
she
unless
, (left) and Sen. Mike
appeal
would
she
to
A. Mayo declined Tuesday
SEANTE CONFEREES - Sen. Richard Weisenberger, Mayfield
Sen. John Berry, New
Leader
Majority
received $5 for costs, and Mrs.
Floor
with
confer
(right)
on,
Lexingt
identify the donor.
y,
Molone
it
send
y.
would
she
Assembl
said
General
Russell
the
of
it,"
session
settles
"Let's hope this
Castle, during a recent
said Mayo. who said he wouldr lust so it's all legal.'
pay the $8.50 in court costs out
of his own pocket.
A deputy marshal assigned
to Mayo's court delivered the
cash to Mrs. Russell and she
handed over the wind-up doll.
•'I'm glad it's all over." said
Mrs. Russell. "I think the
judge was tired of all this."
Isaac's contract was being firtn's president, filed
ting
The little blonde, wind-up
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API - grounds for termina
terminated because an audit documents with the court
doll, Stephanie's seventh bir- An attorney for Samuel T. Isaac's contract.
of the company's accounts alleging that Luallen had
thday present in 1979, was left Isaac and Associates Inc., a
Ms. Isaac, in turn, will turned up numerous deficien- ordered the audit to "punish"
at Mrs. Russell's day-care Lexington mortgage banking withdraw the injunction recies and procedural viola- the company for seeking a
business when Mrs. Dressin firm,, has filed a motion tci:'quest and a libel suit she filed tions.
review of Ms. Williams' work.
withdrew her daughter and 6- dismiss two lawsuits she filed Feb. 19. It named as defenSamuel T. Isaac, in a letter
Meigs later ruled the allegyear-old son last June.
against Kentucky Housing dants Luallen. KHC staff
Luallen, had 'accused Ms.
to
"were
either
rities
ed irregula
Mrs. Russell said she of- Corp.
counsel A. Wallace Grafton
of interfering in loan
Williams
insubstantial,•readily correcfered to return the doll in June
closures. Ms. Isaac said lUiC
for dismissal, and Director of Single Family tible or otherwise
motion
her
In
Williams.
'tut Stephanie's mother
had never before attempted to
Teresa Isaac said the two Programs Dorothy
harmless."
refused to pay" the last
cancel a loan servicer's conreached an out-offrom
d
had
stemme
sides
action
The
week's bill under an agreeMs. Isaac. daughter of the tract.
court settlement. She included alleged public statements that
ment requiring two weeks'
a copy of the proposed agreenotice.
OPEN DAILY 9-9 SUNDAYS 12-6
ment between the parti!..s...,
for
sued
When Mrs. Russell
a
perThe oomany sought
the money in small claims
in
court, Mrs. , Dressin counter- manent injunction
sued for $750, claiming her February to prevent KHC
___ilaueltpr's doll had .sentimen- from seizing its $7 million lowtal value and was being held interest loan portfolio.
hostage.'
Under terms of the proposed
Mayo heard the case and agreement, KHC will
awarded a $52 judgment to withdraw a notice of terminaMrs. Russell and one for $11.89 tion that its former executive
as the retail value of the doll to director, F. Lynn Luallen,
Mrs. Dressin.
served upon company presiA day later, after word was dent Samuel T. Isaac in a Dec.
out that Stephanie still 10 letter.
her-toli,-- Mayor
KHC also will dismiss its apsaidhe discovered a new.state
peal of a ruling by Judge
law allowed him to decide
Henry Meigs that it had no
what is., "equitable." He

Lexington Banking Firm Attorney
Files Motion To Dismiss Lawsuits

By GORDON D. MOTE
Associated Press Writer
SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador 1AP) - U.S. and
church officials say a rightwing Ctiban exile may have
been the aviocsin of the
Roman Catholic archbishop of
San Salvador, Oscar Arnulfd
Romero.
They said the axsassin had
to be a sharpshooter because
he fired a single shot from
about 100 feet away through
the open door of the hospital
chapel where the archbishop
was preparing the sacraments
on the altar for a Mass Monday night.
"It was no amateur who did
this," said U.S. Ambassador
Robert White. "Our conclusion is that it was someone
who was an expert
marksman."
"It was not done by our local
murderers because they use
25 or 30 bullets from machine
guns to kill their victims,"
said a church source.
White also told reporters
that a government source informed him a week ago that
"•rightwing Cuban terrorists"
were operating in El Salvador.
He said the source told him
"some of the bombings here
have been accomplished with
a degree of expertise that was
not the kind of expertise found
here. The source speculated

and believed the evidence
points to Cuban exiles."
First reports said that four
gunmen entered the chapel
and opened fire on the prelate.
But church officials said Tuesday that the killer apparently
got out of a car opposite the
doors to the chapel, fired one
shot and then was driven away
beforn anyone got a close look
at him. The officials said it
was believed three other men
were also in the car.
El Salvador's militarycivilian junta put the armed
forces on full alert Tuesday
after a rash of pre-dawn bombings the morning after the
slaying. No casualties were
reported, and no further
violence was reported during
the day.
The country was in .shock
because of the murder of the
62-year-old archbishop, who
had been an outspoken advocate of social reform and a
critic of government repression and the violence by the
left and right that has turned
the tiny Central American
country into a battleground.
Romero's body lay in a closed casket before the main
altar of the Basilica of the
Sacred Heart. About 3,000 persons jammed the cathedral for
a. memorial Mass, many
weeping. At least 1,000 more
stood outside because they

•
couldn't get in.
The government, the armed
forces and the Christian
Democratic Party all placed
fullpage ads in local
newspapers condemning the
murder and expressing their
"deep condolences" to the
church. President Carter and
Pope John Paul .11 were
among the world leaders who
condemned the killing.
Spokesmen for both leftwing and right-wing terrorist
groups denied having any part
in the killing.
There was no immediate indication how the assassination
would affect the future of the
beleaguered junta. It has been
under fire from rightists who
say its land redistribution and
bank nationalization programs will lead to communism,and from leftists who
say the reforms do not go far
enough.
Exhibits
On March 28 through April 9
In the Eagle Gallery of the
Fine Arts Center, an
exhibition -on the works by
Mary H. Lawrie, Norwood,
Mass., and an exhibition on
the photography works by
Abrahams,
S.
Richard
Glenview, Ill., will be on
display. Both arc students at
Murray State University.
1

WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.

S

auto service

THE SAVING PLACE
STEEL BELTED RADIAL

- SEASON"
r1-1E

RADIAL

TIRE SALE

Hopes Increase For
Release Of Remaining
Hostages In Colombia
By.19p FRAZipt
Assorelated Press Writer
BOGOTA,Colombia( APIWith more negotiations
scheduled today and three
more hostages freed, there
were increasing hopes of improved prospects for the
relegge- of the remaining 29
captives in the Dominican
Republic's Embassy. But a
Foreign Ministry official said
the end of the siege was not yet
insight.
The feeling of optimism was
enhanced by the smiles and
handshakes that followed the
last negotiating session Monday between representatives
of the government and the
guerrillas who took over the
embassy four weeks ago. That
atmosphere was in marked
contrast to the - apparent
hostility after earlier
meetings.
The guerrillas waited nearly
24 hours and released three
Colombians, none of them
diplomats or officials, Tuesday afternoon. The 29
hostages still held include U.S.
Ambassador Diego Asencio
and 18 other foreign
diplomats.

The three freed men, smiling but looking tired, had been
guests at the reception that
was under way when the terrorists of the M-19 organization invaded the embassy on
Feb.27.
The guerrillas have now,
released a total of 26 hostages.
The Foreign Ministry
source said the masked
woman who represents the
guerrillas in the negotiations
agreed Monday for the first
time to consider Vie government's offer of safe passage
for the guerrillas to Cuba or
Panama .in exchange for the
hostages' freedom. But he
said she repeated the key
guerrilla demand that 28 imprisoned leftists be freed...
The government' did not
budge from its position that
there are no political
prisoners in Colombia and
that releasing any prisoners
would be unconstitutional, the
source said.
The offer to let the guerrillas go to Panama or Cuba
was considered a concession
since in ,the past the government opposed sending them
anywhere in Latin America.

Assorted Spring Colors

SIZES
P115-75114
(1111711.14)

P205-75114
(F117111114)
P205-75115
(IFII71105)

P215-75114
(01711,14)
P215-75115
(MUM

P225-75115
(aws)
P235;75115
(U1711215)

$349

SALE

.F.E.T.

41.88

2.47

43.88

2.67

43.88

2.67

44.88

2.80

44.88

2.15

WAS

3.01

30.88

3.36

88
Plus F.E.T.
2.08 Each

1.0° Aggressive Tread Design
to° Radial Tire Mileage and Handling

All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each

MOUNTING INCLUDED• NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED

SAVE NOW! LAST 4 DAYS ON SALE!
I

C mo......mm •

PA°

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1 Install 2 heavy-duty
shocks
2. Align front end

YOUR CHOICE

Sale Price

I Grease Guns or
I Tune-up Kit
I Major brand kits '
Heavy-duty guns

I1E11

For moil II

IM1 IN11 MN

0eel pawls or servoces
Aelodo1,
rellieded et extrasbil

1988,,e 46

I,
•

SERVICES INCLUDE
I. Replace brake pads
2. Resurface, true
rotors
3. Inspect calipers
4. Bleed hydraulic
system and refill
5. Repack inner and
ossta,bearings
-6. Inspect rear lining
7. Inspect master
cylinder
B. Replace grease
seals
be

4Each
44

•

.1.

MN

11111 11111 INN I=

Sale,Price

,) 60 Inch Wide
Polyester and Silk Blend
Linen Look Fabric

Our BR78x 13

r--

I=

NM

vsrams elL
1 may
,
0,V.C.
ll.tonnaj par,s 0,1,
forlra Cost
0041.<10d
•
4,

SAVE
' Sores for Mr,' 1 `.• cart and 1,ght

trucks

Igas
V Sale Price

N.D. Shocks
and Alignment

Disc Brake
Service Offer

The Arrestor
Auto Muffler

Service work done
on most U S cars'

Front end only For
most American cars

For most U.S cars
and light trucks'

..q^
,
MB IN

•.,

On MR

4

YOUR CHOICE

With
E xchang.

Calcium -lead built
Never needs water'
1111 INN 1•11 I= NM 1=

INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE

12-oz,'

88

SERVICES INCLUDED:
1. Oil Change Up to 5 Clts.
Multigrade 10W40 Valvoline
2. Install one K mart brand oil
filter'
3. Chassis lubrication (fittings
extra)
4. Brake Fluid (if needed)
S. Gear Luke (if needed)

IL FILTER* 88
Maintenance -Free
AND LUBE V
4 48 Battery
Additional services extra Single

Eim No um um me EN

INI1

wiLvoug

INS:TOLLED

stage filters for most cars.
With Kmart Air Filter . . 9.45
1111 11•1 In RIO 11111 1111
ms

TM 3000A
$79

Yd.

°
17
638

STFRIM

Beautiful Spring Cotton
and Knits
Just Arrived For
Easter Parade
One Table Of

.Cottons

75'

A Yard

Ea
Sale Pricr,

SAVE
39.88

Custom-styled stereo radio'
with 8-track player Save .

SK6227

I

4

Popular aerosol cleaners!
Garage floor, bar-b-q and
mower cleaner; tar and bug
remover, or engine cleaner.

Knits

$io
9 A Yard
I
I oand $15

6x9" or 51/4
3-ovay Speakers I
Your Choice

Carolyn's Fabric
Mineral W•lis Ave
Paris Toss

Aprill ivra4c=
THE SAVING PLACE

111

8 Pair
Our 44 88-54 881

One Tubb, of

Paris Square Shopping Center

AM--FM Indash
with 8-track

SK69227

Speakers will handle up to 50 I
watts peak.output...Save
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Kennedy Cashes In On
Issues With Voters In
New York, Connecticut

100 Students Participate
In Science Fair At North
Calloway Elementary

By EVANS Wil7
controls by a 56-24 margin, the
Associated Press Writer
AP-NBC News poll of 2,189
NEW YORK i AP) — Week - Democratic voters showed.
after week, Democratic And among those who favored
primary voters have agreed controls, Kennedy won votes
with Sen. Edward M. Kennedy by a 66-32 edge over Carter.
on the issues1 but voted for Those who opposed controls
President Ca er.
split their vote.
On Tues4y in New York
In Connecticut, where
and Connecjicut,that paradox voters backed a moratorium
ended and Ifennedy cashed in, on nuclear power plant conAssociated Press-NBC News struction 55-32. Kennedy, who
polls of Democratic voters has said he favors an end to
say.
nuclear power plant conIn both states, voters said struction, won the backers of a
they agreed with Kennedy's building halt by 51-40 and
policies, not with Carter's. again split the opponents with
And they said they trusted the president, according to the.
Kennedy enough to believe he AP-NBC News poll of 1,497
would do what he says — and Democratic voters in that
thus they voted for him.
-state.
Thus, in one sense, Kennedy
Another key to the Kennedy
finally got the test he had ask- victory in New York was the
ed for repeatedly in the past overwhelming backing of
weeks — a vote on the issues.
Jewish Democrats. Kennedy
On the Republican side in took the Jewish vote, which
Connecticut. George Bush won was 38 percent of the
his third primary by hitting Democrats, by a 79 to 19
Ronald Reagan where he was margin.
not thought vulnerable. Bush
This can be traced in large
split both the conservative part to displeasure over the
voters and the rock-solid GOP Carter administration's Midrank-and file with the former dle East policy, particularly
California governor.
its recent vote in the United
Throughout the primary Nations against Israeli setseason, Democratic voters tlements on the West Bank
have said they agreed with ,afid its subsequent repudiation
Kennedy, not Carter, on key of the vote.
issues. Nonetheless, they proAbout 41 percent of the
vided Carter with a long string Dematratie Voters gave the
--Otter administration good
of primary victories. •
Tuesday that changed and marks for its Middle East
Kennedy broke the string.
policy, while 55 percent gave it
In New York, Democratic low marks. The rest were
Voters favored wage and price undecided.

Over 100 students in grades
K-6 participated in the Science
Fair at North Calloway
Elementary. The display
covered a wide variety of
projects from the invention of
a homemade cannon to the
study of biorhythms.
This year's winner of the
"Lucille Potts' Science
Award" was Marcia Ford,
sixth grader-The other winners
are as follows.
1stSIXTH GRADE:
Michael Brunn and Mike
Davenport, 2nd-Johnna Jones,
3rd-Mike Thompson and Dana
Cunningham. Honorable
Hanks,
Mention: Kelly
Jeannie Thorn, Tammie
Miller, Marilynn "McCallon,
Regina Herndon, and Alex
Dowdy.
FIFTH GRADE: 1st-David
Miller, 2nd-Jody Lassiter, 3rdStephanie Hays. Honorable
Mention: David Carson, Lori
Walker, Timmy Black, Jeff
Puckett, Tammy Barnett,
John Dillon, Glen Smith, Paul
Reed,Tracy Scott, Jeff Smith,
Jerry Lowery.
FOURTH GRADE: lst-Shay
Mitchell, 2nd-Joanne Gibbs,
3rd-Bryan Hale. 'Honorable
Mention: Steve Tidwell, Marc
Frye, Jeff Durham, John
Imes, Missy Tabers, Kim
Higgins, Ricky Colson, Kim
Goetz, and Lori Jones.
K—THIRD GRADE: 1stRhoda Jones, 2nd-Melanie
Emerson, 3rd-Jennifer Price.
Honorable Mention: Bart

Pictured is Rhoda Jones, first place winner of grades
K-3,iffNorth Calloway Science Fair.
Photos By Mosey Kelso
:•

Winner of the Lucille Pott's Science Award was Marcia Ford,sixth grade,at North Calloway Science Fair.

Crum, Pamela Green, Teresa
Ramsey, Jennifer Jones,
Charles Archer, and Brian
Mitchell.
All, participants received
certificates. The winners were
awarded with various prizes,
compliments of the North
PTC, Murray Theatres,
McDonald's, Dairy Queen,
Burger Queen, Wendy's,
Hardees, and Captain D's.
This year's fair was coordinated by Marlene Beach,
Judy Darnell, Karen Crick,
and Genise Reid, teachers at
North Elementary.
The Science Fair was on
display at the March meeting
of the North FTC. Also appearing on the program for
the evening were "old
western" song and dance
by
numbers performed
members of the fourth grade.
Students of the guitar class,
under the direction of Sarah
Hall, music teacher, added to
the program. Sixth grade
band students, under the
direction of Cecil Glass, band
director, accompanied the
singers.

t. nor.
lie‘i711

Pictured is Da id Miller, first place winner of the fifth
grade, at the No Calloway Science Fair.

-^

Pictured left to right are Mike Davenport and
Michael Bninn, first place winners of the sixth grade at
the North Calloway Science Fair.

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 12-6

WED. THRU SAT.

1388 AND 1088
YOUTH
ADULT

DIIG HITERS,

s

FACE THOSE ACTIVE
SPRING DAYS IN
GOOD HEALTH!

Our 14.8-8

Adult and
Youth Sizes
in Sporty
Colors

Our Reg 19 88

Lightweight Nylon

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU 3-3040 QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

Warm-Up Suits
lounging
or
Participoting
Here s a quality nylon 2 pc
suit with inulti-stripes Zipzipper bock
ront locket
pocket pants Save at Kinart
96
Children's Sizes

Trust your prescriptions
to the people you KNOW
you can depend on.

impeFuaL
size
40 ounces
for greater
convenience

96
Sole

CLOTHES LINE
COTTON
SOFT.

PLASTIC
50F1.
$199

Our Reg. 12.88

$ 99

Official Softball
Aluminum Bat
Aluminum with rubber grips

3

Our Reg 4 88

Men's Baseball Shirts
SHAMPOOS

Scope lights bad breath
without giving you medicine breath

Our

Polyester cotton Oa Contrasting . , raglan s coves

CONDITIONERS
16 OZ.
$1.62 VALUE

IMOOKFIE1.1)

96

4

19

Pr.

Our Reg 29 96

Our Reg. 5.96

Mag One. Gloves

Rally ' ' Sport Shoe

Pitcher's or outfielder's model in
top-grain leather. Open or
closed web Save now

Cushioned for corinfort,. Black
white vinyl with cleated sole.

NICE 'N EASY

397

Reg 596

Reynolds Little League Bats

_
Magic
Worm
Ranch

41112.47

SHAMPOO-IN HAIR COLOR

re
.--s)

ASSORTED
SHADES
i Its sr..••••...al

5.

I tonitsla
0.6•1
veo,

8 ...
96

66

11

Our Reg 10 88

Magic - Worm Ranch

OGr Reg. 2.47

Vinyl Rain Poncho

9-9

BEL AIR CENTER, MURRAY PHONE753"-B

Folds neatly, fits in pocket-3.33 Knit Ball Cap 2.47

Mandy-Stur04:
1 -6 Sunday
THE SAWN° Pt.ACE

700 U S 641 N.
MURRAY, KY.

RI 7 SEDALIA RD.
MAYFIELD, KY.
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SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 SUNDAY

We Resins no Right To Limit Quantities

We Rosins no Right To Limit Quantities

DEL MONTE

moo
H
AC
PE
PAPER 39
f SLICESoR
TOWELS
HALVES
HI-DRI

2'2 SIZE

JUMBO

LIMIT 3

SHOWBOAT
SPAGHETTI

BUSH'S BEST
WHITE OR YELLOW

RINGS

HOMINY

SHOWBOAT

SPAGHETTI
'1407.

11

41$1 14,4

SPUD
FLAKES

OIL
24 0Z

$1 19

OZ.

4-A BUSHS
HAM

21LITNPMT
BEANS

mr.*:fr-,1
•

PURINA
1006 CHOW
IS1 4
).;
tit
11 11k
1
• to ••

4607

$479

0

10 OZ.

IGA MT. MAN

599

••••
4.•••••
ok
•

100z.

25 LB.

i5 OZ.

$259 4.0789`

DRINK

DOGCHOW BISCUITS

BLACKEYE3/
CHILI NOT
NORTHERN
PINTO

JUICE

15,

$1
2 OZ61

BEAN

PIZZA

COFFEE

PURINA

BE

BUSH'S
BEST

RED BARON

SALMON

HI-C GRAPE
OR ORANGE

BUII

MAXWELL
HOUSE

TEXSUN
UNSWEETENED
GRAPEFRUIT

INSTANT
MAXWELL HOUSE

$1 79

$1
1

4 OZ

DOUBLE Q
PINK

MARTHA WHITE

CRISCO

WM 6

MINUTE MAID
CHILLED

IGA
CHEESE

SINGLES
120!.

929

ORANGE
JUICE
$

MARG—
ARINE

SAUSAGE

1 29

$1
1 I02/

64 OZ

CHEF PIERRE

ARMOUR
VIENNA

BLUE BONNET

PECAN PIE
3407

2189c $249

CARNATION
CRINKLE CUT

FRIES
$189
1.11

IGA

Sunflower
Meal

5 LB.

MEAL

89'

s
GRAPE
JUICE

11149t

12 OZ
BUNNY
DANISH

BUNNY
FRENCH

BREAD

ROLLS

BOW WOW

MARTHA WHITE

KRAFT VELVEETA

DOG
FOOD

FLOUR

CHEESE

$

1 2 OZ

4 PK.

IGA
BROWN &
SERVE

ROLLS

V79t

MILK

ORANGE
JUICE

SUNFLOWER

25L13

DUNCAN
NINES

CAKE
Ix

59

eipt„,,
WHITE
YELLOW
DEVILS FOOD
BUTTER GOLDEN
BUTTER FUDGE

1

89c
S II

Si

KEEBLER

-

Bunny Old
Fashion

ROLLS
2199c

49
1

LADY VICTORIA
Fine

r inlet Menne/aft

,
Isnprwrted I r••••• Pram.

CRACKERS
As:

1 LB BOX

9

•
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REELFOOT 12 OZ.

WILLIAMS •
wHouE licoo
Country Sausage

SLICED SMOKED
BACON HAM

,

PORK
SAUSAGE
2
9
It1

METZGERS

10,F fOOT

41i
•••-1'

— _
SLICEDBACON

LB.

89c
99c

WHOLE LB.
BUTT LB..

NECKBONES CHITTERLINGS

REELFOOT ROUND
SMOKED
I
BONELESS

REELFOOT

LIBBY'S BEEF

REELFOOT

PORK

PATTIES

SHANK
PORTION

/

• .

$ 99

89

2 LB BOX

10 LB. PAIL

LB

BUTTERBALL

REELFOOT
OLD FASHIONED
STORE SLICED

ENDS ANDIBOLOGNAI LARD

TURKEYS I HAM

3B.
REELFOOTLB0

REELFOOT PURE

PIECES

94r2L... $199 949
12 OZ. PKG.

$ 29 $169

BOX

LB.

• 4 LB CTN.

SENIOR CITIZENS
MARK YOUR CAIANDER

So you can take advantage of these preEaster
Specials we are having Two Senior Citizen
Days,
Tuesday April 1st and Thurs April 3rd. There will
be
discounts both of these days so mark your calender
,
and shop early for Easter Dinner.
1980
APRIL
1980
-

SUNDAY

MONDAY

VAN DE CAMP

FISH FILLETS... 240z.
VAN DE CAMP

FISH & CHIPS.. 140Z.
VAN DE CAMP

HADDOCK

120Z.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

SENIOR
CITIZENS
. DAY

,

$329

,

TUESDAY

1

6

29

7

1

2

.
9

8

3

4

5

a
10

.
11

" 12

SENIOR
CITIZENS
DAY

EASTER
$ 1179
•

_

REELFOOT

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

MEAT
RIB EYE
FR
ANKS
WENERS ,
. . .,„ STEAK
,..-,
$1.
# ,,,_
39
89
REELFOOT DINNER

LUNCH
MEAT

MLFO0T

Ti

.f.,:•;4
':,N.,
.,..

--

OZ
PKG

CAB
BAG
E
113c
GRAPEFRUIT 159c
RADISHES
CELERY 29c
AVOCADOS
V

LB.
6 OZ.PKG.

BUTCHER

„

BLOCK
MEAT

3/59c

STALK

,

29!

99C

PPLES

3 LI BAG

r
.

4;(
,

SALE

?KW"

BUTCHER BLOCK
MEAT SALE

WHOLESALE CUTS OF BEEF
. AD OLD FASHION PRICES

A New Way To Buy Meat.

ALL BEEF IS U.S. CHOICE GRADE

The modern way, at Jim Adams IGA. Now
you can buy any cut of beef you want from a
side of beef. Most excess waste arid bone
has been removed. Vaccum packed, in
plastic bags and shipped to us in sanitary
boxes. Wholesale cuts'at "FANTASTIC" retail
prices. We will be happy to cut the meat for
you or show .you,how. The meat cutters will
be glad to answer any questions about this
"beef-or any Ow related-iterns. We will cut
up the beef for you when you buy it - no
waiting.* •

WHOLE BNLS. RIB EYE
A41 Ili 1•1141b. S••• St DO lb 3.49
WHOLE BNLS. SIRLOIN TIPS
WHOLE BNLS. TOP SIRLOIN BUTTS "`I"""°: 2.79
WHOLE BEEF SHORT LOINS ... L., tell S•Wf ti
ill 2.79
WHOLE BEEF RIBS
u,L,.
L. 2.09
WHOLE BNLS. CHUCK ROLL
Isom
L. 1.89
WHOLE BNLS. GOOSENECK ROUND ... 7.L.
1.89
WHOLE BEEF LOIN
L. 2.19
WHOLE BEEF ROUND
,. 1.89
..L.
WHOLE BEEF ROUND
,. 1.113

1950
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Prosecutor Not To Seek Death Penalty

Woman Charged With Lloyd Shooting

way County
V-8 TO 4-CYLINDER — Don Rowlett auto mechanics teacher at the Murray-Callo
classes
The
der.
4-cylin
a
Vocational School inspects the V-8 engine his classes modified into
Kan,
Topeka.
in
mechanic
-ed the method perfected by an ex-army

This Time, Four From Eight
Will Give The Driver Six
Its almost a sure betLtliat ---i
every time four is taken away
from eight. six will not be the
result.
auto
However. the
mechanics classes under Don
Rowlett at the MurrayCalloway County Vocational
School have found one time
when it does. The students.
under classroom instruction,
have followed instructions
from an ex-army mechanic in
Topeka. Kan., and successfully converted a V-8 engine into
a 4-cylinder that has the power
of a 6-cylinder.
- According to Rowlett, an
auto mechanics teacher, the
method for the modification
was perfected by Joe Lawyer.
--Topeka
--a --mechartie - atChrysler-Plymouth- dealership.
Rowlett said Lawyer has
made about 20 cdnversions
and Lawyer claims they have
been 100 percent effective.

The engine must be at least
350 cubic inches. Rowlett said.
His classes worked with a 1967
425 cubic-inch Oldsmobile
engine.
The first stepis to remove
the cylinder heads and the exhaust valves. Then the exhaust guides need to.be plugged with a nut, bolt and washer.
Four of the cylinders need to
be dummied to take care of excess gases in the combustion. •
It's best if the outside two and
inside two plugs be grouped
together. The lifters, rocker
arms and push rods of the
dummy cylinders need to be
removed since they will not be
used.
In order to maintain oil
pressure. thelifter holes need
to be plugged.
The cylinder heads and the
intake valves can be put bacIt
on the engine. One side of the
two-barrel carburetor must be
stopped up with some type of

expandable siliConic material.
Also, in order to compensate
for the modification, the timing needs to be set faster.
After the switch has been
made, the idling engine.
reduced to 213 cubic inches.
sounds similar to a normal 4cylinder. HoweV4, the power
usually is similar to a normal
6-cylinder. The engine does
idle a bit rougher than normal
in the modified stage.
Engine longevity also is increases since the four idle
cylinders can be used when
the others wear out.

By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer
E%'ANSVILLE,Ind. IAPI —
The woman accused in the
death of former Mayor
Russell Lloyd has been charged with murder by a prosecutor who said there was
-no way" he could seek the
death penalty.
Julie Van Orden, 35, had
been held on a preliminary
charge of attempted murder.
But Vanderburgh County Prosecutor Jeffrey Lantz revised
the charge Tuesday in view of
Lloyd's death.
Ms. Van Orden was scheduled to appear later before
%'anderburgh Circuit Judge
William Miller, who was expected to decide whether the
woman was entitled to a courtappointed lawyer.
Lantz said the judge also
was expected to set an arraignment date, and that a
bond hearing probably would
be held. He said prosecutors
would oppose any request for
bail.
"There is no way that I can
seek the death sentence,,"
Lantz told reporters at a courthouse news conference. 'If I
could, I would. because I think
that's how the public feels."
. Lantz said he has received
"about 20 calls" from
Evansville citizens who want
him to seek the death sentence

Gas mileage can be increased about eight miles per
gallon. Rowlett said. But he
added testing has not been
completed yetan the-engine at
the vocational center.
For more information concerning the modification process, contact Rowlett at the
vocational center.

CONFERENCE
A two-day conference on
Science and Faith will be held
on March 26 and 27 including a
3 p.m. seminar on Wednesday,
March 26, in the Blackburn
Science Building on the
Murray State University
campus. Dr. William G.
Pollark. professor'ól'
will lead the conference, and a
general program for students
will be held at 7:30 p.m. on
March 26. For additional
information, call 753-3531.

after being gunned down in an
attack at his home.
An hour after the shooting,
police arrested Ms. Van
Orden, a divorcee who said
she was commercial artist,
and who gave authorities the
impression she was unaware
that Lloyd was no longer
mayor.
piles
Lloyd stepped down three
1 cannot seek the death
months ago to spend more
sciltence if it does not comply
the statute. But I per- time with his family. Funeral
services for the prominent
soLail do not agree with the
local Republican were held
L. said Lantz, who issued
Monday.
others
to
appeal
an
In explaining why he was
. Ittg
(1 ,
unable to seek the death penalree.people will write to me to
ty, Lantz poiinted to a section
show their support for amen,
of the statute thrat provides for
that
see
will
I
...
law
the
ding
the death sentence in cases
the information is taken to the
where the victim "was a corsaid.
he
stature,"
Le,J
1.1oyd died at an Evansville
hospital Friday, after doctors
turned off the respirator that
et I nadir •'10111
was keeping him alive. The 47never
411 Pm,
year-old father of six
came off the critical list in the
three days he clung to life

in tr'case.

law,
Indiana
I tiler
110,4 er, the state must prove
tl,t- existence of one of nine agcircumstances
.;: ating
tx,i-,,re the death penalty can
tx.,ought, Lantz said.
the Lloyd case, he said,
no!ie of the circumstances ap-

closest to applying in this
case," said Lantz, who called
for that portion of the law to be
amended to include both
public officials and former
public officials.
Under existing law, he said,
the maximum penalty the
state can seek in the case is 60
years.
PLAY
"What is the Color of the
Wide, Wide World'", written
BASEBALL
and directed by Dr. Jill
State O'Brien will be presented at
Murray
The
University Racer baseball the Murray State University
Leans will play University of Theatre of the Fine Arts
Akron at 1 p.m. and Brown ('enter at Murray State on
University at 3 p.m. Both March 27, 28, and 29.
games are on Thursday, Admission is $3 for adults, and
March 27 on the Reagan Field $1.50 for children under 12 or
at Murray State.
by season ticket.

rections employee, tirerniiri,
judge or law enforcement officer."
The law says the death
sentence may be sought when
"the victim was acting in the
course of duty," or when "the
murder was motivited by an
act the victim performed
while acting in the course of
duty "
"That section comes the

.n .I •••• COUPON

ART WORKSHOP
On Thursday, March 27, a
workshop and lecture by
Walter Hylick, nationally known ceramicist form Berea
College, will be held in Room
423 of the Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University. The
workshop will be held frcrn
8 30 a.m. to 3 p.m., and the
lecture will be at 7:30 p.m. For
additional information contact
Dale Leys at 762-3784.
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•
•
•
•
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LAWN&GIIRDEN
KING OF VALUES

TOP
SOIL
40-LB.
BAG

FREE Tools

TOP SOIL OR
PEAT HUMUS
vouR $
00
criOicE

Receive FREE this6 piece artachnient set with the pachase or Eureka E S P. Model 206/ Upright Vacuum
Cleaner Setincludes. Hose Adaptor.Flex Hose.Straight
Wand. Crevice Toot Upholstery Brush and Dust Brush

taZio

For a
lawn

.
40=00

healthier,

greener

18"-24" DEODARA
RED on WHITE PINE, OR
SAUCER MAGNOLIA
Choose from 15" to
18 White Pine, 2 to
3' Red Pine or Saucer
Magnolia
NO RA1rECKS
PRICES GOOD THURSDAY _.UNDAY

$750

ONLY

14

9 5.

REG. 5.88
Enhance your lawn and gr0ooLis_41th
the addition of this Cedar

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY—SUNDAY

E.S.P. MODEL 2087
Now MORE VAC FOR YOUR DOLLAR'
• Six position Dial-A-Nap has precise settings for maximum power on most carpets-even problem shags
• Powerful 2-speed. 6-amp motor for extra suction power
• All-metal Vibra-Groomer tor cleaner beautiful carpets
• Top-filling King Size dust bag and dual Edge Kleener

Upright Vacuum Cleaner

$350

YOUR CHOICE

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY—SUNDAY

EUREKA

CEDAR TREE

15° REFUND

by mall with ,ioAttoxe coupon
•Keeps on greening for 3 full

USE OTASCO CREDIT

Even less

with trade-in

ve
Save Save Sa50°
°

over500° over 30°° over

40-LB. BAG

2-GAL. CONTAINER

COW MANURE

SHRUBS & AZALEAS
$A00
—FREG. 5.88

2/$3"
Nature's soil builder Odorless, weed
free and Safe for all plants

Choose from an assortment of beautiful
shrubs for your landscaping plans

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY—SUNDAY

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY

SIDEWALK SALE'S AREA

"
months
•Offer expires APYrt 30, p980
Limit one refund per household
Lawn
VIGOR° Fertilizer

25-LB., 24-4-12

$1 00
REG. 7.97

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY—SUNDAY

WILL OPEN

AT 8 A.M.

ft(
v.%

includes large 8n8p-on
table tor regular Ital
' bed sewing

ELECTRIC
GENERAL
14 Cu. Ft. RefrigeratorFreezer

- Master,
srip
10 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer

4 Cu ft freezer section 4 shelves
2 crispers Door shelves with but-

Economical to operate Compact
cabinet, sliding basket and doot

ter keeper, egg rack Automatic
defrosting in refridera17-ir section

lock 86 282

zgo5 41887

Reg
299 95

268"

bnothe(
Does free arm sewing or use snapon table for flat, bed sewing Has
built-in stretch stitch fancy
stitches darning 8. all size buttonholes and blind hemming 7 602

Re%5

949

SPREADING OR UPRIGHT
YEWS

744

88

SALE

Prices Good Thursday-Saturday

v=

2

$R00
FOR

\V

Add more variety to your landscape with
these 10- spreading or upright yews
SATURDAY th.M.-10 A.M. ONLY

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres oi Free Parking

pfeicEs 0000 f.-ofOuGH SATuRDAY AS Au. OTASCO STORES AND PARTIOPATING DEALERS

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8391

REG. 777.00

Free Arm Sewing Machine

---LAYAWATIMWATiatt EXTRA'NARGE
Friendly FolksFriendly Service

11 HP MOWER

Murray, Ky.

Equal Opportunity Employer -Limit Rights Reserved

753-8777

10"
HANGING BASKETS

2

$800
FOR

REO..5.88
EAH
A beautiful assortment of 10 hanging plants for your home or patio
SATURDAY 8 A M 10 A M ONLY'
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Children's Theatre Play
To Be Presented By
Speech, Theatre Group

this
lled
o be
Doth
mer

aid,
the
,s 60

the
itten
Jill
,c1 at
rsity
Arts
on
29
, and
12 or
ALL TIED UP — Donna Rankin practices her goat tying technique in order to be
prepared for the upcoming rodeo at Murray State. The rodeo will be held Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.

Murray State Team To Host
NIRA Rodeo At Expo Center
Brush up your cowboy hat
and polish your boots because
its time again to rodeo.
The Murray State University rodeo team will sponsor its
Intercollegiate
National
Rodeo Association NIRA,sanctioned rodeo Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Starting
time each night will be 7:30
p.m.
Over 250 cowboys and
cosvgirls from 15 universities
in the'Ozark Region of the
NIRA will compete in the
event. The park Region ineludes teartits in Kentucky,
Tennessee,
Alabama, Louisiana, Arkan;
sas and Mississippi. .
The MSU women's team
currently is ranked first in the.
region while the men's team is
second

Mo. The announcer will be
Neal Davis, Beebe, Ark., and
clowns also will be on hand.
On Thursday, advanced
tickets will be $3 for adults, $2
for'students and $1 for
children 6-12. Tickets at the
door will be 50 cents extra. All
FFA members and university
their
wearing
greeks
organizations' shirts will be
admitted for $1.
Advanced tickets Friday
and Saturday will be $4 for
adults, $3 for students and $2
children 6-12. Tickets at the
door will be 50 cents extra.
Wally Fowler,. "Mr. Gospel
Music:: will give a 30-minute
pei 011114111L halfivay-thcotigh
Saturday's rodeo.
Following the Murray State
rodeo, the team will'compete
be provided in five more rodeos before the
Livestock
by Don McKee, of-Caulfield, finals in Bozeman.

Cowboy events include bull
riding, steer wrestling, calf
roping, team roping, saddle
bronc riding and bare bronc
riding. The cowgirls will compete in goat tying, breakaway
roping and barrel racing.
Preliminary rounds will be
held Thursday and Friday
with the top 10 individuals and
teams in each event competing for first place honors
Saturday.
Individual and team points
are awarded in each event.
Points are totalled during the
rodeo season,from September
to June. The top two.individuals and teams in eaeheventin, the 10 igiuns iii the
r4ittA are invited to the Colleg - Rodeo Finals, held each
June in Bozeman, Mont.

will be available for parents
The department of Speech
and Theatre at Murray State and educators who wish to
University will present a read additional poems and
Children's Theatre Group stories about color with their
pwformance entitled "What children as a post-production
Is the Color of the Wide, Wide follow up. The packet contains
World?" on March 27-29 in the suggestions for further
reading, documentation of
University Theatre.
Through prose fiction, sources used in the script, and
poetry, and song the ideas for creative projects in
writing and art. Interested
production examines the way
in which color unites in- parties may obtain a packet
dividuals, enables creativity, by writing the Department of
engages the senses, expresses Speech and Theatre, 211
Wilson Hall, Murray State
emotions, conveys ideas, and
enlivens man's spirit of University or by telephoning
inquiry. The show features old 762-4483 between 8:00 a.m. and
musical favorites such as 4:30 p.m. Monday through
"Blue Moon," "Blue Skies," Friday and requesting a
"Scarlet Ribbons," and "packet."
O'Brien, the script com"White Christmas," in adpiler,
hopes the show "will
from
selections
dition to
spur greater enthusiasm for
contemporary hits.
Twenty students from a reading." She said there are
variety of majors compose the "some delightful works in
cast and assume diverse roles local libraries which would
throughout the group per- charm any reader — whether
formance. Ensemble mem- chronologically young or
bers include: Bridget Murphy, merely young at heart!"
Tickets for the show are
Price,
Brad
Benton;
the
through
Robin available
Ill.;
Grayville,
Newman, Owensboro; Linda University Theatre box office
Homer, Murray; Lori Pitts, (762-6797) and cost $3 for
Greenfield, Tenn.; Tom adults, $1.50 for a child
Parker, Buchanan, Tenn.; unaccompanied by an adult,
"What is the Color of the Wide, Wide World"opens on Thursday, March 27 and will
Kevin Logan, Ft. Ord., Calif.; or by season ticket. Childrne
through Saturday, March 29 at the University Theatre on the Murray State camplay
Mary Beth Price, Clay; Paul under 12 accompanied by a
pus. Shown in a scene from the production are (from left) Linda Horner of Murray; Lori
Scovell, Pittsburgh, Pa.; paying adult have free adAnn Pitts of Greenfield, Tenn.; Robin Newman of Owensboro; and Brad Price of
Annabel Lee, Lexington; mission. Box office workers
Ill. Curtain time is 8 p.m. and reservations may be made by calling the
Grayville,
tickets
reserving.
Debbie Geurin, Murray; recommend
University Theatre at 767-6797.
Deleanna Finley, NortonvWe; as soon as possible.
Kay Overton, Danville, Ill.;
Nancy Thomas, Mayfield;
Dea Blickenstaff, Lewisport;
David Stephenson, Murray;
Tammy Pate, Murray; Kristy
Calman, Sturgis; Susan
Spencer, Crossville, Ill.; and
Leisa Colombo, Benton. Dr.
be held. All
Jill O'Brien is the director. • The Oaks Country Club will 1980, iacharge will
dl r a.ited
5
member
—interested
alifaSt
a
-elfamember-b
Scovell and Colombo are have aimportant
this
attend
please
to
7:30
at
29,
March
Saturday,
on
Colombo
directors.
assistant
Reg- S3-33
meeting,Lane said.
the a.m. at the club.
as
serves
also
the
following
Also
No reservations are reAllYou CanEatSOUP'n SALAD BAR
choreographer.
spring
. Chicken Fried SteakwithCountryGravy
Students in the primary quired, according tq the hosts breakfast,-a ladies golf
at 10:30
AlamdPolatoo•ReochFrirm
grades of the Murray City and who will be Mrs. Pale Nance-,-----.meeting will be held
Trifor
Registration
a.m.
Phil
Mrs.
Ray,
Houston
Mrs.
• A thick slab of Stockade Toast
the Calloway County Schools
activities
will enjoy free admission to Liddle, and Mrs. Suzanne State and Inter-Club
meeting.
this
at
place
take
will
Oakley.
vecially. hedui_ed matinees_
The - Anylady notable to attend
Our quality will keep you coedit' back.
thioiigh
Wednesday
on
conto
asked
is
meeting,
this
organizatennis
a
breakfast
Bel-Air Center
Friday, March 26-28, through
1:
to the
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
the generosity of a local tional meeting with Norman tact Vicki Nance prior
meeting.
Saturday
for
coordinator
tennis
Lane,
business.
A special "Color Packet"

Oaks Country Club To
Have Club Member
Breakfast March 29

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
iff9
PLATTER

SIRLOIN ST

Conferences Set

A

_with

DAY

CALF ROPING — It's not exactly grabbing the bull by the horns as Terry Brooks ropes
a calf during a rodeo practice. Several Murray State cowboys and cowgirls will perform
befere the home crowd as the rodeo team will sponsor its spring rodeo in the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

PartS

eStliP
Pall
STOP PARTS SHOPS '

ONE STOP PARTS

mid

1.1:Stop
Itnp
RTS SHOPS •

GET OUR
GREAT PRICE.
PLUS A199
OIKKI

DAY

Parent-teacher conferences
have been planned for
Thursday, March 27 at South
West Elementary School from
3:30 to 6:00 p.m. Parents are
urged to call the school at 7535843 for an appointment with
their child's teacher.
"We feel that it is important
for parents and teachers to
work together for the total-educational program to be
effective," a spokesman said.
A public hearing concerning
-the-Educational Improvement
Plan for the school will be held
on the same evening at 6:00.
Results of the 1979 tests scores
_will be discussed at this time
and interested persons will be
given an opportunity to have
input into the educational
immvemeht plan.

HEAVY DUTY
ALL-CLIMATE
10W-20W-30W

504 MAPLE, MURRAY, KY
PHONE: 753-4461
OPEN SATURDAY -
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I Workmen's Comp Bill Goes To Senate

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. E. D. Bodine,
Mother Of Local
Woman, Is Dead

Mrs. Clara Oliver
Dies Tuesday With
Funeral Thursday

Mrs. B. K. Lane
Dies Tuesday; Was
Mother, Linda Lane

Mrs. E. D. Kittiel Bodine,
mother of Mrs. J. D. t Kay I
Outland of Murray, died Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. at the
Clearlake Hospital, Webster,
Texas.
Born March 17, 1912, she
was 67'years of age and a resident of Pearland,Texas.
Mrs. Bodine is survived by
her --hu.sband, E. D. Bodine,
Pearland, Texas: three
daughters-Mrs. Outland of
Murray, Mrs. Galen t Robbie)
Remmers, Alta Loma, Texas,
and Mrs. Pam Carter, Friendswood, Texas; two sons, H. M.
Bud) Bodine, New Braunfels,
Texas, and Steve Bodine,
Pearland, Texas; twelve
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at the chapel of the
South Park Funeral Home,
Pearland, Texas. Entombment will follow at the Grace
Memorial Mausoleum at Hitchcock,Texas.

Mrs. Clara Hays Oliver of
Route 3, Paris, Tenn., died
early Tuesday afternoon at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris. She was 86
years of age and the wife of
James L. Oliver,Sr., who died
Nov. 19, 1975.
Born July 22, 1894, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Allen
Eastern Hays and Emma
Williams Hays. She was a
member of the Mt. Zion
Church of Christ.
Mrs. Oliver is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Fitzhugh
tHelen ) Jackson, Buchanan,
Tenn.; two sons, Carter Hays
Oliver and Robert Earl Oliver,
both of Route 3, Paris, Tenn.;
six grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
One son, James L. Oliver,
Jr.. died in February 1944.
Two sisters also preceded her
in death.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Mt.
Zion Church of Christ with
burial to follow in the Mt. Zion
Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy.
Terry, Johnny, and Joe
Oliver, Wendell Flanagan,
and Fred McCord.
In charge of the arrangements is the McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
where friends may call until
the funeral hour.

Mrs. B. K. ( Mary S.i Lane,
mother of Linda Lane of Murray, died Tuesday at 1:55 a.m.
at the St. Mary's Methodist
Medical Center, Evansville,
Ind.
She was 64 wars of age and
a resident of Providence.
Mrs. Lane is survived by her
husband. B. K. Lane, Providence; two daughters, Miss
Linda Lane..of Murray and
Mrs. Emily Ursula Braden,
Owensboro; six sisters; four
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at 10 a.m. at the
Holy Cross Catholic Church,
Providence. with entombment
to follow in the mausoleum at
Madisonville.
The Rosary will be said at 7
p.m. on Thursday at the
Townsend-Jones Funeral
Home, Providence, where
friends may call after p.m.
today 1Wednesday

Raymond Griffin Is
Dead At Age Of 79;
Former Countian

Word .has been received of
the death of Raymond (Buck)
Griffin of 12 East Louisiana
Street, Evansville, Ind„. who
died suddenly due to an apparent heart attack at his
home on Friday. March 21. He
was 79 years of age.
Mr. Griffin, born and reared
in Calloway County, was the
son of the late Solon Griffin
and the late Fannie Futrell
Griffin. Ffe-iyeas a--retired
Prn Inyee of_Servel,Bendiz
Corporation and Hahn Inc.,
Evansville.
He was preceded in death by
two brothers, Ralph Griffin in
1977 and Randall Griffin, killed in World War II.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bernice Griffin; foster
son; Donald Williams; two stepsons, David and Duke
Schneider; one step daughter,
Mrs. Winifred Hersche; seven
grandchildren, and two great
grandchildren, all of
Evansville and Indianapolis,
Ind.
Mr. Griffin is also survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Lucille
Hasselback of Allenton, Mo.,
and Mrs. Ruby Haley of Almo;
two brothers, Robert Griffin of
Chandler, Ind., and Ranzy
Griffin of Sullivan, Ind.
Funeral services were held
Monday at the chapel of the
Alexander Funeral Home
West, Evansville, Ilia., with
burial in the city cemetery
there.
For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanen:
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

A. L. Adams Dies
At Hospital; Was
Calloway Native
Funeral services for A. L.
Adanp of 4118 Schneidman
Road, Paducah, were held
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home,Paducah, with the Rev.
T. Y. Smithmier and the Rev.
Laurance Russ officiating.
Pallbearers were Donald
Manning, Dennis Cathey,
Adrian --Kell,- Eugene -Kell,Carlos Elkins and Page
Hodge. Burial was in the
Maplelawn Cemetery there.
Mr. Adams, 86, died Friday
at 1 p.mat the home of a son,
Lee Adams, Paducah. A
native of Calloway County, he
was retired from the Paducah
Water Works and was a
member of the Lebanon
United Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Gertie Adams; three
sons, Lee, W. D., and Thomas
Adams, all of Paducah; one
brother, Nolan Adams, and
two sisters, Mrs. Maymie
Thompson and Mrs. Audrey
Wilkerson, all of Murray; two
granddaughters; one great
granddaughter.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
March 26, 19110
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 884 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00-1.25 lower Sows 1.00-2.00 lower
US 1-2300-530 lbs.. 829.25-29.50 few 29.75
$29.00-29.25
US 2200-240 lbe
.... 828.00-29.00
US 2-3 240-2501bs.
1JS 2-42so-2so lbs.
Sows
.. $24.00-25.00
'Ss 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$22.00-24.00
S 1-3 300-450 lbs
' $24.00-25.00
'5 1-3 450-50016e
C25.00-25.50 few 26.00
'5 1-3500-650 lbs
821.00-22.00
'S 2-3 300-500 Ibis
Boars 21.50-22.00

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API A workmen's compensation
revision bill that appears to
satisfy nobody in all aspects
was on its way to the Senate
today after grudging House
passage.
In fact, some of the House
members who voted for the
massive measure expressed
the hope - and even made a
plea - that the Senate would
stitch the defective fabric of
the bill.
By 66-31, the House Tuesday
approved two amendments out of 88 offered - which
would provide additional
benefits to injured workers out
of premiums thatare paid by
employers.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo,

..pt,nsor of the original bill and
.! one of the amendments.
.,,(rned his colleagues that
.::though the measure mana 25 percent reduction in
!stles the first year, it initably would result in an in:ease of at least 10 percent in
:!c future because of the extra
:c:iefits voted.
He said the House must de: c:,d on the Senate "for
:csperately needed work."
Rep_ Joe Barrows, Dersailles, echoed the view of
representatives when
he conunented that "the issue
nas become extremely confuswg
amendments
There are
..11 the board and I see someone file an amendment and
then disclaim it," he said.
Its amazing. The insurance

Council Wants Hostages
To Be Put On Trial

ed to Iran, Ayatollah MohamBy The Associated Press
lad Behest', Iran's justice
The majority of Iran's rul1111nister and the council's first
ing Revolutionary Council ,secretary,said today.
wants to put the American
He also told reporters at his
hostages on trial if the shah .,‘eekly news conference in
and his fortune are not return- Tchran that he advocates
Mrs. Raymond ICorene)
breaking diplomatic relations
Myers of Benton Route 1 died
the United States. ,
‘kith
the
at
a.m.
10:25
at
Monday
said trying the
Beheshti
Marshall County Hospital,
tages is "the general idea
Benton. She was 66 years of
Iran" and most members of
age.
Revolutionary Council are
the
tAP)
N.J,
The deceased was a
NEWARK,
it if the shah is not
behind
Baptist
member of the Hardin
Dozens of Essex County Jail
back to stand trial for
Church.
inmates were transferred to brought
crimes. The ailing
alleged
his
,
husSurvivors include her
.detention cells early today
extradition proband, Raymond Myers; one after a 13-hour siege that shah escaped
and flew
Panama
in
ceedings
Bonner,
daughter, Mrs. Linda
began when about 60 prisoners
to Egypt, where he is
Benton; one son, Phillip took over two floors of the Ntonday
•pitalfzed.
Myers, New Plainsville, N. J.; facility and threatened to
one sister. Mrs. Mollie Emer- throw hostages out of -a -10th
son, - Calvert City.- two--11-ditir WindoW.-brothers, John Sled& Benton,
One guard was severely
and Rosco Sledd, Lafayette. beaten during the takeover,
rhe local chapter of the NaInd.
which began about 2:40 p.m.
Association of Retired
:tonal
toheld
being
The funeral is
Tuesday when another correcFederal Employees INARFEi
day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of tions officer was shot with a
will meet Friday, March 28, at
the Collier Funeral Home, gun believed to have been
Benton, with the Rev. James smuggled into the 12-story jail 1130 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Bale_ the.Res.. J. T...Ernerson_ _.by.a.vicitott,.officials said. One
and the Rev. Elvin Emerson guard was dangled from the • A program-on Nutrition will
be presented by a represenofficiating. Burial will follow window before the incident
tative. frodirthe University of
in the Briensburg Cemetery.
ended.
Kentucky.

Mrs. Myers Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today

Inmates Transferred
After 13-Hour Siege
In Essex Jail

r

NARFE Chapter Will
Meet Here Friday

Lee Bryan Selected One
Of Top Acteens In Nation
Lee Bryan. a senior at Murray High School, has been
selected as one of the top 20
Acteens in the nation. Acteens
is the mission organization for
girls between the ages of 13
and 18 in the Southern Baptist
Convention.
Miss Bryan, the daughter of
Mr: and Mrs. Phil Bryan,
Lynn Grove Road, Murray,
was the only Acteen chosen
from Kentucky. She has been
an Acteen for three years and
is a member of the First Baptist Church.
Following Miss Bryan's
completion of an application,
extensive forms were sent to
her pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, and her Acteen
leader, Vickie Travis, to be
completed.
The executive board of the
Women's Missionary Union,

Want Great
Color TV reception?

luck!

Ray's
Tv Antenna
Service
Call
435-4165
After 6 P.M.

Play it safe with a
top quality color
antenna installation
from your

'ChannelMaster
Installation Expert

Registration To Be
At Eastwood School

The Eastwood Christian
years." Rep. Louie Guen- School, located on Highway 94
thner, R-Louisville, said. East, will hold registration for
-Yet,few here understand the 'kindergarten and grades 1 to 6
bill and all it does in its pre- on Friday. March 28, from 12
sent form is offer the business noon to 5 p.m. and on Saturhigher day, March 29, from 9 a.m. to
community
12 noon.
premiums."
For information persons
Rep. Ward Burnette, Dmay call 753-1834 or 759-4090.

Livestock Market

,LOUISVILLE. Ky .AP' USDA , Estimated receipts cattle and calves
800. slaiu4htey *leersand heifers notlidI> tested, cows and bulls steady, calves
and vealers 2 00..3 00 lower, feeders
steady to 1 00 lower, few standard and
good slaughter steers 675-1170 lb 585061 40, slaughter heifers good and a few
choice 740.930 1b60 0043 00. commercial
cows 49 00-46 00. utility 4300-48 50, high
dressing 4900-Si 50, cutter 42 0046 00.
canner and cutter under 800 lb 36 004200. slaughter bulls 1130-2165 lb 520061 90, choice 185-260 lb vealers *30097 00. good 7800-6300. choice 300-475 lb
calves 67.00-76 00. good 60 00-67 00.
feeder steers medium frame No 1 380-500
lb 7350.79 75. 590.700 lb 65 00-69 50. 760810 lb 61 00-63 25, medium frame No 2
300-500 lb 67.00-75.00, 500-700 lb 63.75.319: large 0ranee Nolrnostly itondsens
300-500 ib 62 013-70 K. 500-700 lb 60 0065 80, 700-940 lb 55 00-61 50 including 97
head string eat lb 61 50. heders medium
frame No 1 300-50Q lb 64 0%71 50. 500-750
lb 60 00-67 00, medium frame No 2 350625 lb 55 00-65 00, SiOCk cows mediiii
frame No 1 800-950 lb 4-8 years 46 00.
50 00
Hogs 1700 including 1000 feeder pigs,
barrows and gilts -50 lower. 1-2205-260
lb 30 50-30 80, 2215-250 lb 30 00-30 50; 2-3
225-260 lb 2900-3000. sows I 00-200
lower. 1-2300-350 lb 25 00-26 00, 350-400 lb
26 00-27 OD. 400-450 lb 27 00-2i 00. 450-500
:5 28 00-29 00, 500-620 lb 29 OD-30 10.
boars us er 300 lb 25 50
Sheep 25. untested

40,

New 1980 Model Caprice Wagon

4 , _Diesel

s

engine (E.P.A i,f 21 [11 p.g ) Alf i0fldft ignIng..._2._
.
'-tone-Ohint - Power steering power brakes

Only $9200.00

Shor Cut
GREENt WEANS
16 oz.

I

Continuous
Protection
Plan

Dwain la or evro
641 South

Industrial Average

, 5 12

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler ..
Ford Motor
G.A.F
General Care
General Dynamick
General Maors
"General Tire
Goodrich .
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardee.....

1.3.1+
6.unc
474+%
6.unc
27'44
15 one
- 46‘.• .
17ps-ks
I1S+L4
31144+%

Jerte6
Kmart
Pennwalt .
Quaker Oats
Tezaco
WakMart
Wenpy's

55`
31`
25c
'425
99`
33€

Salad Dressing
Bush's Butter Beans
Pork & Beans
Instant Coffee
Tea Bags
Limo Beans

Parade
ORANGE
JUICE

DISCOUNT
FOODS
Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted Sorry No Checks

46 oz.

49c
69c
49€
18c

Mustard

Popcorn
Gelatin

494

Flour
Pimentos
Grope Jelly
White vinegar
Cheerios

79`
. 69c
79c
49c
109

Hershey Cocoa

42 oz

Light Syrup
Raisin
Carrots
Pecan Chips
Ralston Crispy Rice

dg

Saltines

SSC

Golden Wheat

MACARONI &
CHEESE
7'4 oz.

"
1

$1 29

$139

Light Bulbs

ifis EAT
CRISG PYWH
AND RAISINS

SHORTENING

794

2-1t,
/
A241
16.
18'4.0p
25's-ke
25-t M
3394-0. th
no trade
1174,Plea

753.2617 1

mOw

BARBEthE
SAUCE
18 oz,

Grated Tuna

Pricer of Aorta of local interest at 11
a na CST today furnished to The Murray •
Ledger & Times by First of klictergen
Corp.,of Murray,.

nt.

Little Pi

Lee Bryan

Stock Market

I

Pr,

Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

Tasty Pak

Murray Chapter No. 92 of
the Royal Arch Masons will
meet Thursday, March 27, at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall,
Highway 121 North.
This will be the annual inspection by a Grand Chapter
officer and all Royal Arch
Masons are urged to attend, a
chapter spokesman said.

meow rAltrio

maim meow gellt,=Sam

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

the SBC mission organization
for women, chose Miss Bryan
for her speaking and w riting
ability, her Christian
testimony, and upon the
recommendation of her pastor
and reader.
Miss Bryan will be featured
in Accent, the national Acteeti`
magazine, and will be the
speaker for the Acteen section
of the WMU convention in
Madisonville on ApriI24.

quire the 25 percent initial
reduction in preniiums, would
set the limit on permanent
partial disability -payments at
eight years and would increase benefits for permanent
work-related disability.
The other by Gray is
parallel in some respects, but
somewhat different in others.
Brown issued a statement
later claiming that the vote on
workmen's compensation
"proves the value of the
cooperative process between
management and labor."
But he acknowledged he has
some problems with portions
of the amended bill.
He said Clapp's version met
the goal of a cut in preinnun
rates with the least effect .on
benefits.
However, Brown said, the
other amendment poses some
problems.
Like a number of House
members, the governor expressed the hope that the
Senate would make changes
-to assure a reasonable reduction in premiums."
At least this would provide
temporary relief until the actuarial study of the compensation system is finished, he
said.

Fulton, said that Brown's
legislation shows that "a good
businessman has turned very
quickly into -a good politician."
Brown had campaigned on a
pledge to revise workmen's
compensation so that
prenUurns could be reduced.
The House defeated an
amendment proposed by Rep.
J. R. Gray, D-Benton, which
would have offered a stateoperated insurance system as
an option to current compensation coverage by private
companies.
The two amendments it approved contain the heart of the
changes which stirred Tuesday's controversial vote.
The one by Clapp would re-

T-Mart

Royal Arch Masons
Plan Inspection

Don't
trust)
to/

companies must be laughing
all the way to the bank." ,
Other House members said
they were voting reluctantly
for the compensation measure
because, for the moment,that
is the only route available to
try to reduce soaring
premium costs.
Opponents called the
amended measure a sham and
predicted it would make the
entire situation worse within
two years..
The Legislature is expected
to approve a $150,000 actuarial
study of rates, which Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. also favors,
to determine if the rates set by
a New York-based insurance
conglomerate for Kentucky
are justifiable. That study
could take more than one
year.
We have been getting imput into changes in workmen's
compensation for eight

Pick els

LUVS
DIAPERS
Large

59
$2
19°
Small Medium

994

12 oz.

'289

Charcoal
Charcoal Lighter
Paper Plates
Hot Sauce
Peanut Butter
Hi-Ho Crackers

89c
25c
89c
95€

cream.
Spaghetti
16 oz.

494

89c

Chocolate Syrup

S 1 25

Catsup

33`
79€
89c
7Sc

S 113

Salad Dressing
Mayonnaise
Lemon Juice,
Grapefruit Juice

53c
75c
83c
$119
69`
75c

Row-Pack
Yellow Cling
Sliced

PEACHES

494

1601.
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KWA Elects Officers,
Adopts Bylaws During
Louisville Meeting
public sector and private
industries associated with
waterways.
The meeting was organized
by the Kentucky Port and
River Development Commission, a division of the
Department of Commerce.
Development Secretary
Larry Townsend and Commerce Commissioner Jack H.
Segell serve as ex officio
members of the commission.
Wiley Christie, a member of
the Eastern Kentucky Port
Authority was elected vice
president of the association.
Charlie Baccus, chairman of
the port authority of Lyon
elected
was
County,
secretary-treasurer.

—
LOUISVILLE
The
Kentucky
Waterways
Association elected officers
and adopted bylaws during its
organizational meeting
recently at the Rodeway Inn in
Louisville.
of
goal
"The
the
organization is to give a
unified voice to users of
Kentucky's waterways," said
President James Horton who
is also director of the
Paducah-McCracken County
Ftiverport Authority.
James H. Nutter Jr.,
executive director of the
Kentucky Port and River
Development
Commission,
the
non-profit
said
organization will combine the

Home Ec Students Are
Expected For Consumer,
Homemaking Day
Ohio County, Fancy Farm,
Trigg County, Heath, Symsonia and Lyon County High
Schools.
Certificates of award will be
presented to the first three
winners in each of nine
competitive categories, according to Dr. Alice Koenecke,
chairman of the University's
Home
of
Department
Economics, which is sponsoring the event.
A trophy also will be
awaraed to the school with the
largest number of first-place
certificate winners, she said.
Following an hour-long
-eve •••••-ir • ;A.):
reiTittaifeitariod, beginning
The West Kentucky Fur at8:30 a.m.,in the lobby of the
Takers Association, Chapter Student Center, the par12-A held its spring meeting on ticipants will display their
Saturday, March 22 at the projects in garments, floor
community room of the plans, decorations and
creative room accessories in
Peoples Bank.
The guest speakers included the Applied Science Building.
There also will be comconservation officer, Gerald
Alexander and Murray State petitions in reports, demonFuture
University student, Ted Bettie. strations _ and
Following the scheduled Homemakers of America
business portion of the impact projects. The reports
meeting, refreshments were competition will involve
served and numbers were progress presentations on
lawn for door prizes. West such topics as consumer,
Ky. Fur Takers Association marriage and family issues.
Included in the demongratefully acknowledges the
following merchants who stration competitions will be
presentations dealing with
donated door prizes:
Uncle Jeff's, Big Mac child development, textiles,
Goods, Uncle Lee food nutrition, housing,
Sporting Goods, Murray management-consumer edHome and Auto, Coast to ucation and in personal and
Coast Hardware, Farmers Co- family development.
The FHA impact comOp, Wallis Drugs, Tommy
will include fivepetition
K,
Big
Goods,
Sporting
Snow
Giant, minute illustrated presenFood
Storey's
McDonalds, Hickory Hut, tations of chapter projects
Long John Silvers, Jerry's designed for significant imRestaurant, Pizza Hut, pacts upon community life,
Wendys, Burger Queen, Mr. such as working' with the
Gatti's, Old Carriage House, elderly, juveniles, pregnant
teenagers, drug and alcohol
and K-Mart.
The next meeting will be abuse and others.
The day's activities will
combined with a fish fry on
May 10 at Kenlake State Park. end with an awards program
Anyone wishing more in- in the Student Center
formation may contact Earl auditorium beginning at 2
p.m.
Allen at 436-2688.

More than 250 high school
home economics students
from across West Kentucky,,
are expected to participate in
the first Secondary Consumer
and Homemaking Competition Day Friday, March
28, at Murray State University.
Entires have been received
from students at Webster
County, Hopkinsville, West
Hopkins, Carlisle County,

West Kentucky Fur
Takers, Chapter 12-A,
-Hold Meetieg

Sporting

C 1979 Chtsstoan

hurt hes In es

No Two Signatures Alike

MSU SOCIAL WORK CLUB PRESENTS CHECK TO PARENTS ANONYMOUS — Karen
Shipley, left, president of the Murray State Social Work Club presented a $50 check to
Dr. Mark I. Singer, P.A. Sponsor and Dr. Rosemarie B. Bogal, P.A. Children's Group
Sponsor and Social Work Club Adviser as Dr. Wallace Baggett, Director of the Division
of Social Work looked on. The check will be used for play materials utilized by student
volunteers working with the Children's Group. The Club is grateful to Mr. Gatti's,
Dakota Feed and Grain, Boston Tea Party and Colonial House Smorgasbord who
donated dinners for the raffle.

Radio Dramas Of Sadness,
Joy To Be Heard On 'Earplay
A quartet of short radio
dramas depicting the sadness
and joy associated with
America's holidays and
festivals will be heard during
the 1980 season of "Earplay."
The four plays, called
"Holidays," were originally
produced by the Actor's
Theatre of Louisville New
Play Festival. They will be
broadcast on WKMS-FM, fine
arts radio station of Murray
State University at 8 p.m. on
Friday, March 28. Listeners
may tune to 91.3 FM for these
regional productions.
The four plays describe the
diversity of the American
people and the ways they deal
with the festivities of life. The
picture they paint combines
wry humor with distorted
values and a comedic understanding of the human
condition.
In one play, Preston Jones
takes another page from his
fertile imagination and deals
with "Emancipation Day" in
Texas. The sheriff of a bigoted
small town is perturbed
because his black cook will get
the day off, and the sheriff will
have nothing to eat. To him, it
Is nothing but "Starvation
Day."
Two plays take place on the
Fourth of July: in one, set in
1945 in Seattle, a father
recently hack from the war is
telling his children about their
parents' pending divorce — a
poignant scene that resonates
against the meaning of "independence"; the other takes
place in a present day
Manhattan setting during a
fireworks display, where
conversation is concerned less
or
independence
with
fireworks than with the goings

and
Macy's
at
on
Bloomingdale's and in the
characters' personal lives.
A fourth play depicts a
Memorial Day sometime in
the early 1970s. The mother of
a slain Vietnam soldier is
distraught because she cannot
find her son's grave among
the thousands of look-alike
tombstones — and can't understand why there's a
national celebration for "dead
boys" in the first place.
The four plays emerged out
of a series of ten pieces
produced by the Actor's
Theater of Louisville. Their
inclusion in the 26-week
"Earplay" season are prime
examples of the series' impact
on regional theater in

America. Appearances by
these groups in "Earplay"
provide something of a
national audition for regional
works that may reach
Broadway some day.
William Mootz of the
Louisville Courier-Journal
called "Holidays" "swift,
clever vignettes that flare into
life-like Roman candles.
'Holidays' really shouldn't
work; -it should be 4 -wild
of disparate
amalgam
styles...but it does work,
because of some of the most
arousing young playwrights
now working in American
theater." In addition to Jones,
those playwrights include
Megan Terry, Oliver Halley,
and John Guare.

FRANKFORT — People's small amounts of money.
Sometimes a case will insignatures are like snowflakes
a large sum. McCorvolve
alike.
exactly
are
— no two
has worked at the
who
mick,
The variations in a person's
and a half years,
five
for
lab
a
forgery
make
signature
in which the
case
a
recalled
difficult crime to prove. The
check was for
smallest
forgery
in
proof
of
burden
cases in Kentucky rests on the $10,000.
A female bank employee
shoulders of two Lawrenwas
forging her husband's
the
ceburg men employed at
notes.
state police central crime lab name on prornisory
fond
out,
her
When
husband
in Frankfort.
Fred H. Thomas and Phillip she shot him. McCormick's
woman had
D. McCormick are the testimony that the
police
document examiners for the forged the notes gave
murder.
for
the
motive
the
central
Police
Kentucky State
Occasionally Thomas and
crime lab.
Recently state police McCormick are involved in a
Kenneth murder or rape case. By
Commissioner
Brandenburgh recognized the examining hotel registers,
a
two men for their work in they can sometimes place
document examination. The suspect at the scene of the
two are the only document crime.
Thomas and McCormick
examiners in Kentucky
all the cases for the
handle
by
court
in
certified to testify
the American Board of state police. They also work on
Forensic Document cases for public defenders and
city, county and municipal
Examiners.
police departments.
120
certified
has
board
The
document examiners in the
"We can't always make a
United States.
positive identification,"
Last Year Thomas and Thomas said. "Document
McCormick handled 600 cases examination is not an exact
involving more than 13,000 science. The lab chemists can
pieces of evidence. Together tell you exactly what's in a
they ran more than 25,000 tests particular drug sample and
on the exhibits. The cases how much there is.
involved more than a quarter
"But many things affect a
of a million dollars.
person's handwriting," he
"About 98 percent of the continued. "For instance, we
cases we handle deal with food handle a lot of credit card
stamps and forged checks," cases. Often the receipt is
Thomas said. "Occasionally signed on the steering wheel of
we examine suicide notes, the car. The space is small, so
anonymous threat letters and the person has to compress his
counterfeits."
signature. If the car is runFew of the forgeries are ning, the vibration alters the
professionals, signature.
by
done
Thomas said. Most are done
"In these cases we only
-people—and kwave---have-the carbon-copy to work

the

from. One time I made
positive identification on 65
out of 88 credit card receipts in
a case. I felt like I had done a
good job," Thomas said.
document
a
Before
examiner makes a positive
identification on a signature,
every aspect of the exhibit and
the sample handwriting must
match exactly with no
unexplainable differences.
"Sometimes we have to say
it's highly probable the
suspect wrote this. Sometimes
we have to admit that we can't
say with the samples we have
to work with," Thomas said.
In one case that sounds like
a segment from the TV show
"Quincy," Thomas kept
delaying his decision. The
investigating officer became
with
angry, especially
Thomas' requests for more
handwriting samples.
"The writing was just too
close to say. The case only
involved a few hundred
dollars in checks. Finally
took a guess and asked the
officer for samples of handwriting from the suspect's
family. It was a lucky guess. A
sister was forging the
checks," he said.
In the past year Thomas and
McCormick have been getting
an increasing number of
forged prescriptions to
examine. "You can imagine
what trying to identify a
doctor's signature is like,"
McCormick quipped.
Job security is something
the two men aren't worried
about, according to McCormick. "As the economy gets
worse, more people try to get
away with forging checks. We
keep busy," he said.
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Sanka®Freeze-Dried.
You'll love itfor the taste.

West Ate•

Love
"Number One"
first.
We've all heard people say, "Take care of number one
first." This statement clearly establishes number one as
ourselves. Yet we are,taught from childhood to be selfless
and considerate of others.
Two popular books of recent years, "I'm OK, You're OK"
and "Your Erroneous Zones" support the idea that self
esteem and loving ourselves.are prerecOsites to all other
relationships and good mental health.
There is another book that takes yet another point of view.
The Holy Bible. It points out that we are not "Number One."
God is. And to love our neighbor as ourselves implies that we
must love ourselves as He loves us. Only then can we
adequately love another.
This is one opinion or interpretation of how Christianity can
help us understand life. At the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) you can tell us how you feel about the Bible.
And guess what? We'll listen.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth street
Dr.
_ David C. Roos, Mitter

You'll love itfor the savings.
Sonlca'Brand Freeze-Dried Decaffeinated Coffee
404
is 97% caffein-free coffee that bursts with great
coffee flavor. That's because it's honest-to-goodness, 100% real coffee
Save 40C on 4-or8-oz.SC111140
Even before you drink Sonicp• Brand, the
Freeze-Dried Decaffeinated Coffee.
full, fresh aroma tells you this is going to be a
,,v)n ptus 5. for hanTo the retailer
satisfying cup of coffee And like Sonicce Brand
submit evidence of pip
dling if you receive it on the sat& of the specified produLt and A upon reduesr frutransferred or reproduced
Brand
Sonfro'
Coffees,
assigned
Instant and Ground
chase thereof satisfactory to General foods Corp Coupon may not be
Good only nO S A
Customer must pay my sales tar Void where prohibited. taxed or restricted by law
FreetePried is satisfying in another
if presented through
Puerto Rico and US Govt install Cash value 1/20,Coupon will not be honored
or specifically
merchandise
OW
of
way. If you're bothered by too much
distributors
outswle agencies brokers or others who are not retail
and handled coo
authorized by us to present coupons for.redelyiption for redemption of properly received teepee geed
caffein, you can feel better when you
This
sq.
Json_ratol to GeneoLfoods Corp 'PO Bow 103 Kanliakeri It 60001 Good on any
_
11sr Brand;•Use. 4les co -tried
,
cousUtutes
to
Other
lwitdr30-‘30
has
or purchase et any sire of Piedect indicated—
GOMM POOPS
pan right now. Thu coulcibe enjoyOtter etpwres March 31 1981
•
Brand
Song,'
ing the great taste- of
Freeze-Dried Decaffeinatdd Coffee by this evening I 404
NB0-3776-0
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Murray State News
Awarded Top Rating
In Contest By CSPA

'La

HISTORY DAY CONTEST - Over 100 students from west Kentucky participated in
the first History Day Contest sponsored by the history department at Murray State
University. Calloway County Middle School entered eight contestants. Lori Windsor
took top honors in the historical paper category while Lisa Chant's and Lone Morgan
tied for third place. In individual performances category, Tammy Patrick placed
second and Sherry Mills third. Both Windsor and Patrick will ads ance to the state finals
April 19 at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. The state winners will compete May
2 in the national competition in Washington, D.C. Pictured are (from left, front row)
Morgan, Chaney, Windsor, Patrick and Peter F. O'Rourke, history teacher. (Second
row)Michelle Miller, Lisa Cichocki and Polly White. Absent is Sherri Mills.

Blue Legend's Performance
To Air On WKMS-FM Radio
The Blues. You can hear it dozens of famous rock stars
in a thousand different voices - including Little Richard and
in the wailing, lowdown drone Fats Domino, and later Elvis
of a country blues guitar.. in 'Presley. Wrote Life magazine
the throaty, gutsy song of an in 1972, "Longhair is that
uptown jazz singer...in the familiar figure in the music
cat's paw precision of a slow business, a mother lode that
ragtime others had exploited, and then
New
Orleans
piano.. But you'll never hear it buried with their fame."
Longhair died virtually
better than in the ivorypounding hands of the late broke on Jan. 30, 1980, the day
legendary Henry Roeland that the last of his few albums
Byrd, a.k.a. "Professor was due to be shipped. He was
only 61 years old. Said NPR
Longhair."
The Professor will Warr-rxecutive--dtreetor -Steve'
on WKMS-FM in one of his last Rathe,"Longhair died, like so
major appearances, recorded many other bluesmen, living
on location last year aboard a the life the Blues is about. he
fiEs-sissippi riverboat during rode the hard line between
the New Orleans Jazz and success and starvation, an
album here, a single there,
Heritage Festival
WKMS, fine arts radio rough deals, bad health, new
station of Murray State starts, new bands, sweeping
University, will broadcast the floors for a living. But he
Professor's concert, which
also features the Chicago
Blues of Buddy Guy and
Junior Wells, and the funky
soul music of Etta James, at 9
"fairy tales,
"The Odyssey!
p.m. on Saturday, March 29. science fiction, ...Dracula" Listeners may tuneto 913 FM what do these have in comfor this special.
mon? All are part of English
National Public Radib 243, "Literary Masterpieces:
(NPR) listeners will join the Fantasy, Myth, and Legend,"
more than two thousand fans to be taught in the fall of 1980
who climbed aboard the huge by Dr. Jean Lorrah,
S. S. President for "A Blues
Dr. Lorrah, herself a writer
Cruise" up the Big Muddy, to of science fiction and fantasy,
hear the best Blues that ever says, "The course will deal
drifted across a Mississippi with the great myths and
River sandbar.
legends of mankind: the hero,
Professor Longhair was the life cycle, the devil figure,
Iniown to only a relatively few the outcast, the temptress.
jazz afficianados, but to those Every semester it will treat
in the business, he was a works by Homer, Chauce0!
legend. Called the father of and Shakespeare, but besides
rock 'n' roll, he had a unique the classics it will look each
style coupling the compelling time at some specific theme.
rhythm of a Spanish rhumba, For example, in the Fall of
with the Afro-Caribbean in- 1980, I plan to have a unit on
fluences and all the spicy the vampire image, using
ingredients of the music he "Dracula," by Brain Stoker,
grew up with in his native and "House of Zfor," by
Louisiana.
Jacqueline Lichtenberg."
He was widely imitated' by
The course will include

always gave it all in his
music."
During the "Folk Festival
U.S.A." special, the Professor
tosses off some of the songs for
which he was best known,
including "Big Chief," "Go to
the Mardi Gras," and
"Tipitina."

The Murray State News, the
student newspaper at Murray
State University, has been
awarded the top rating in an
annual contest conducted by
the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association ICSPA).
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
chairman of the Department
of Journalism and RadioTelevision, said the award, a
Medalist Certificate, is the
third for the newspaper in the
last four years. The judging
period was the 1979 calendar
year.
Editors in chief during that
period were Laurie Beatty,
Murray, who graduated in
1979, and Carmen Millay,
Philpot, a senior. Thomas E.
Farthing is the adviser.
"I think the award is highly
reflective of the work done by
the students on the newspaper
staff and the adviser,"
McGaughey said. "I believe it
is also indicative of the outstanding
journalism
programs in Kentucky. Of the
top nine newspaper Medalist
winners, three are from
Kentucky."
The CSPA is affiliated with
Columbia University in New
York. It conducts the

nationwide contest and
critique annually.
Medalist Certificate winners are selected from college
and university newspapers
that first must obtain the
group's first class rating.
According to McGaughey,to
obtain a first class rating, the
newspaper Inuit score 900
points of a possible 1,000 in the
overall critique that includes
newswriting, features, sports,
photography, layout, overall
design, and extent of campus
coverage.
Other CSPA Medalist
winners for 1979 are: Eastern
University,
Kentucky
University of Kentucky,
University of Pennsylvania,
Houston,
University of
Marquette University,
University of Tennessee in
Knoxville, University of
and
Massachusetts,
University of Washington.
The Murray State News
did not receive the Medalist
for 1978, but it was very
close," McGaughey noted.
"However, it was named the
Outstanding Designed
Newspaper in the country by
the CSPA and the New York
School of Printing."

* At The Movies *
(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER

Afrothe
Balancing
of
rhythms
Caribbean
Professor Longhair are the
uptown urban Blues of
-Chicago's Buddy Guy and
Junior Wells, who sing such
classics as "Messin' with the
Movies set in the South tend
Kid," and -Everything Gonna toward To dal messages (In
Be Alright." The great Etta the Heat of the Night, conJames, often called "The descension (Nashville), or
Queen of the Blues," sings Southern
gothic
some of her greatest hits in- (Deliverance).
cluding "Tell Mama," and
Coal Miner's Daughter is
"I'd Rather Be a Blind Girl." different.
It
somehow
manages to portray the
Kentucky mountain people
and the Nashville music scene
with sympathy, warmth, and
short stories, plays, poems good humor. Naturally, most
and novels by authors like of the credit for this belongs to
Vergil, John Lennon and Paul Loretta Lynn herself, who
McCartney, John Milton, wrote the autobiography on
Edgar Allan Poe, James which the movie is based. But
Joyce, and Harlan Ellison. some of the credit has to go to
"The focus is on the way such the screenwriter, Tom Rickauthors weave myth and man, who majored in English
legend into their fantasies,", and drama at Murray State
says Dr. Lorrah. "This is a University in the mid 1960's.
Coal Miner's Daughter is a
course any student should
enjoy, a course that gets into warm, wise, and witty film.
the depth of the human mind The details of Lynn's early
to find the basic themes we all years in Butcher Hollow,
Kentucky - a coal mining
respond to."
English 243, "Fantasy, town in the Appalachians Myth,and Legend," is a three- are vividly realized. And the
hour humanities course. people of the mountains
Depending on the catalogue (many of whom played
under which the student en- themselves) come to life in a
tered Murray State Univer- way that few movies achieve.
sity, it niay be used as a The movie does what all great
sophomore , English art is supposed to do: it shows
a• com- _us, in an honest and comrequirement,
munications requirement, a passionate way, the variety
humanities requirement or an and worth of mankind.
The credit for this
elective.

Spacek A Jewel In
Coal Miner's Daughter

English Course Offered

Country Music Show

1

NATIONAL FRENCH CONTEST WINNERS - Murray High School students who excelled in the Kentucky First Region French contest held in conjunction with the'
national contest are, from left, Lisa Russell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Russell,
third in region; Kevirr-Cole, son of Mr. and Mrs. Loal Cole, second in region; and Erin
O'Brien, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John E. O'Brien, fourth place. Their scores will be
compiled with state and national scores. Ruth Howard, MHS French teacher, stands
with the group in the photo. Erin O'Brien designed the emblem on the table to win a
recent competition held by "Le cercle francais-, the high school French club.

Two MSU History Teachers
Present Papers At Meeting
Two members of the publications - the 1808
Department of History faculty Testimony of Christ's Second
recently presented papers at Appearing and a journal
American spanning the last 30 years of
two-day
the
Con- the century.
Religion
of
Academy
ference in Louisville. The
Beasley has found that
conference was attended by
changes occurred
significant
specialists in religion and
in the doctrinal beliefs of the
religious history.
Lawson Shakers, and that there was a
Hughie
Dr.
presented a paper entitled, lack of doctrinal control which
"Jame Lane Allen's 'The most students of the
Reign of Law': A Novel of
Faith and Doubt" and
analyzing the Kentucky
author's novel, published in
1900, for the religious beliefs
reflected in it.
- The stciry is of David, a
Kentucky farm boy who goes
to college to study for the
FRANKFORT - The U.S.
ministry. As he tries to resolve
conflicts between different Gymnastics Federation plans
religions, he begins to to hold the Region 5 Junior
question his faith. Finally, he Olympics in Northern Kendecides that an understanding tucky April 11-13, marking the
of the laws of nature will lead first time the regional meet
has ever been held in Kento true worship of God.
tucky.
the
is
theme
Allen's
The three-day meet is
relationship of religion and
to begin at 9.:30 a.m.
scheduled
maintains
Lawson
science.
that Allen's work is a literary on April 11 and 10:00 a.m. on
effort to harmonize science April 12 and 13 at Conners
and religion through a more High School in Hebron.
liberal approach to religion. Participants will include
Earlier critics of "The Reign USGF class 1 (advanced) and
of Terror" saw it as a triumph class 2 (intermediate)
of science over religion. gymnasts.
Beverly Wullkotge, owner
Lawson views it within the
head coach of the Norand
religious
liberal
Century
19th
thern Kentucky School of
tradition.
Dr. T. Wayne Beasley's, Gymnastics, said top gympaper, "Change and Con- nasts from Kentucky, Ohio,
tinuity in Nineteenth C,er1tury Lridiana, Illinois and Michigan
Shaker Theology," compares will compete to earn the right
Shaker to move one step closer to the
official
two

movement have overlooked.
public
to
"Contrary
opinion," he says, "Shaker
theology did change and
evolve in the 19th century."
Both Lawson and Beasley
presented papers earlier in
the 1979-80 academic year on
19th century religious history
and are continuing their
research and study in this
area.

Gymnastics Federation
To Hold Junior Olympics
At Northern Kentucky

achievement goes to the actors, who are absolutely
national competition in Tulsa,
dunning. Sissy Spacek is a
Oida.
wonder. I don't know of
"After the regional comanother actress who could
petition, those gymnasts with
have accomplished what
a score of 68.8 out of a possible
Spacek did with this role. Her
80 will move to the Eastern
portrayal of Loretta Lynn,
finals," she said. "The top 35
first as a thirteen-year-old in
from the junior and senior
her daddy's house and then as
competition in class I will them
a thirty-year-old in and
advance to the national
around Nashville, is a tour de
competition."
force. She plays the role with
competitors
National
such empathy and authenscoring 70 or better are placed
ticity that she makes the
in the "elite class" and
actresses who portrayed
become eligible for incountry-western singers in
ternational competition,
Nashville look tacky by
Wullkotge said. Gymnasts at
comparison.
the Olympic games come
But Spacek is not alone in
from this group, she added.
delivering an outstanding
Competitors execute
performance. Levan Helm as
compulsory and optional
Lynn's coal-mining father is
routines in vaulting, floor
so good that during those
exercise, uneven parallel bars
scenes that he appears, the
and balance beam.
movie seems to be a
documentary. Helm's performance seems to transcend
*********************
mere acting; It seems to be k**************************
Tommy
itself.
life
the stuff of
Lee Jones as Lynn's husband
would have been a standout in
ordinary company, but
Spacek and Helm make his
extraordinary performance
We're Back Again!
seem only competent.
This movie looks like big
box office. Those who go to
movies regularly will certainly not miss it (it has had
excellent reviews). But in
addition it will bring out those
who don't normally attend
movies. As I was waiting in
line for the Sunday matinee (I
couldn't get a seat for either
performance Saturday), I
overheard two or three old
people say that it was the first
movie they had attended in
A
years. The crowd waiting in
1
line was. a different crowd
than I usually see at movie.
There was a mixture of county
folk, Murray folk, old folk,
young folk. One of the old folk
remarked to his wife after the
movie was over, "Ain't too
many of them that comes
round like that."
See Coal Miner's Daughter.
I think you'll agree with me
that it's something special.
Rated PG: Very little that
will offend due to the wit and **[irllCLl"[11_11 J[1[]LLJUO0000000000000E**
warmth of the few "delicate"
*
57" * Easter Blazers
'12" 0*
*: * Arrow Brand Blouses
scenes.
Ragularty ,35'•
Regularly '28"
*
RECITAL
$12" CI*
'6" * Fashion Name Jeans
Tops
*
Terry
*L
A senior trumpet recital will
3
'10" IC]1
'24" * Famous Maker Skirts
be given by Kenneth Welch, *- * Two-Piece Sults
Regularly '25"
Russ Togs Brand-Regularly '58"
'
*
Fowlkes, Ind., at 3:30 p.m. on *
*
* Easter Dresses
'28" cl*
Sunday, March 30, in the
'Itt Plaid Woven Blouses
0*
Jonathan Logan-Reg. 482.1611
Recital Hall Annex of the Fine ,..*
*•
State
Murray
at
Arts Center
All Brand Names — Too Many Items to Mention!
0*
University.
*0*
*
**EUED[1[1[:DUCIOU00000000000000000000*:

Manufacturer's Sale
Wholesale
Women's Fashions
50% to 7,5`)/0 Off!

TWO DAYS ONLY
MARCH 28 & 29

This Friday and Saturday, 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
At the HOLIDAY INN Banquet Room
Murray, Kentucky

featuring

JIMMYrrjNIEWMANtr and cajun country 4-4
.

(Nominated by Music City News as one of the
Top 5 Country Bands for 1980)

Calloway County
High School
Friday — March 28,1980
7:30P.M.
Tickets: From any FFA Member
Adults Advanced '350 - At Doo4 '4 00
.thrtdrert 15 12-1(r50 f,h(tdr.en omit! 6 - Free
For more informatiorcall
753-8141 or 753-5479
Sponsored by Calloway County
1

\4 z

FF.4

*

CHORAL FESTIVAL
The annual choral festival
sponsored by Kentucky Music *
Teachers Association and thew*
Kentucky Music Educators *
*.
-itiscicTatiott trtirbelteld-on—* March 29, in the Lovett *
Auditorium of the Fine Arts
Center at Murray State *
***********************************•************ea..
University.

:We are back again with Savings Spectacular*
For Easter That Cannot Be Matched! „
HOLICMY INN Banquet Ropm,.....
Murray Kentucky
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BIG JOHN HAS SLASHED THE PRICE OF ITEMS, HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE NEW LOWERED
PRICES! COMPARE,STOCK UP AND CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS WITH BIG
JOHN'S
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So Sam
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CRACKERS 10

Karl OW
39'

969

CREAM OF

40z

INFLATION
HOMIER

Sunshine Cheezil

'299

Lipton Family

POTATOES 16 Oz.

PIZZA MIX 29 Oz.

CRACKERS 12 Oz.

Soaks Insant

SWEET PEAS 303 Can

GREAT
SAVINGS

wily

Maxwell NOM Bag

as

55'

DINNER 125 Oz.

CRACKERS t

91'

Maxwell Noels Instant

CORN 161
/
2 Oz.

38'

Merit

Merit Coffee

COFFEE

•e

Chef Two Cheese

Campbell Chunky

CREAMERS 160z
II* Park glad

$

WIlY
PAY MORE

Big John's

Hyde Park Mac &

Campbell Chicken

CHICKEN SOUP 19 Oz

77'

0
.-CH EESE

STAR SOUP to oz

33'

GREAT
SAVINGS

Campbell Cream Of

Bash Chili
HOT BEANS is oz.

38'

BEEF SOUPtoOz

WAS

STUFFING
MIX

Campbell Vegetable

Sisk
35
or

0?.

CHICKEN SOUP to oz

OLD
FASHIONED
SAVINGS

,r171-

35'

DINNER 70z.

e0MMOMM111\

INAS

Stave Top Chicken

Hyde Park

840 I"

78'

SAUCE 150z.

II* Park

SOUP to oz

Was '2"

GREAT
SAVINGS

Start With

WY
PAY MORE

PA(.
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Ii nal
MORE FOOD FOR LESS MONEY
GROCERY SAVINGS FOR YOU
'
41
1

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO UMIT

I

-<;:

Sue 27%

$ams 23%

Prairie Farms

Prairie Farms

ICE CREAM

YOGURT

Gab. Beek*

Sot

3 For sip()
21%
Big Teie

SIM

Sara 24%
Lag Cabin Reply
(with now)

INSTANT POTATOES

PANCAKE MIX

21 Oz.

2- Lb.Bee

794
•

Save 32 %
Pillsbury Plus

Saw 19%
Kelly

VEGETABLES

SAUSBURY
STEAK

15 Oz.

121
/
4 01 Can

3

89'

Fir $100

Sara 23%
PM Whip
Frazee

•„

witenLn ,
ITOPPINGi

59t,

PIE FILLING1''Mk Jar

$129

• ..

Sao is
Keeler
DAMS Grahams
Or
Netall

Pildpert Can
(with amp*

Sane 6%
Miami, OW
Orange

FUDGE
STRIPE
COOKIES
ti1
/
2 Oz. Pkg.

FROSTING
16 Oz. Can

39

909

994

51'I.75 ON RIO JOHN
HEALTH AND HENRY NDS

=CLIP & SAVE

czos.13op

CLIP & SAVE

TOOTHPASTE

FUDGE STRIPE
$109
COOKIES 1'/
1
2 oz.
Limit one coupon
pe• lama,
/ of BIG JOHNS thro eI

Ta r applicable to reo Price

Tax applicable to rag Pr.Ct Lorn,t one (n ypo
,
0 1, 4e1
WfaMilY 08/G-J00014S ,

Tax applicable to req. PriCe. Lien11 ent coupe.
t
P•e latetilY at 1110 JOHNS thn.

alliga.

Sao Proftwhollooli N

RAZOR

1_2
'

See 1•11• Mee

SHAMPOO
Bey
.
.
FF1

no, 8119

Pr. iirs OW.

ASPIRIN 4.

REMIN11111111111111111111•111111111111111111111111

LONG BEFORE DAWN BIG JOHN'S BAKERY IS FULL OF
BUSTUNG ACTIVITY AND DEUCIOUSLY SWEET AROMAS.. . ALL
TO BRING YOU THE FRESHEST PASTRIES EACH MORNING!!

ght And Reify

GLAZED DONUTS
12Fer$139

Dome Pan Carrot Or Rennin

CHOCOLATE CAKE

Each $139

gh• Or

*holds Knott

WHEAT BREAD

POUND CAKE
• ..

•

,Each $119

11311 MIS
- TEEM
1111 1111111/111111eill
IIIII111111111111111mmume1111111EaIMOKi1
n

Wi;#411,..sv,

Tar applicable/4 reg Pr,e Lor".t ^roe coupoor
per famoly v. BIG JOHNS thru lirt I

Bit IGI IJI101H NI'S 'is,

or, 811 !GI 141011HINI'S

460. 791

'••

EVERYDAY THERE IS SOMETHING EXCITINGLY NEW AND TANTAUZINGLY TASTY
TO TRY IN BIG JOHN'S DEU!
Big John's

3 Piece Combo Pak

CHICKEN
DINNER

Each $59
1

Relit fine Mod To OrAor Milos Olsoosehoroilor
Roo Or Ploldo
169

PIMENTO LOAF
my Atoll
COLE SLAW

MAW .109'
11111014o Op*. PM Roosted

BARBECUE SANDWICH
huh D.Slieodit000tieso Or

Ls 89'

LONGHORN CHEESE

69'
Ls'V

Each

•••

•
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Tlers's Always Ws Of

FREE CASH
I. 041 Jef4a's

CASH POTI•
Is Voir Card Pinked?!

Winning
Deal Winner
Rt. 2
W. 0. Hatcher
Murray Ky. won $100 Free
Groceries

,•;;
-

11700

.00

Emge
(deed lb. 891

Country Pride
Grade A

Farmland Canoed

Tyson Grade A

WHOLE FRYERS

HAMS

Tyson Grads A

Cosislo Sicilian Style

CUT Up Fryers
hiss Grad* A Breast Lair Thight

cOMBINATION PAK
Tyson Gra& A Family Pal

FRYER BREASTS
1060

Cos& $ Funitf Pak

PIZZA

Fresh Foot, liSolb. llows. Snorts Oi

LB

Hotly Morn

SLICED BACON
Big John Soper Tender

Eck rich Relight or Bog

38'
1.1 0, 99'

PORK NECK BONES

.

FRYER DRUMSTICKS

MINUTE STEAKS

Tyson Grade A Family Pak

Big John Sum Tondo Economy Pak

SMORGAS PAX
Eekrieh Wan

SUCED HAM
Eekrieh Regular Thick, Thin

'tie $279
,.

SUCED BOLOGNA

PORTER-HOUSE STEAKS Le 107

Eekrieli

hart, Morn

Big John Sip.r T.nd.r

SMOKED SAUSAGE

COUNTRY HAM

cIRIGhPI STEAK

FRYER THIGHS

Eekrich Rotator Or

LB $259

BEEF FRANKS

BONELESS \

IELD FRESH PRODUCE!!
Frieda Of California

ALSO WIN
$100INFREE GROCERIES!
HERESHOW.••
TO WINA GREAT DEAL!

M. E. Miller
Opal Hill
Louise Brooks
Virginia Bolen'
Gary V. Pace
Patricia Sons
Verq Grogan
Regecca Gay
Glinda Duke
Lucille Wofford
Lottie Rex

Christo Farris
Brent Bennett
Mary Sykes
Addis Cross
Oretho Gammon
Judy Shaffner
Max Bailey
Holene H. Visher
Ruben Rose
Louise Maley
John Owens

Wilma Futrell
Robert Mabry
Helen King
Lois Outland
Hazel Underwood
Dwane Melton
John Williams
Peggy Gollimore
F. Gardner
Pattie Overcast
J. R Rhodes

Louise Short
Peggy Woodrum
Opal Hill
Rob Stanfa
Patricia Lovett
F. A. Cagdell
Vicki Paschall
Clarence B. Hodges
Kathryn Joiner
Margery Shown
Shirley Nix
Jess Redden

Uennis Scarbrough
Linda Rogers
Brenda Stalls
Roy Mitchell Elaine Ninne
Lynn Wuest
Agnes Thurman
Mark Seyes
Noydean Ruthledge
Aburey Hatcher
David Beck

Hearthsrde Genuine Porceisin Eleganco
with Modern Utility and Convenience

Save '1.00 WITH
SPECIAL COUPON
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COST

ER
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
total satisfaction regardless of manufacturer
you are not satisfied Kroger will replace your Ile
with the same brand or a comparable brand or
refund your purchase price

1(dger

RYDAY IN EVERYINAY.

"Kroger Lean Trimmed"

-w

TER
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

COST CUTTER COUPON

04te,

E
imMt

mono Litmui-

WORTH '2.00 OFF

U S OA CHOICE

P

LEG-0LAMB

F.

WORTH 30` OFF -

Le

ULDA CHOICE LAMB

lb.

$ 199

LA11111111111111111111111111111111116

I

WIV

ri
•

$ 189

SHOULDER
CHOPS.

FISH PORTIONS

SLICED
FREE!

$229
$149

LAMB
SHOULDER
USDA CHOICE
BLADE
CHOPS

II

COST CUTTER COUPON

GOOD ANYTIME'

..•••"."

C/A I

RIB

PORK
ROAST

SHOULDER
ROAST
$148

sa,'4

Center-Cut

1 Fresh Picnic Style

04 U.S. Govt. Graded Choice Beef

ENGLISH
ROAST

PICNICS

LB.

LB

79`

JOHN MORRELL

MEATY TURKEY WINGS OR

Turkey Drumsticks

LI

49`

1202
PIG

Meat Weiners
MRS WEAVER'S COLE SLAW CHI

PURE PORK

lLI Si

Williams Sausage

PIG

39

I

)4 02

Potato Salad

TUB

BEEF & HYDRATED SOYA PROTEIN MIX

FROZEN FRESHWATER ( SIB. BAGI

149

Catfish Steaks
C

LI

I

Kroger's Prc

•

99'
79c
99c

FISH FROZEN

45c
59c
I $1
30PC)t

Stuffed Clams
FRESH FROZEN

$ 149

Turbot Fillets

LB

Calf Liver
Country Club

MEATY PORK
LB

can

Kwick Kris

499

LB

MOLLY FARMS

Fryer Backs

LB

ITALIAN

Sausage

ro er

51
II

BACON

29

Si
129

12 oz.
Pk9-

25'
s9

lb.

Breaded Shrimp
PIES
gsriticks

c!t
i• A "

n69

SAVE 20' PER LI ON DELICIOUS

Chicken Roll
SAVE 70' PER LI ON !ANN S

Pickle L Pimento Loaf LB $2"
DINNER PAR

.

•

ALL FOR
ONLY
11 POtt
'LA 437,17 . .

PIG

row after row of freshness-

at down to earth prices!
te IA"
hin91°^Sle
cAden
G
Fong
as
DELICIOUS

s
APPlt
i

%pc)

c
3 Srte /2
11'

each

FLORIDA YELLOW
LARGE
EARS

89

TENDER FLORIDA
LI

69'

BUNCH RID eADISHIS OR

Green-Top Carrots
CRISP CUCUMBERS OR

RIPENED
PINEAPPLES

EACH

Cantaloupes
INDIAN RIVER

32 SIZE

Pink Grapefruit

79c

..c. 894
1,$1 00

Green Leaf Lettuce
SOUTHERN FAVORITE

Sweet Potatoes

40c
GAL.
JUG

'129

$

with Heis cowpari

Aptillot

11.0111011111111111

YELLOW
ONIONS
3 lb.
bog

fOlj11.1.
It`

with the' coolers. Itpires Ap41121

11111111111111111E

HEADS

$1 00
$1 op
(

BLUE
GRAPES

Mild Medium

ORANGE
DRINK

00

3 its

W
Imported Ribier

COST CUTTER COUPON
11
1121111:::1
,
1
Rich pl R,
•
E1:11E1141
tly
AVE

2

$1 00

FOR

CALIFORNIA RID OR

FANCY EASTERN RED

Delicious Apples'a $1 59
SUNKIST TANGY 235 SIZE
Juicy •Lemons

3 euNaos

3

Bell Peppers

FIELD

894
$1 79

SLICED
BOLOGNA
$159

Seedle
E

UKANI±r,,,

Green Beans

QT.

RIPE SWEET

EACH

"

Sweet Corn

$289
COLBY
LI
CHEESE
SAVE 40' MLR. ON KAHN S KIELBASSA
LI $259
Polish Sausage
LI

California

.1 .19

JIM CROP

"
•

SAVE 40' PER LI ON
LONGHORN

lb.

)40i $ 1 39

eachBc,oF 11"

BAKED cuAT°44
SLICED $359
LI
HAM

ON
$179 SAVE10' PER LI-Onion
PLATE
Dip
ALE FOR
French
..ONLY
LUNCHES1MEAT
.NCLUDES
SAVE 20'
7VEGETABIES SALAD & ROLL
le Pies
,•
SAVE 70' ON FRUIT FLAVORED
$129
EACH
Coffee Cokes
SAVE 70' PER LI ON PINEAPPLE
411111:1ck s. Jill
Walnut Delight

FRIED
CHICKEN

89c

'SAVE 70' Pin LI

SAVE 70 ON NOT CARRY•OUT

02 5
JAI

Fish 'N Batter Fish Sticks

STRAWBERRIES

CUSTOM
SLICED!

229

I

IRIS SHORE

CALIFORNIA'

46.
4% Zr
/
44.;"

DOZ

9,

FRES-SHORE PRODUCTS

Red Ripe

GLAZED
DONUTS

$1
II

ERIS StIORE

e

_,11_,_ThCerr
\BC

Bsoe121.6
HAM
69

II

FlESH

ft)e Kroger Gan:km

\I\J
Fresh Baked

SAVE 20' PER DO! ON

LI $1 99

LB

WHITE
BREAD

v"4
Los..4

III a SAT ONLY AT ALL STORES

Gulf Oysters

FAMILY PAR

Pork Steak

FRESH SEAFOOD
AVAILAell THURS
POND RAIIED

49

LI $

Spare Ribs

41,.11

EI

Pacific Snapper Fillets

far,'

Sliced Bacon

1995

F RUSE CIID tie

(Ate"
116

&RYAN

CANNED
HAM
3 lb.

dk•

1 99

LB

17 LBS. ALL FOR ONLY

Fresh Catfish

14/1SNI W
V;
"
LB $278

GENUINE

4
.
„..0
%.
46
_li t..

BEEF
SIDES
BEEF
FOREQUARTERS
BEEF
MINQUARTERS

99

U S GOVT GRADED FAMILY PAK

Cubed Steaks

-BONUS BUNDLE •

4.1

54 PRIME

LI

LI

•3 LBS. CHUCK STEAK
'3115. PORI STEAK
•4 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
•4 LBS. SMOKED SAUSAGE
CIRCLE 104 IV:44141
•3 LBS. GROUND BEEF

II

Baking Hens

101
PIG

Chunk Bologna
FREEZEICBEEF

LB

L

KRQGER JUMBO

$1158

FRYING
CHICKEN.

PIG

Beef Bologna

USDA GRADE 'A' HOLLY FARMS
MIXED PARTS OF

SMOKED

$168

-11 01

KROGER PICKLE & PIMENTO OLIVE LOAF MEAT OR

PORK CHOPS

9c

Serve & Save Weiners
sAVE
livic' c Lune h meats
ie

lb.

U.S.GM GRADED CHOICE BEEF

1

•

s

USDA CHOICE

4k,

WHOLE
PORK LOIN

0111.

= WHOLE BONELESS HAM

=

PORK SALE!

Leon Trimmed

lb.

*
e;stii,

I

tri

THE MURRAY,Ky LEDGER & TlIstES
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CUTITIE

CREAMY, RICH
M Kraft Miracle Whip

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

ISALAD
DRESSING

CENgsi

32 OZ.
JAR

with this coupon ono ' ,11) puiLhose excluding items prohibited by law and in addition'
to the cost of coupon merchandise Subiect to applicable taxes Limit one Exprires April 1

1Ve're count rig on
Answer the census.

11Kroger v
Mt. Dew, Diet Pepsi or

FRESH
MILK

PEPSI
COLA

SALAD
DRESSING

99

99'

2 liter
bottle

mi JP/
Creamy,
KRAFT uuutcLLE WHIP

WITH
C COUPON
ABOVE

32 oz.
jar

plastic
gallon

des •••
44'
,/
4
4
%**?
LO4t4N,

16•44t

HOME & FAMILY

•1
0"4
:
17;
Ir'A
Assorted Frozen

k

BANQUET
DINNERS

Kraft

Kroger Fresh

11 SANDWICH
BREAD

!
**1

44,
,
4 4.,

AMERICAIr4fRcSINGLES

24 OZ. LOAVES

-

2

11 oz.
pkg.

12 Oz.

pkg.

**,

4t•i
*
v
w

CRINKLE-CUT
$ 11 5
FRENCH FRIES .
,402 $189
Salisbury Steak
58AG

1

i.as

PIG

KROGER FROZEN CONCENTRATED

Orange Juice

PACII Of$249
1202 CANS

KROGER 12 02 PACKAGE Of

Deep Dish Pie Shells

2PXG
CT

MACARONI & CHEW

Kroger Easy Dinner

LB $
PIG

3

Turnip Greens

Toot $1 00
FIGS

NATURAL FLAVOR

Kroger Ice Cream

1.. $
G
u
At4

GREEN GIANT STUFFED PEPPERS Olt

Cabbage Rolls

14 01 $

U.S.D.A. Grade A Medium

99
69

1099

Cottage Cheese

1202.
TUB

SUNNY DELIGHT

Citrus Punch

6 PACK OF
02 1TLS

HOMISTTLE OR BUTTERMILK

Kroger Biscuits

6 PACK OF
002.CANS

596
796

Curtly
Super Soft

PUFFS

994

KROGER

8 02
PEG.

Weorever Bounty

SILVERSTONE
FRY PAN

694

KROGER

2
2

Country Style Rolls
KROGER VILLAGE IIAKERY OR ILUITERCRUST

White Bread

13 az

$ 1 29

Pimento Spread

PIGS

Hot Dog Buns

/14

39

Colby Cheese

19

1402 $
PIG

59

12 01 $ 1
PIGS

*

KROGER /00*. PURE

00

Orange Juice

GAL
JUG

SUR
Dk
GLUE
LI:

CHOOSE FROM:

8" Fry Pan
10" Fry Pon
12" Fry Pan
Griddle

KROGER SLAB CUT
20 0/ $
LOAVES

KROGER

9

14 01 $ 1
TUB

694

260 Ct.

KROGER

Cream Cheese

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
..„„w

'5.88 I
'7.44
'844
'8.44

77c

NON STICK SURFACES

39
Am

Extended Cost Cutters

)

In addition to our Everyday Sooper Cost Cutters, Kroger will continue to bring you Extended Cost
Cutters. These are
items we have temporarily reduced to pass on savings to you we recieve from manufacturer's
allowances, etc

Adult Pain Reliever

444
%

ANACIN
TABLETS

rir

I *

69

100 ct.
'.' pkg.

WAS NOW

SCOTT

Family Napkins '6%7 83'
TAB

Detergent

$309
$40,

Dixie Cups

CT

SPIG 75'

ASSONTED IIETTY CROCKER

Frostings

14 02
BOX

$1 09

PLANTER S COCKTAIL

79
$269

Peanuts
Northern Beans

RELY
$167
TAMPONS."pi7G •

Pinto Beans
English Muffins

Butter Beans
luso
S BEST LARGE

HIGH POTENCY W/30 FREE REGULAR THERAGRAN OR

THERAGRAN-M SL49
VITAMINS

Butter Beans

Job Squad

SO Cl
ROLL

I502
CAN

69
2/$1
$189

3/$1
374

GREEN GIANT FROZEN

Blue Bonnet

u« p•,,o

CaM

th

th.s coupon

.1.f one

Kp.ret AprIl Itt

4007.
BTL. 5163

$159

1201.

$159

‘11iMMIMINE

111111111111111110

79'

734
$229
$1 79

83'

694

21 01
PIG

CHEF 10Y Al DOE PREMIUM

,5L.02

Combo Pizza

PIG

PILLSBURY

Crescent Rolls

002
CAN

WAS NOW
TOUGNER THAN WAX

Future Wax

27 02

WON'T SCRATCN TIFLOKI

Scrunge Pads

PIG

75'

V) CHUNIKY BEEF
$269(
SOUP
..w
694

IT'S HEAVY DUTY

Shout Pre-Wash CAN '209
DiCOUTOR

.1n..
‘&111111

A3
1-1

1 LB
PIG

Lasagna

Helps Keep You Dry

1
1111:1ARRID
ANTI-PERSPIRANT •
ARRID
$129
r
Dr fRa "
5
•

1101
BAG

WAS NOW
WHIPPED MARGARINE

39'

WELCH S

Grape Juice

3 Sl

3894
2894
2.$1

SWEET
PICKLES

854

BUSH'S BEST

'USN S

Spanish Rice

502

WAS NOW

lams UST SMILED

$ 1 33

NOW

IT JUST TAKES ONE

Lemon Pledge

TABLETS

3
.$ 1

KROGER 30(OUNT

WAXED BEAUTY INSTANTLY

24 CT
PKG

39

150Z
CAN

BUSH S BEST

MflW

REGULAR OR SUPER

12 02 $
CAN

BUSH S BEST GREAT

694
$10

LEA 8:PERRINS
SAUCE

WAS NOW

ASSORTED FIAGRAIKES FISHINESS

KITCHEN REFILLS

W.
‘L

1"

only

4.0G,$159

KROGER

19

KROGER COLLARD, MUSTARD OR

$1 39

COLBY
CHEESE

,
doz. 59

694

LOUNGE CHAIR

KROGER FULLMOON

KROGER
EGGS

GREEN GIANT FROZEN

MULTI CHASE

vst

for

AVONDALE

4

(
41-1

Scott Towels

111CT 031
ROLE 0

$ 1 99

774

1901.
CAN

69
c
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Motion Filed Against Paper's
Attempt To Print Transcripts

Working Parents Can
Claim Tax Credit For
Care Of Children

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) Attorneys for the defendants
person under age 15
in the recent Beverly Hills
Working parents may be least one
the taxpayer claims
whom
for
Supper Club trial have filed a
able to claim a tax credit of up
exemption on the
motion in federal court opposto $800 for expenses they pay a personal
expenses must
the
form;
tax
ing The Cincinnati Enquirer's
for the care of their children
be necessary for the taxpayer
attempt to make public the
while the parents are at work,
to be gainfully employed; and
transcript of a post-trial hearthe Internal Revenue Service
the payments cannot be to a
ing.
said. This tax credit is called
relative who can be claimed
Lawyers for aluminum wirCredit for Child and Depenas a dependent. This year, for
ing and electrical device
dent care expenses, and is
trie firs. time, the taxpayer
manufacturers contended-that
subtracted directly from
can include payments to the
the public is not entitled to
Persons
income tax liability.
grandparents.
such post-trial information
qualifying for the credit do not
is
information
More
and that the secrecy of jury
deductheir
have to itemize
available in IRS Publication
deliberations must be preservtions to take advantage of it.
"Child Care and Disabled
of
ed.
her
one
three
ribdisplays
High,
Murray
at
Suppose both ,spouses in a 503,
ART WINNER - Martha Pitman, a senior
Dependent Care." It's obThe defense lawyers also filfamily work;-aild must hire a
pillow) in the high school
in the
and two of her works (the statue on the right and the
mailing
by
bons
free
tainable
a second motion with U.S.
ed
housekeeper to care for the
Murray High students and 31 from
order blank in the tax package
art show at the Murray Art Guild. Fourty-three
District Judge Carl Rubin in
children. Twenty percent of
All
show.
works
were
the
in
categories
or by calling IRS toll-free at
Calloway High have displays in nine different
answer to a request by victims
the first $2,000 of expenses for
at Murray State Universits. Pitman's
Louisville, 255-2333
in
584-1361
by Emily V% olfson, a retired art professor
judged
of the nightclub fire for a new
one child, or $4,000 for two or
art guild is open from 1 p.m. to
Lexington, 628-0055 in
art teacher at Murray High is Betts Scott. The
trial. That cLocument was filed
more children may be claimed in
Covington, or 1-800-42E1-9100
in cabinet- and was not
Tuesdass through Saturdays.
as a credit. Any employment
in Kentucky.
made public in the clerk of
taxes, i. e. social security, or elsewhere
courts' office.
federal unemployment tax
After a lengthy trial, a
you pay on the qualifying
federal jury found on Feb. 20
wages are included in ydUr
that aluminum wiring conchild care expenses.
nected to electrical devices in
To qualify for the Child Care
an alcove off the club's Zebra
Credit the taxpayer must have
Room was not responsible for
a full or part-time job or be
center of attraction.
the May 28, 1977, fire in which
State University who behind the music," she said.
actively searching for emMurray
Her new attitude about
"I can't live without
165 persons died.
ployment (volunteer work or
constantly surrounds herself
Orchestra classes are also music has grown out of the
Laurie Small of
says
music,"
in
music
Following the trial. Rubin
environment of
work for a nominal salary
an
in
curriculum.
part of her
years of study and individual
Harrisburg, Ill., a senior
individual jurors
questioned
classes.
and
does not qualify); must
work
Learning how to play every participation in music.
music education major at
about news reports that his
maintain a household with at
As a music librarian, Miss orchestra instrument from the
Besides being a member of
Small is one of hundreds of French horn to the cello is the MSU choir, she belongs to directions may have been
who
students
in deliberations.
Murray State
important for the simple Sigma Alpha Iota, (SAI ), a violated
It was reported that one
are finding part-time jobs on areason that she may have to .
women's music fraternity.
juror conducted tests on the
campus that offer a two-fold teach others.
Miss
Small is also president of
wiring in his own
benefit. They gain experience
Miss Small,.the daughter of the Murray State Chapter of aluminum
home and decided that the
through a job in their area of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Small,
Music Educators National
material was safe. Other
study and also meet some of feels that she received an
Conference, (SMENC).
jurors said he told them of his
their finandal need.
adequate music background
This new attitude toward
conclusions.
In the basement of the Doyle in high school, unlike many
Bob Woods of Springville, Soviet students. An additional
music is also reflected in her
music
a
a
Center,
be
will
the
Arts
of
exchange
Fine
part
In a second instance, jurors
Tenn., a senior at Murray
majors. choice of "listening music."
music
college
avaiishie fOS
to
is
tour
Moscow,
service
study-related
an . insurance group
library
read
.
been
has
State University,
Although school LS not the only She now prefers to hear opera
awarded a scholarship to with a visit to the 1980 Olympic students, designed especially place where she was exposed instead of the familiar top ten report on the fire that Rubin
participate in a summer Games, and trips to the for ones in music appreciation to music, music lovers just radio tunes which most of her had disallowed as evidence for
_the-defense The report_ris_sik__
at medieval Russian capital of and literature classes. Much seem to runr61.6"rdtie 1iml.
program
language
—
librarian's.
normal
the
Estonian
and
Novgorod
a
like
advertently placed in the jury
in
University
State
Leningrad
"I'd rather buy an opera or
Her father is a professional
city of TaWn, as well as a work, Miss Small assists the
room with other evidence.
the USSR.
a
who played with a classical recording than
Both instances were includWoods, who has a double longer trip to the Ukrainian students in finding the right pianist
Donna Sommer album any
years,
20
for
band
dance
equipKiev.
operating
of
capital
and
tape
by lawyerslor the plaintiffs
ed
major in sociology and
traveling all over Southern day," she said.
The student exchange group ment.
in a motion seeking a new
Russian, is one of 155
Miss Small is another ap"Working in the music Illinois. Her mother, Sallie
American college students will arrive in Paris for an
recipient of the
preciative
player
trombone
a
is
all
the
Small,
to
before
entering
exposed
I'm
library,
selected to participate in the orientation
work program.
University
enjoyment, and
exchange negotiated by the USSR, and the students will different kinds of music, for her own
Living on campus without the
acbeen
haye
to
brothers
My
an
both
up
also
opportunity
have
building
is
which
U.S. State Department and
bands. economical advantage of
administered by the Council spend free time in Western knowledge of music overall," tive in their own rock
the possessing a cafeteria meal
that
insists
to
Small
return
trip
on
their
Europe
Miss
said.
she
on International Educational
ticket means she-counts an her
Cataloging new albums family's participation in
Exchange in New York City. the United States.
monthly paycheck to help with
her
with
do
to
is
he
little
said
had
Woods
library
excited
the
into
music
come
which
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
the
food bill.
a
as
it
Joseph R. Woods of Madison, about the prospect of studying almost daily is a never-ending decision to pursue
During the 1978-79 year, a
is
he
also
that
USSR,
but
The
the
in
career.
librarians.
the
for
project
Ala., Woods will be in Russia
of
"Dad never tried to push or total 1,626 students worked
from about June 20 to Aug. 20. somewhat apprehensive about largest selection of available
under the University Student
his
in
follow
time
to
a
there
me
at
his
presence
although
persuade
classical,
is
music
Dr. Howard H. Keller,
Employment and the Federal
professor of Russian at when the Cold War seems to the jazz section is growing too. footsteps," she commented. Work-Study Program. Total
Beginning college, Laurie
Learning all she can about
Murray State, noted that be once again chilling U.S.earnings by the students was
music is just what Miss Small discovered that the only thing
Woods is the fourth student Soviet relations.
and the average
$945,283.73
appeal
which had even some
intends to do. With an area in
from the campus to be
earnings was $581.
in
Singing
music.
is
was
she
her
for
piano,
and
voice
BASEBALL
awarded a place on the
Planning to eventually
State required to take many hours the high school concert choir teach high school choir, Miss
Murray
Leningrad language exchange
The
this
prompted
have
and
may
counterpoint
theory,
of
nationwide University Racer baseball
program in
inhobby-like interest in the art. Small hopes to begin
competition. He added that team will play Akron at 1 p.m. orchestra classes.
group
age
younger
a
structing
But, what started out as
With most of the theory
the opportunity to attend and Brown University at 3
is now the after graduation.
lectures and conduct every p.m. on March 28. The games behind her, Miss Small says simply a pastime
how
see
can
she
that
.
phase of daily life in Russia is will be played on Murray!
everything in music just "fits
of great value in becoming State's Reagan Field.
together." For example,
MEN'S TENNIS
fluent in the Russian
State theory is applicable to music
Murray
The
language.
During his stay in the Soviet University meits tennis team history as well as our present
Union, Woods will take classes will play the University of day music.
"Singing and playing music
in the Russian language and Illinois at 2:45 p.m. on March
literature and live in a 28 at the Murray State is fascinating when you unFRANKFORT - Ken- two-year license.
derstand the mechanics
university dormitory with University courts.
Hodges said a two-year
tuckians will begin the
schedule will be
transition
changeover to four-yeardrivers' licenses in 1981 under followed beginning in January
1981 to balance the workload
a new bill signed into law.
According to F. E. Hodges for circuit court clerks' offices
the
of
Transportation around the state.
For two years some inDepartment's drivers
up for license
dividuals
for
the
fee
division,
licensing
regular operators' four-year renewal will still receive twolicenses will be doubled to $8 year licenses, while others
from the $4 now charged for a will receive the four-year
type.
Theschedule for 1981

Music Lover Has Two-Fold Benefit
From Part-Time Job At University

MSU Senior Awarded
Scholarship To Summer
Program In Russia

trial.
Rubin refused to make
public the transcript of his interviews with the jurors, prompting The Enquirer to file a
motion for release of the
transcript. The newspaper
cited First Amendment rights
of freedom of the press.
In opposing the newspaper's
motion, William T. McCracken, the Columbus
lawyer representing General
Electric Co., which is one of
e defendants, said, "My
g is that the jury has an
absolute/Sight to the protection of the court. And if we
don't do this, the jury system
won't work."

Luke Feck,editor of The Enquirer, indicated that the
newspaper plans to answer
the defense motion.
"I continue to be
dismayed," Feck said.
"Judge Rubin has taken unprecedented action.
We are simply trying to get
the transcript released that
would explain whether the
jurors followed the judge's instruction. There is enormous
public interest in this case. It
was tried in public, the verdict
was reported publicly, and if
there is any question about the
validity of the verdict, then
that should be public as well,"
said Feck

Professional Artists
Visit Classrooms As
Part Of Program
FRANKFORT - For the
past decade, Kentucky's
professional artists have been
visiting the commonwealth's
classrooms, involving
students, teachers, and
community members in the
excitement of the arts through
the
artists-in-the-schools
Program.
The Kentucky Arts Commission, which administers
the program in. cooperation
with the National Endowment
for the Arts and the U.S. Office
of Education, is once again
looking for artists interested_
in spending some of the upcoming school year continuing
this successful program.
Artists-hi-the-schools residencies are available in
poetry. .creatin
visual arts, film and media,
folk arts, dance and architecture. Each residency is
unique and is tailored to meet
the needs of the school and of

the artist serving that school.
All residencies share the
program's goal of enriching
the education process and the
existing arts program found in
the school, sharing the experience of artistic creation
and self-expression, and
helping the community served
as an "art resource."
Artists interested in serving
in the program must apply to
the Kentucky Arts Commission by May 1. Applicants
within each program category
will be reviewed by a panel of
educators and professionals.
Artists- will be Judged on the
quality of their work and on
their ability to communicate
to the students the ideas and
processes involved in their
work.
,Z9r.I.urther information.
thg program or an application,
contact: Nancy Carpenter,
Kentucky Arts Commission,
302 Wilkinson Street, Frankfort, Ky. 40601._

Look Who's
Back In Murray!

Kentucky Drivers To
Begin Changeover To
Four-Year Driver Licenses

Now Would You
Like Not Gifting
Paid On Pay Day???

John Deere Company
Tractors and Farm Implements

That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible _tell thew when _to
come and collect.

Coast Guard Seaman Apprentice W. Kevin Beard,
son of George Beard of
Murray, has completed
recruit training at the Coast
Guard Training tenter,
Alameda. During the nineweek training cycle, he
studied general maitary subjects designed to prepare
him for further academic
and on-the-job training
leading his qualification in
one of the Coast Guard's 26
bask occupational fields. Included in his studies were
first aid, seamanship, Coast
Guard
history
and

'iejaillans, -dose order'aril
and damage control. Beard
reported to the Coast Guard
Training Center, Alameda in
la nua ry 1980.

ws of Renewal January
Month
follo
through March, laR name
begins with A thru K, Time
Valid 4 years; January
through March, L thru Z, 2
years. April through Septerner, L thru 2, 4 years.
April through September, A
thru K, 2 years. October
through December, A thru K,
4 years. October through
December, L thru Z, 2 years.
The same schedule will be in
effect for 1982, Hodges said.
Hodges said the transition
schedule is designed to
balance renewals so that
about one-fourth of all
individuals will renew each
year in the four-year cycle
from 1963 through 1966.
Following the schedule will
be mandatory. "Motorists
who will be issued a two-year
license under the schedule
cannot be issued a four-year
license and vice versa," he
said.
The schedule will apply only
to motorists who were
previously issued a Kentucky
operator's license. "Starting
in 111111 all individuals who are
-getting IbtiLfirs-k-licePle_ or
those moving into the stale:will receive the four-year
license regardless of the date
or the first letter of their last
names," Hodges said.

After an abseoge of many years, John Deere products
sales and service have returned to Murray and Calloway
County!
Our Sales Department is now open...our parts and service departments soon will be ready to service the farmers of this area. We are building and stocking our bins
with the traditionally fine complete liete of John Deere
parts and our salesroom and lot with its fine farm implements.
Come on out now and let's get acquainted...you with
our facilities and service and us with your tractor and implement needs.

Farm Center
. •
3 Miles South of Murray On U.S. 641
(Next To Trucks, Trailers and Buses)
Tommy Vance, Sales Manager

Phone: 759-4440
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)It took some procedural
acrobatics, but a keystone of
the state administration's
plan to renovate highways has
been passed by the House 60-26
and sent to the Senate after a
temporary setback.
The proposal authorizes issuance of up to $300 million in
economic development road
bonds in the next two fiscal
years.
Coupled with a 9 percent
state gasoline tax, passed by
the House Friday, House Bill
969 would complete Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.'s program to
upgrade the Kentucky road
system.
At first Monday, the

measure was approved 46-36 pensive in the long run
to use
without debate, and had ap- bonds to
rebuild state
peared headed for surprising- highways.
ly easy passage.
Opponents contended that
But after the vote, Rep. Ar- Kentucky already has, too
thur Schmidt, R-Cold Spring, much overall debt and that
the
contended that because the bonding method would
be inbill authorizes expenditures, it adequate to finance
the
needed ki constitutional ma- necessary road
construction
jorityuf 51 votes.
and renovation.
House Speaker William
"We're selling 30-year
Kenton, D-Lexington, confer- bonds to pay
off from the
red with colleagues and
new) gas tax revenue,"
agreed.
Schmidt, said. "Anyone who
Since the measure carries looks at it knows
the money
an anticipated debt, he ruled, won't be there."
51 votes were needed and the
Schmidt argued that the
bill was defeated. The bonds eventually may
have to
measure was revived 45-22 an be paid through
severance tax
hour later.
proceeds or even through
Then a brief debate ensued, education
funds.
with proponents saying that it
Rep. Herman Rattliff, Rwould be easier .and less ex- Campbellsville, said one
concern is that while the General
Assembly would vote the
money for the roads, the
Democratic administration
would be free to obligate it for
whichever roads it chooses.
But Rep. Sam Thomas, DAnswer to Tuesday's Puzzle
Lebanon, said -we need
00 OORM 0A n economic development" and
AP
ea MOO
that if there is too long a wait
MOO DO ONO for highway improvements,
0000 00000 the situation will become
1300000 MO
worse because of inflation.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1 Vehicle
DOWN
4 Waltz
1 Headgear
9 As written
2 The kava
3 Tell
Music
4 Fresh-water
12 Hail'
fish
13 Evade
14 Organ of
5 Avoid
hearing
6 Negative
15 Luxurious
7 Spanish hero
home
8 Paradise
OM OTOMO
17 Leave
9 Spiritual ses00 000000013
19 Wideawake31011
21 Negative pre- 10 Sailor
000 MOO
fix
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0 00 0000011
11 Skill
22 Preposition
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24 Outfit
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author
29 Years
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32 Mountain
and 20
22 Newspaper
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pass
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paragraphs 36 Stitch
55 Pronoun
23 Asian coon- 38 Tooth
33 Vast age
56 Through
try
34 Epistle Abbr
41 Domesticat- 57 Hindu cym35 Dawn god25 School of
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59 Union group
43 Pigeon pea
Abbr.
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4
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a
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v
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a
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81 Chicken
82 European
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so so
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a
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Annual Purchase Bike
Race To Be April 19
The Jackson Purchase
Wheelmen and Land Between
The Lakes (LBL), TVA's
public outdoor recreation area
in western Kentucky and
Tennessee, will sponsor the
8th annual Purchase Bicycle
Race, Saturday, April 19. The
race will be at Center Station
in the northern portion of LBL
in
the
Environmental
Education Center.
The race, open to amateur
and United States Cycling
Federation (USCF) members,
is designed to enhance family
activities and provide opportunities for competitive
fun.
All USCF rules will apply
and participants are required
to wear protective helmets.
All bikes are subject to safety
inspection and sponsors
reserve the right to combine
races if registration warrants.
Up to $900 in prizes will be
awarded.
The event will be divided

into non-USCF and USCF
races. The non-USCF Intermediate Boys and Girls and
Women's and Junior Men's
categories will race at 9 a.m.
The Senior Men's category
will begin at 9:30 a.m. All
three categories have a $1.25
registration fee.
Under' the USCF division,
the USCF category 3-4 will
begin at 10 a.m. and will
require a 82 registration fee.
The race will be followed by
the Women's, Junior Men's
and Veterans races at 11:15
a.m. with a $1.50 registration
fee. USCF category 1-2 (44
miles) will begin at 12:30 p.m.
with a $2 registration fee.
For additional information
contact
Bicycle
Race,
Recreation-Interpretive
Services Section, TVA-Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231,
telephone (502) 924-5602,
extension 241.

BASIC BEAGLE!

L

AN04=40400,9"
'
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6. Help Wanted

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600

Models over 18 for television,
photography. trade shows,
department stores, fashion
promotions Call (212) 7578113 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment 1756 Broadway.
N Y C Suite 5D-GRS advertising.
Medical office requires
Secretary, Receptionist
Medical dicto-typing e?sential
Bookkeeping an asset Send
resume to Administration Office Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Attention Number
204
Restaurant help needed
Cypress Springs Restaurant
Call 436-5496 for appointment
Wanted
Permanent
housekeeper, 3 days a week for
3 story home. Salary open.
Send resume and references to
P.O. Box 32N,
Wanted: experienced car
hauler drivers. Call 753-4626 -

Early Bird
Special
sc.rts Terf
'ow.,.,

Starks
Hardware
12,68 Poplar Sis
1531227

Engagement PluptiM

IRTER
DI()
1111 Vain

753-82")8

Public Auction sale on April
9th at 10 AM on Parker Ford
Parking lot for one 1978 Ford
F-250 4x4 color is black
serial number $26S1CC0956

FOR SALE

10. Bus. Opportunity

135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
Just arrived! New shipment of
summer sandles and name
brand athletic shoes at low
prices. Hardin Discount Shoes,
3rd & Watkins, Hardin, KY.

BIBLE ALL
1;race - 7;91-I I I.( harken', •turN 7,9-114.3

NEED CAM
ACT RIGHT NOW!
CALL 753-8948
after 5 P.M.
Public Auction sale on April
9th at 10 AM on Parker Ford
parking lot for one 1979 . Ford
F-I40, color is red, serial
number F14HUDE4787.
Kentucky
Lake Catfish

Dinner Special
Thar s-Sar

Large Order
Short Order

$3.69
$2.19

GALLIMORE'S
RESTAURANT
Motel, KY

4924142

Generous
Reword
Offered. ..
for information leading
to arrest and conviction
of the 2 people stealing
gas from me and my'
neighbors on Squire
Road. Call
Potts
Thomas Noel, 4892440.
What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.

,

3. Card of Thanks

I'LL EAT MY
SPAGHETTI
BY THE
TELEVISION

0 I I/// .

MAP 2t

I'LL i-lAVE THAT
POTATO OVER
THERE

2. Notice

NO. THAT
ONE RIGHT
THERE

-THIS ONE

ANDlq
PEAS

HE'S
PRACTICING
MAKING
DECISIONS

The family of 011is L. Anderson ' wishes to acknowledge
with grateful appreciation the
kind expressions of sympathy
shown us in our recent loss.
To each person who helped
to make our burden a little
lighter we say thank you and
may God bless you.
Wife, Laverne; Children, Buddy
and Glenda, Jimmy and
Carolyn, Brenda and Barton
Jones;
Mother,
Ethel
Norsworthy; Grandchildren:
Brothers and Sisters.
We the members of the Murray. Lodge 105, Would like to
take this opportunity to thank
all the people who attended
the breakfast at the Lodge.
Don Newberry, Master of Murray Lodge 105.

5. Lost and Found
I CALLED HIM A
MISERABLE
OLD GOAT

Bilfold lost Friday around Northside I.G.A. Call 753-2540.
Lost: Wirehaired Fox Terrier,
reddish color, natural bob-tail.
Missing in Lynn • Grove area
around Watson and Protoumus
Road. Was dragging chain, not
wearing collar. Goes by the
name Rusty. Reward! Call 4354589.
Reward for information leading
to the recovery of a large
Weimaraner, 100 lbs, silver color. Call Lanch Adams, 7539819 or 759-1623.

CORA,THATS TERRIBLE
ACCUSING A MAN OF BEI
A MISERABLE OLD GOAT'

6. Help Wanted
HENRY'G
OPENING A
BRANCH OFFICE
IN BANGALLA ,„
AND I'M TO MANAGE
If

row"

$356 weekly guaranteed. Work
2 hours daily at home. ($118
for one hour daily). For free
brochure write: SLP, P.O. Box
668, Murray, KY 42071.

13. For Sale or Trade
Sacrifice! 8x40 trailer house.
lot, septic tank, well. One mile
from Kentucky Lake. $2700 or
trade for pickup truck. 4362516.

14. Want To Buy

(

INSTEAD, I 0-105E
TO REMAIN 1-10ME,AND
BE Isil-tAT I AM...

I COULD HAVE GONE
MORE PLACES AND
DONE MORE THINGS

MALIBE I SMOULD
RAVE SEEN MORE
AMBITiOUS...

"This is the bottom line,"
Rep. William Donnermeyer,
D-Bellevue, said. "We need
the roads very bad."
Administration supporters
kept explaining their vote as
the electronic voting board
showed the "yes" votes were
mounting toward the required
51.
"This is the worst bill in the
House to date," Rep. Barry
Caldwell, R-Villa Hills, said.
"Kentucky already is No. 1 in
the nation per capita in bonded indebtedness."
In a comment of resignation, Caldwell said he knew
"that no matter what I say,
the (yes) votes already are
there."
his
Brown
and
transportation officials have
promised that all sections of
the state will get equal consideration in which highways
will be renovated.
About 30 percent of the
bonds will be used for new construction, according to
Transportation Secretary
Frank Melts, wlio also has
said repeatedly that the proceeds will provide long-term
reconstruction rather than
temporary-type road work.

I_ I 1

PR HENRY- CRecKi.E atiZie

15
OPENING ..GRACKLE cEACKs...E
MazKAZz AND I'M 7'0 cR4CortZ
GRACKLE EILIzZ

I CAN'T MAKE
,
.'
OUT A WORC

Dental
'
, Assistant, experience
helpful but not necessary if applicant it exceptional. 32 hour
work week. Staring June 1980.
Interested applicants send
resume to P.O. Box 32 P.
Experienced mechanic. Apply
at Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center, 7th and
Maple.
1MMetliate Gwent,' Posttion- available for dental medical
assistant. No experience
necessary. Send resume to P.O.
Box 32M, Murray. KY.

silver
Buying
coins, sterling
gold
silver,
jewelry.

753-6837.
Want to buy: Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm.
Would like to buy peddle sew-mg machine. Call 492-8401.

Buying
Gold-Silver
Coins sod Sterling
(We also allow 25 to 1
exchange silver for merchandise) Excluding Sale
Merchandise.

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
753-7113
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

15. Articles For Sale
Aluminum extension ladders;
14', $31.99; 16', $38.99; 20'
$54.99; 24', $69.99; 28',
$94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
!deed Office
Desk?
We have 24 extra
good metal desk at o
good, low price!

Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy 641 North
753-4566

For sale: 40 ft. van load of used
office furniture, chairs, desks,
safes. 4 and 5 drawer file
cabinets, tables, fiberglass and
plexiglass. Ross & Sons Salvage
Mdse., Inc., Martin, TN 38237.
Phone (901) 587-2420. Open
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 to 5:30, Sat.
7:30 to 3:00.
For sale: Air compressors and
air conditioners. Come by Dill's
Electric.
Purple Martin houses. 6 room,
123.99, 12 room $36.99; 18
room, $49.99; 24 room,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

POOL
SALE!
New 1 5'x25' deck
swimming pool with
filter. Only $795.00.
Call collect 502-9664258. Ask for DEAN.

Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot
water pipe; 1'2"x10', $1.60; 34"x10', $3.19. Schedule 40
/
2"x10', $3.29,
plastic pipe. 11
2"x10'. $3.99; 3"x10', $8.90,.
4"x10*, $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Riding lawn mower, 8 hp, 36"
cut, excellent condition, $300.
753-0605.
Shot guns, rifles, pistols. 1978
Ford Van, 1971 Chevy stationwagon; Heating and airconditioning business, parts,
-supplies, tools. Estate settlement. 753-2226 after 6 pm.

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes. White $39.99; colors- $.54.P.Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Furniture for sale. Call Holiday
Inn. 753-5986 between 9 AM
and 1PM,

ir: I II' FOR RESULTS
24. Miscellaneous
17. Vacuum China
11311111,
VACUUM
taourr .2,nor ,led par, 5u0e5 and
ww•n• .150 .40 642 '0 g L.0103
J,
J2 51 tItoutnnip,an 5,
Cu,
earl In

19. Farm Equipment
Chain saw chains, 3/8 pitch
for 16" bar. $1025. 20'
24", $1455 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN
Forrest seed for sale Call 4354429
For sale David Brown 1200
tractor; John Deere four 14
inch plow. 10 foot disc Call
753-5381.
John Deere disc, 1911" double fold, $6250. six 16" plows.
$3250; 6 row John Deere
cultivator, $2000, 12' John
Deere chisel plow, $1850, 15'
cultivator, $3000: four scaffold
wagons, $250 each, 8 row
trailer type boom sprayer,
$800; 2 row Holland trailer
type tobacco setter, $1000.
Call 489-2141 after 6 pm.
1976 L Gleaner, 15', F.C. bar,
diesel, A.C., 4 row corn header,
excellent, $31,000. 1975 F
Gleaner, 13'. F.C. bar, excellent
condition, air-conditioned.
$21,000. 3300 John Deere,
both headers. 1972 model,
$13,500. 1971 GKS' Gleaner,
both headers, $12,000. 1973
model FKS, 13', bean header,
23.1 RIO tires, excellent condition, $15,500. Interest free
financing. Phone 492-8425.

$11 9.9.

MF-35 Massey Ferguson diesel
tractor, plows, discs and wood
splitter. Call 489-2705
One two row planter, 3 point
hitch, old model, but in excellent condition. Plenty of
plates with 2 extra grain boxes.
Ideal for truck patches or small
acreage. Cheap! 753-2307.
Steele buildings. All-steele,
clear span, 30x48x12, $3795.
40x48x16, $4995. 40x72x16,
$6495. Also 50x96x16, $9595.
F.O.B. Call 317-788-4581 collect, now.
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive Briggs
& Stratton engine. $229.99.
Wallin Hardware, Pans, TN.
Used garden tiller, $75. Call
489-2440 after 5 pm.

20. Sports Equipment
Men's Raleigh Grand-Prix 10speed racing-touring bike,
"mint condition". $135. 1901-642-8790.

8 Foot pool table with ac
cessories Call 474-8835
•
Marine batteries 36 month
guarantee 134 99 exchange
60 month guarantee $44 99 r
exchange Wallih Hardware
Paris
Two portable buildings. 9s12'.
newly constructed. best
materials $695 each. One
house type, one barn type Call
474-:400 after 4 pm
Trot line material precut redwood and hardware screen
enough for 250 boxes $250
Call 753-1427 after 5 pm

26. TV-Radio
Two repossesed 25' color t v s,
remote control Take up small
monthly payments Warranted
& B Music. 753-7575

27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 12x60 furnished 3
bedroom P.: bath air gas
heat carpeted washer and
Call 901-642-3149,
dryer
Paris
Double wide on two acres land
$18,000 Owner will finance
Small down payment Call 4892248 after 5 pm.
Extra nice 1971 Winco mobile_
home. 12x60, 2 bedrooms,
large living room with
fireplace, recently remodeled
354-6493.

28. Mob. Home Rents
12x60 trailer for rent, Brandon
Dill, Dill's Trailer Court, 413
Sycamore
Nicely furnished three ..
bedroom in Riveria Courts, $165 month Call 759-4496 _
after 6 pm.
12x60 Two bedroom, nice location. Call 753-7516

30. Business Rental
Business or 'office space
available for rent or lease.
Close to court square. Private
customer parking. Call 7534109.
For rent: Commercial building,
approximately 20x20, ideal for
office or small business. Call
753-2967 after 5 pm.

31. Want To Rent
Responsible couple with
references would like to lease
farm with option of purchase •
(minimum 20 acres plus
home). Contact 247-7229 or
554-7026.
Respectable family wants to
rent a nice home in North •
Calloway County. Call 345-2265
after 5 pm.

22. Musical

32. Apts. For Rent

D-28 Martin guitar, excellent
condition, $700. 436-2411.
For sale: Upright piano and
bench; and and old stereo. Call
753-7927.
HAMMOND ORGAN. Excellent
condition. Worth $600, will
take best offer. Need to sell!
Call 753-0243. - • •
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co..
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Repossesed piano, balance due
or monthly payments. Also
practice pianos. 1 & B Music,
753-7575.
Save 25% on all new Wurlitzer
organs during March, •Bef/inning at only $400. I & B Music
Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray.
Used console stereo, only $25,
Also repossesed console stereo',
monthly payments. 753-7575.

Clean, deluxe apartment. 3
bedrooms, family room,
fireplace, central heat, air. US
641 South. 492-8634.
Duplex, 2 bedroom, quiet '
residential neighborhood. Call
753-8096.
Furnished or partly furnished
apartment. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th. 753-6609.

23. Exterminating

Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
Phone

3,
tA

24. Miscellaneous
Feed one adult for $7 06 weekly, including 1 lb. meat, daily
choice of eight fresh vegetables
and grains. Free details. T.L..
Box 286. Hardin, KY 42048.
Lawn mower battery. 24 month
guarantee, $24.99 exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

For rent: Two bedroom
townhouse apartment. all
carpet, range, refrigerator.
dishwasher, disposer, washer
and dryer hookup, central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.
For rent: One bedroom garden
apartment, carpeted, range,
refrigerator, disposer. private
patio. Call 753-7550.
For rent: One bedroom apartent, nice, furnished. Also one
ef
ncy apartment Inquire
100 S 1
St.
New two betttoam duplex,
large rooms, appliances furnished, washer-dryer hooks
utility. Private carport an
patio deck Call 753-9574 or
753-6513 after 330 pm
One bedroom, adjoining University, water furnished $130.
1303 Chestnut. Phone 75331.34.
Tut bedroom, fully carpeted,
stove, refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, and washer and
dryer hookup No pets Security
deposit required. Call 7530504 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom apartment for
rent. Also a three bedroom
apartment for rent Call 1539240 Monday through Friday
Two bedroom apartment
Available April 1st. Phone 7539240.
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BUYER WANTED

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

WE PAY

• CASH
FOR GOLD

Here is your chance to sell to
someone you can trust

GOLD CLASS RINGS, Average
Price $25-45 possibly more

WALLIS DRUG

ALL BOUGHT BY WEIGHT,
Condition unimportant
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

r

53. Services Offered

Utiyeways rode lUtIted d110 Mitchell
Blacktopping
1978 20 Holiday Deluxe all graded Any size white IOCK Of driveways
and small lobs a
hp
75
pontoon
fiberglass
pea gravel one ton and up speciality also patching and
Johnson hydraulic lift on Clifford Garrison. 753.5429
seal coating 153153/
_
motor, depth finder. 2 tog
lights, running lights, Marine For your home-care personal N & M pinting and wall paper
anchor can be seen at Darnell care housewares. arid multi- ing 153-7331 or 43/461/
Fish Market, 5 miles east on vitamin and wiaikerabi supplement needs call your local Am
Highway 94
way distributor at 753-0806
ROOFING
One man crappie boat Great after 4 pm
Al, types free esr,mores
for bush fishing $100 489Guttering by Sears Sears conLoll 159-451? cloys 159
2213
1859 nights
tinous gutters installed per
14' Polarcraft Jon boat 20 your specifications Call Sears
horse Johnson motor, Minnkota 753 2310 for free estimates
trolling motor Moody tilt-- -Heating and plumbing, elec- Painting Paper hanging Comtrailer 759-1233
trical appliance work, trailer mercial or residential 25 years
,
'experience Free estimates
Sea King 14' fishing boat, good work Call 753-0357_
shape with 5.7 hp Johnson Insulation blown in by Sears, 154 198/
motor Call 436-2591
save on these high heating and Will haul driveway white rock
cooling bills Call Sears, 753 and Ag lime also have any type
53. Services-Offered 2310
for free estimates
of brown or white pea gravel
g4f4
Jack's Blacktop Paving and Also do backhoe work Call
ti
1;11
patching Also seal coating Roger Hudson 753 4545 or
Phial144.14wIrv
Reasonable prices Phone 753- 753 6763
I?
I?
C
1531
Will do plumbing and heating
1)10
Ken's Lawnmower and com- repairs and remodeling around
7.;
los %taw
plete auto service Overby the home Cali /53.2211 or
Road Shop 753-8696 home /53-9600
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- 759-1221 Fast service'
Wet basement' We make wet
ing
and
maintenance,. Licinsed Electrician and gas in- basements dry work completeReferences. Guaranteed work stallation. heating installation ly guarenteed Call or write
Free estimates. Call 753.8948 and repairs Call 753-7203
Morgan Construction Co
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
Route 2 Box 409A Paducah
home anchors, roofs
Mobile
KY 42001 or call day or night,
Concrete and block work Block sealed
and underpinning
garages basements, driveways. Aluminum or fiberglass Also 1442-/026
walks patios, steps free patio awnings and carports Will mow and trim yards. exestimates Charles Barnett single or double Jack Glover. perienced and dependable
753-5476.
Call 492 8556
753.1873 after 6 pm
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Hone window cleaning, no job too large or small,
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
rates. prompt and efficient ser,
vice Custom Carpet Care 489
day or night.
2774
tree
cleaning
Carpet
estimates satisfied references
Vibra-Vac'steam-Or, dry cleaning Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Carpet and linoleum installed
Workmanship guaranteed one
1300E. Wood Sr.. Paris. Tenn.
year Call Ray McKintie 436Is proud to announce that we ore now licensed to do
2124
d. s
aEnd
termite a pest control services in Kentucky
tfar
We.con row Oileryou the consumer Mir gotereeteellorkshop Furniture repair
ter fmte & pest control services at resume/eh prim.
refinishing custom woodOur services include termite treatinent of etr.stm9
wortong -itorstt -Latuentry.
structures & pre treatment of new cor 'ructions & corn.
general maintenance (502
plete pest,c ontr 01 ser VIC es
354-6238
We carry $50 000 00 Replacement Ir urance on our ter

1977 Chrysler Cordoba. ex45 Feeder pigs 40 lb average Pit Bull dogs $150 for male
cellent condition Call 753$125 females 1901 364-2402
$35 a head 435-4548
3546 after 8 pm
Standing at stud AQHA grey 43. Real Estate
1976 Dodge 4-door $900 Call
stallion Guaranteed live foal 17 Acres of level land Highway
759-1367
435-4481
1403
921
1550 Call (7031
Duster, good gas mileage
1972
after 6 pm
4. Houses For Rent
good 'condition Call /53-2864
38. Pets-Supplies
Century 21 Loretta lobs
after 5 pm
•re oeciroom brick city A A A dog grooming 12 years Call
Realtors
about our VIP Referral
monnoo district $275 per
1973 Ford Torwo with air. in
experience $10 Call Goldie Service because changing
/security deposit Call 753- 'Brown Lynn Grove 435-4579
good condition Will take best
enough
trauma
by
is
homes
•
22
offer Call 767-4052
Basit and Advanced dog obe- itself In a word its called ad'ee bedroom house large kit- dience classes and private in- justment Moving from home to
1973 Ford Gran Torino. air,
en dirLng room hying room structions Also tracking and home and neighborhood,. to
good condition Call 753-0651
rpeted,, ytility room Call protection training All breeds nieghborhood
after 6 pm
3 9240 Monday through Fri. and ages from 2 months up After we sell your home we
1968 Ford Galaxy 500. 302
Professional instructor. 436- pride ourselves on knowing the
engine,
automatic power steerneighborhood that awaits you
"Oto three bedroom brick, 2858
ing, power brakes air good
parks
schools
.The
elsewhere
Tyour
Jldwater area. deposit re
What's lacking in you. Wilson, is
condition. 69 000 Miles. $350
shopping facilitiet Now for the
41. Public Sale
,ired Call 328-8531
Call 753-8124
shirts never say anything
ingenious parts .VIP Referral
26.Tar Rent Or Lease
Having a yard sale?
For sale 1975 Olds Cutlass
may also find a buyer for your
43. Real Estate
Then pickup your free
present home from another ci- 43. Real Estate
Supreme. 49.000 miles Phone
.37-Acres of dark fired tobacyard sale signs from
753-6753
ty then help that family adjust
1 4 acres of air cured
Rental property r sale Exthe Gallery of Homes
to your neighborhood Sound
- Dacca Barn available 4891971 Lincoln Continental Mark
block
One
;ellent cash flow
office on Highway 641 - familiar' It s the same thing
.16
III Loaded with equipment.
Phone
trom
5)0
MSU
$39
we do for you someplace else
N. in The Village Shopnew tires,. in good condition
. arn and dark tobacco base
759-4538
Call 753-1492 for helpful info'
ping Center just
Call 1-354-6217 after 41 pm.
all 492-8360
melon on this service.
across from the
7531222
1973 Monte Carlo. silver with
riree acres of pasture with
STROUT REALTY , INC.
Boston Tea Party.
location near Carte,
Choice
lit•
maroon vinyl top Extra nice inater and shed 753-3629
Lealers MCI I tel.: io
School and Murray -mow.linry«
terior Automatic with power,
JOHN SMITH University Three bedr!
FOR SALE
FARMS HOMES
and WO
Rides
air
Mini
brick home with 2 baths
BUSINESSES
Ideal wooded building
smoothly Call days 753-1916
large fully equipped hi
carpet
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
or nights 753-6331, ask for
site consisting of 3.18
Warehouse
crie spacious family room an:
PROPERTY
and located in
Lisa
acres
Storage Space
large utility room Baseboar ,i.
es
Graves County 9 miles
.3"
New 1980 Corvette $13.700
sep.and
carport.
heat
For Rent
Southwest of Mayfield
,
753-0372 after 6 pm
garage Chain linked 'at intersection of Hwy.
753-7411
753-4758
Strout Realty
around well shaded back ,
1964 Plymouth 4-door Sedan.
45 and Bell Road. This
1.• L Resew I'..
AROU1•D THE CLOCK
500
$38
for
yours
Can be
one owner car fair condition
of
piece
choice
a
is
Spann Realty Associates 75 2-.
with 2 good tires $200 Phone
,917C•141••••.1.1
753'0186
a,
property and priced
Anytime
724
after 4 pm
474-8800
very reasonably at
2-door hatSubaru.
1980
will
$5500. and (miler
$17 000 is the reluced price. chback. less than 2000 miles,
Phone
finance.
settle estate cn a good solid must sell Call 1,9011 364-3552
A local manufacturing concern in NorKOPPERUD REALat 316 N after 6 pm
'h'e bedroom
thwestern Tennessee is currently accepting
TY, 753-1222 for more
It has neo. paint new
•
applications for the position of buyer.
information.
hardwood Want to buy Small used car in
window:
Candidates should possess purchasing exNeed
in
large the $1000 range
MR0
of
•.
•
knowledge
including
perience
7...BOYD-MAJORS
)
ELDINC,rIA)TS
4"clom-lalthti- rtioCEr.autninarif -Mutt --and atr -No
-ven4efy-eod--Oo4oc4on =c--ectr.64 system
.
1
-61,
•
-11111.13TATE
) Call CO cars over 10 years old and no
,
and 5 large clo$,
.We have listed several
dor Liaison maintenance repair and milling
753-8080
753-9954 or dealers please Leave message
Realty
lots,
Bondurant
preferred.
building
machinery. Degree
choice
during the day for David at
753-3460
This growing fortune 500 Company offers
wooded and unwoodPrtifessiona I Set-,ices
753-9694 . .
With The Friendly Touchexcellent salary and fringe benefits. Please
ed. Two of these lots
44. Lots For Sale
,•••
send resume and salary requirements in conTruclis
are in Riverwood SubSAVE $SS
Spacious
Lakeland house
fidence to:
division and owner
pickup truck. Call
Dodge
1965
decorated,
Nicely
lake lot tocatec at Lakeway
Recruiting Manager
wants offer. Also 2
5 pm
after
753-6705
to
up
for,
controlled
with
priyreiy
ShOres
well-cared
P.O. Box 610
choice wooded lots
2
Call
•aunch
Bdrm,
boat
and
beach
the minute, 3
For sale Ford van. 6 cylinder
Paris, TN 38142
east --at Murray, 2
-75373976-Tbath brick home in
straight shift. all grass winAn Equal Opportunity Employer
Phone
miles.
attractive
quiet,
dows. extra seat Good condi45. Farms For Sale
Kopperud Realty, 753tion Also tool box for pickup
Camelot Sub. Div.
1222. for all your Real
Small farm tra'7•Jr and equip- truck Call 753-3348 after 530
Central .gas heat with
ment included :ail 753-8846
Estate needs.
Pm
R-30 factor insulation.
46. Homes For Sale
Saves you money on
1978 GMC Series 6500 dump
heating and cooling.
Country Estate pour miles east truck 10 ft Rogers bed
Extra neat home. lust finished of Hardin 4-way stop 20 woodLow county tax rate,
17 500 rear end 2.speed with
completely remodeling this 2- ed acres Four year old Bar•
but only "2 mile to
transmission 13 000
5-speed
bedroom home inside and out. vanon Redwood and brick with
Murray. Reduced to
Excellent condimiles
actual
Includes new plumbing fix- open beamed ceiling, energy
42,600. This is the one
tion Priced to sell 901-642roof
new
and
throughout
tures
efficient heat pump and wood 7721
you've waited for.
Great for anyone that wants heater fully equipped kitchen,
WE NOW OFFER
low utility bills with the use of 3 bedrooms 2 baths. Call 362- 1979 Jeep C1-7 2000 miles
Emerson Electric Company is ac100 acres mn off Hwy.
a new woodburning stove Mid 8064. 527-7161 or 362-8641 Call 753-9240
280, mostly timber,
cepting applications each day at the
$20's. Call . Spann Realty
has lovely building site
plant guard house. Permanent jobs
Save 10% buy from owner. 5-1.-Umpers
Associates. 753-7724.
Place),
Home
(Old
Lovely country home with new 24.... Franklin late model selfare now available. Machining exlots of Highway fronelect, plumb insulation. storm contained with awning, air conperience desired. Applicant must be
Large kit- ditioning. antenna Call 753tage. Not far from
Pardons & Thurman windows and doors.room,
willing to work any shift. Excellent
living 5105 after 4. 30 pm
chen large family
Blood river. $63,000. '
Insurance IL
room ufilify -room. 2 bedrooms
benefits and pay. An equal opand bath On paved Claytown
753-8080
FOR SALE
portunity employer.
Real Estate
rd (4 miles E of Hazel) Nice
Southside Court Squore
36" topper for short
Look us over before you look
landscaping and drive Priced
Marray, Kestacky
wheel base pickup.
around. .When you're ready to
for immediate sale at $20.000
753-4451
call 753-5322
$100,
buy a home, you need a lot of
To see contact - Elton Hudson.
p.m.
4
after
questions answered. Like what
498-8731
kind of financing is best? We're sold on your house
47-.1kolorcicles
Where are the schools' Shopp- before we sell it Our theory is
For sale-Camper topper for
ing Centers' What about the simple We take the time to 1972 Honda CL 350, good con- long wheel base 153-8180 or
paperwork that's usually involv- know yew hoot price it cor- dition 753-9292 Or 753-4706. 753-6827
ed' Get the jump on these and rectly and discover it's distinc- 411.-Aiito. Services
Got spring fever' Here's the
other questions by calling Cen- tive features Because we're
Cadet
and
go camping' See us for
GT
cure
Rally
parts,
Opel
much
easier
it's
it,
to
on
so.ld
21
tury
Loretta Jobs Realtors
camper or used unit
new
that
474-2325.
Call
and
repairs
at 753-1492 We have just this find the right buyers and close
kind of information that makes the sale Then we even save you Two new Goodyear,Suburbanite, Complete line, parts. and ac
time after the sale by helping snow tires with studs. mounted cessones Discount prices
your house hunting easier
Camper Sales East 94
with time-consuming_ paperfit Chevrolet White's
Owner financing available work Its all a matter of spen- on wheels Will
Highway, Murray. KY. 7-53-Chevrolet
1968-69
Older home on large lot city ding our time wisely so it Camaro
$90 Call 753- 0605
water city gas only $10000 doesn't waste yours This is just Size G 78x14
Truck camper sleeps four also2796
.
Don't hesitate call Spann Real- another reason you should call
1969 Ford LTD Call 753 2289
753-7724
- Used ears
'y Associates
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 49.
Boats and Motors
!Realtors today at 153-1492 1972 AMC Gremlin 6 cylinder 52.
We're the Neighborhood Pro- automatic good condition 1972,- 14 ft. Astroglass bass
boat. 1969. 85 hp Evinrude
fessionals.
$850 Call 753-8124
motor, trolling motor, depth
live bait well. Call 436finder,
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
5494.
201 Ifsleet Street
t (used All Day Wed.
Aluminum bass boat, motor,
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
I
trailer, depth finder, trolling
Saturday 7:30 tiI5:00
Gold
OWNER FINANCING
M ,,r,d;o, -F. rida 7 30-Noon
motor, $1500. 753-4398. *
AVAILABLE
4
.
Price
JEWELRY
18K
10K CLASS RINGS
75'
WAVE
PRICE
Lovely home with over
$1.25
HAIRCUT
For sale- 1977 Harris. floteDENTAL GOLD
14K WEDDING
3,000 sq. ft. of living
bole. 28 ft fully equipped with
area, 3 baths, central
11 OMC 120 hp engine. bar
BANDS
and sink. Call 436-5380.
gas heat and central
air. Fireplace in fami14' Fiberglass boat and trailer,
ly room and in recrea$100 Phone 414-8800 after 4
tion room. Recently inpm.
sulated to T.V . A
1971 Glasstron GT 160 with
DRINKS
•FRESH
FRUIT
•PRESCRIPTIONS
specifications. Owner
125 hp Johnson Call days 753SALE
AND
FOR
SUPPLIES
RENT
•HOSPITAL
12%
at
finance
will
after 6 pm 759-1274.
4703
COSMETICS
OF
BRANDS
•LEADING
Phone Kopperud Real1973 Gibson 42 ft flybridge.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ty, 753-1222, for•
1.6 kw Onan generator. all
Free Delivery on Pres( options in(it Limits
courteous, competent
electric, twin 225 hp Chrysler
real estate service.
175 hrs $25.000 Will
engines
ASSUMABLE LOAN
take $10,000 cash and financhorni.
brick
3 bedroom
ed balance over a 5 year period
on corner lot just
at 12% Phone 753-8640 or
MILE
listed. Home has been
153-7460.
well insulated and has
1100.1
DELIVERY
1978 Hydro-sport 17' trailer,
heater
-walk*
new
753-0984
140 Mercury motor, twin depth
be
Loan of $28,000.00 is
tinder, live bait well, built-in
liguElloulemommilm10°. Increase April 1 gas
assumable at 111,
tank, and console steering
WILL BE AT STUDENT CENTER,
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, ofNeat and- clean
Call 753-9240.
Uor
patios,
Oil,
and
about
home
Call
od-ons,
mobile
140,900.
cottages,
fices,
MURRAY STATE CAMPUS
one,. 758-1288. Kop
WILD,pro-set eesispletely ready to assemble to 2A '18 tip-Lvoude_1263,.model.
27,
1980
THURSDAY MARC*
but used only five times in fast
perud Realty is bringx 60. Buy the best for less.
five years Must see to apTP S ni um 79 ea
(mutt MoN
ing the 1980's home ni
From 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
preciate $350 firm. 753-1499
11'
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
after 6 pm.
• .ent Nice one bedroom
:'-rent Call 753-3949
apartment near
• VJrf3r Call 753.

53. Services Offered

all

'F- I'-

Servall:Termite 81
Pest Control Company

PAINTING
Residential, Farm
and Commercial
Spray brush & roller

15 Yrs. Experience
RALPH WORLEY
436-2353

inite treatment contracts
We would like to thank you our present customers &
future customers for the cOnficlenc• you place in ers Our
customers ore our friends and it is a pleasure to serve
you
call us anytime 10/-642-414 I
Small enough to know you Big enough to serve you
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Farm & Equipment
AUCTION SALE

inl
pu
thi

Saturday, March 29th
10:00 A.M. - Rain or Shine
At the Billy Morgan Farm
On The Old Murray-Paris Road, Off Of Hwy. 121 South, 4
miles Southeast of Murray.
SELLING on 8 room home on 30 acres - selling in 2 tracts: (1) House and 3
acres,(2) 27 acres including 18 tillable acres and 2 good tobacco barns. Tracts will
be sold separately and then sold as one unit.
ALSO SELLING: One 4230 John Deere Tractor with 1709 hours: one 4430 John
Deere Tractor with 1750 hours; one 3 year old no-till 8-row Allis-Chalmers Drill;
good John Deere rubber tire wagon; another good rubber tire wagon; John Deere
Fertilizer Spreader; 2-row cultivator with Cole fertilizer and dresser; new Miller
/Of-Neck gas welder; C-60 1973 Chevy 2 ton truck with less than 25,000 miles
2 foot Midwest bed & hoist; cattle feeder on wheels; 3,000 new tobacco
/
with 151
sticks; camper top for short bed truck; 1974 12154 Atlantic house trailer in good
condition; good chain saw; 5-16" John Deere plows; garden tiller; 2 registered
quarter horses; good steel-tired wagon with spring seat; 1977 Chevy pickup truck;
and lots of other items to numerous too mention.
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 10% down date of sale, balance with deed in 30 days.
Bank financing, cash or certified check. PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS: cash date of
sale. Owner; Billy Morgan. POSSESSION: 30 days.

Sale Conducted by

TERRY SHOEMAKER, AUCTIONEER
Sponsoring Broker

BILL KOPPERUD
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753-1222
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